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BLUEBERRY 
hsscai mem aux «QU>,AUJ> 

m m HERS A l HYBRID BUDS 
$29 99 1/2 Ounce $29,99 L/2 Ouncr. 

I Ounce. 
1/4 Pound 
1/2 Pound. 
1 Pound. 

$35.99 1/2 Ounce 

„$42.99 1 Ounce..... 
$129.99 1/4 Pound 
$169.99 1/2 Pound 
$209,00 1 Pound. 

$34 99 1/2 Ounce 
..$49,99 1 Ounce.... 
$129.99 1/4 Ptfund. 
$169.99 1/2 Pound, 
52S9-00 l Pound 

$29 99 1/2 Ounce 
..$46.99 
$129 99 
$169,99 
$289 00 

1/4 Pound. 
1/2 Pound 
1 Pound. . 

$129.99 1/4 Pound 
$169.99 1/2 Pound 
$289.00 1 Pound 

tmnai rrnttv+pr 

Wild Greens Isiand Smoke 
1 or, $36,99 1/2 oz. $19.99 

Dream^mo^a Honey Blendp Snl d 
1/2 ot $25.99 1/2 oz. $29.99 

NOT SURE WHAT TO BUY? 
TRY ONE OF THESE COMBOS: 

Super Bud Sampler Pack 
Hawaiian, Dutch. Maui and 
Blueberry Hybrid Buds 

Small Size - 1 Ounce Total 
1/4 Ounce ol Each .$59.99 

Large Size * 2 Ounces Total 
1/2 Ounce of Each,,$79.99 

Supersize 1/4 Pound Total 
1 Ounce of Each.... $119.99 

Hawaiian Islands Combo 
Try These Great Buds! 
Hawaiian. Maui, and Dutch! 

1/2 Ounce of Each Bud 
$69 99 

t Ounce of Each Bud 
$99.99 

Herbal Blends Sampler 
Sample 6 Different 
Herbal Smoking Blends 
Includes. Traditonal Wood 
Pipe and Smoking Papers, 

1/4 Ounce nl Each Blend 
$39 99 

1/2 Ounce of Each Blend 
$59.99 

All Star Buds, Sampler 
Try Our Top Selling Buds: 
Hawaiian Jamaican, 
Blueberry, anc Dutch 

1/2 Ounce ol Each Bud 
$104.99 

1 Ounce af Each Bud 
$1E9 99 

HERBAL.HUBRID BUDS 
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FREE HERBAL SMOKE WITH ORDERS OVER $25 
FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $1501 

WWW.LEGALBUDS.COM 
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Vapor Tower 
Herbal Vaporizer 
FREE SHIPPING 

£199,99 

Easy Vape 
Herbal Vaporizm- 
FREE SHIPPING 

£149.99 

Vapir Gm* 5 0 
Herbal Vaporize 

$149.99 

Oxygon Mini Vapir 
Herbal Vaporizer 

$124.99 
Includes rechargeablp battpry1 

VapotnU&n 
Herbal Vaporizer 
FREE SHIPPING 

$14999 

Slade Digital Scales 
$38,90 

Ho I bo i Vaporizer 
Compact Herbal Vaporizer 

$149.99 

VISA FflC, AMEX & ONUNC C^E' 

OR CALL 1 *S66'HERBS*41T Som-Epm Enstem 

IUT1X1T ADnrDG IrUULi Uiu/LKa RETAILERS A$K ABOUT OUR ULTRA LOW WHOLESALE PRICES: 

U^rig tlhb term ur «i ii wapifflLc iihccLul pjucr. Include the 
uruJuia ruinvfe). uu^uMy iirkb ul fetch Hem itrpj lolcfl Fur Hie 
fiilihd wd*i. Stsiid d Cliuck, M&mrf Qrdai on Cui-li (iilli an y) to 
the below iddn» FIm*b rWk tlreck* may take up Eg Z wtki 1o 
<Jtjr, M O'* and Caah ire prelerrf arid ship **rmr day. 

Mil hr- prryanle- to GLE and wand lo: 

GLE 
Bax 111, 325 East Jimmie Leeds Hd. Stale #7 
Galloway, NJ OB 2 05 USA 

Shipping Rates: QhIm»* w S1U iiH |i~- •%iiivm-*rjs:* 
ah sni* order*. sumpihB sh ^ (Ram *:m aij 
Al.i'.k.: & H nit* i 1114,^5 (Ru*li SEA.S'Sj 
OiPf-i-irl-p- U5A S 14 0^ (Hum 524 05) 
All oilier iir*» Miipjiirt divraetly in n plain- hrown hm 
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I think I have deja vu. You know deja vu: when you feel like everything is eerily familiar. 

Like you’ve done something or been somewhere before. 

I've been here before. 

This is our annual glass issue, in which we showcase the work of top glass artists—and 

guess what? These exquisitely crafted pipes are still instruments of criminality. Why? 

Because the Supreme Court says so: Colorful pipes, brilliant bongs and pretty much all 

non-traditional pipes have no other use but to be packed with illegal substances. In other 

words, the judgment has already been handed down. Art doesn’t enter into the equation, 

no matter how outlandishly imaginative glassblowers strive to be in the creation of 

smokeware. I’ve been here before. 

There’s this other feature in the issue, “Spirit & Smoke.” I covered this same Native 

American story 12 years ago in HIGH TIMES (April ’97). Back then, two Tuscarora brothers 

claimed that cannabis was a part of their spiritual heritage after they were busted for cul¬ 

tivation. It turns out that “Tuscarora” actually translates as “People of the Hemp." Guess 

what? This past summer, their garden was again raided by a heavily armed contingent of 

Feds and local law enforcement. And again, the same issues of Native spiritual rights are 

at stake. Like I said, I’ve been here before. 

This issue is being released at the same moment as the inauguration of a new president. 

We’ve been here before. 

Thirteen states have now legalized medical marijuana, but the federal government 

continues to wage a brutal, dishonest war on cannabis. The marijuana arrest rate is 

beyond shocking: 20 million busts since 1965! We’ve all been here before! 

Deja vu. Aren’t you getting sick of it? Let’s hope we can end it with the new guy. 
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HIGH TIMES MARCH 2009 No. 398 (ISSN #0362-630X), published monthly by 

Trans-High Corporation, 419 Park Avenue South, 16th Floor, New York, NY 10016 ■ 
HIGH TIMES and Trans-High Corporation assume no responsibility for any claims 

or representations contained in this magazine or in any advertisement, nor do they 

encourage the illegal use of any of the products advertised within ■ Mail subscrip¬ 
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TO ADVERTISE IN HIGH TIMES CALL: 
(212) 387-0500 
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(800) 827-0228 
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High Tillies 
POT SMOKER'S 

HANDBOOK 
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THE OFFICIAL : J IS 

POT SMOKER’S HANDBOOK 
FEATURING 420 THINGS TO DO WHEN YOU'RE STONED 

Ey David ftienenstork and dip editor* 

of High Times magaxirte 

Learn how So roll the perfect joint 

Make the most potent pot brownies 

Smoke-proof a dorm room 

Order off an Amsterdam coffee shop menu 

Improve your jay-dar 

And much, much more! 

^ BECAUSE IT'S ALWAYS 20 SOMEWHERE... * k k k k 

k k 
. Available at headshop.hightimes.com, . 

1-866-POT-SHOP, and at your local bookstore! 
ik ^ 
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34 ALL ABOUT GROW BOXES 
We asked our West Coast lab team to experiment with 
some grow boxes and assess their strength in the mar¬ 

ket. The results were good as their report indicates 

today’s grow boxes can suit home growers and hobbyists 

as well as large-scale operations if you have the skill and 
desire. Check out the full analysis as we explore the 
world of box-based growing! 

38 SPIRIT & SMOKE by dan skye 

Following their cultivation bust, two Native American 
brothers are claiming that hemp is part of their tribal 
heritage. In fact, the name of the Tuscarora tribe literally 
translates to “People of the Hemp." They say a higher 

power instructs them to grow. 

44 GLASS OF 2009 by e. keet 

Take a stroll through a garden of the most exquisite 
smokeware you could ever wrap your lips around. Your 
mouth will water over wacky waterpipes and you’ll get 
buzzed by bodacious bongs. 

52 THE WIZARD OF BUZZ 
Peek behind the curtain in the realm of an expert med¬ 
ical marijuana grower who reveals his secrets to perfect 
pot production. 

81 groworld 
EDITED BY DANNY DANKO & NICO ESCONDIDO 

Pix of the Crop; Medical News; Food; NORMLizer; 
Freedom Fighter of the Month; Ask Dr. Mitch; 
NORML Convention; Subcool’s Super Soil; Jorge’s 
Rx and March Garden Calendar by Jorge Cervantes. 

110 next month 

12 highwitne^s news/buzz 
EDITED BY DAN SKYE 

Cheech & Chong on tour; Change chart; Joints in 
Japan; Mayan message; Pot surfboard; Nuclear 
nugs; Seedless Clothing; Pineapple Express 
DVD; Showbuzz; Hemp in North Dakota; High in 
Europe; Battling Prohibition; Cartels in Utah; 
Cannabis in Calgary; THMQ; Reviews; Bart 
Schneider; EzoZone; Del Tha Funkee 
Homosapien; Almost Infamous; Miss HIGH 
TIMES; Vaporella. 

64 I SMOKED POT WITH THE 
GO VERNATOR by tommy chong 

The true account of how the world’s most famous pot- 

head got high with Arnold Schwarzenegger in the 1960s. 
116 pot 40 
COVER: KENT SEA BUBBLER BY: JASON LEE 

STRAIN: STRAWBERRY COUGH 

INSET OF ARNOLD: SIEMONEIT RONALD/CORBIS 

CENTERFOLD: FREEBIE STRAIN: BLACKBERRY KUSH 

72 THE HIGH TIMES INTERVIEW: 
A CONVERSATION WITH RICK STEVES 
BY BOBBY BLACK 

We caught up with celebrated travel guru and pot activist 

Rick Steves at last year’s Seattle Hempfest to ask him 
about his recent educational video on legalization and 

the state of the Drug War in America. 

HIGH TIMES March 2009 Issue *398 £ISSN»0362-630X), published monthly by Trans-High Corporation, 419 Park 

Avenue South, 16th floor, New York, NY 10016. Periodical postage paid at New York, NY, and at additional mailing offices. 

POSTMASTER: Please send address changes to HIGH TIMES, PO Box 410, Mt. Morris, IL 61054. 
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ll« GOLDEN TICKET. 

Thlt GOLDEN TICKET entitlei 

you to 1000 bluntil 

Be lure to cbecb Intide your Kingpin Blunt Tube 

and KEEP IT BLUNTED! * 
CONTEST |£ OHLV FOR PEOPLE OF LEGAL AGE TO SMOKE, PROOF OF AGE MIGHT EE REOU1REO, 
ONLY AVAILABLE WHERE ALLOWED BY LAW 
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Receive 10% Discount 
(using promo code HTSF08) 

Includes free shipping 
on all orders over $79*99. 

AUo available ore Party PiHf, Pills, 
Cannabis-Free Cigarettes, & much more. 

VISIT 
WHW.ECSTACyPRODUCTS.coM 

NOW! 
Hot for sale in the fallowing states: 

DE, IL, KSP LA, MO, NO, OK, TN, VA, FL 

©Ecslacy Products 1-80O-365-OOOD 
valid whi it iuopIim last. 

Privcs iini dfer i>ul)iwt lu shartpi niUmul kAk 
Void bvnen* proftltilififl hy taw. 

Salvu Orwinuf lhii uul imuuUud Idi liunan contuuiptioiL 
No Sales to Minors 
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HIGH ON READING 
Wow! The mouth-watering 

photos displayed in issue 

after issue, and all those tips 

and techniques from world- 

class growers, are enough to 

make any true pot enthusiast 

crave the next edition of HIGH 

TIMES. I get high just imagin¬ 

ing smoking the various buds 

as I flip through its pages. 

I realize HIGH TIMES is 

the leading force in the pot 

counterculture today, keeping 

pot smokers worldwide 

informed about what they can 

look forward to in the coming months and provid¬ 

ing great Mary Jane information all around. What 

more could a stoner ask for? Thanks, HIGH TIMES, 

for giving the everyday stoner all those tips and 

insights into producing great buds, and for always 

providing pictures of the best herb around. A truly 

solid magazine. 

Cameron Hotchkis 

PRESCRIPTION NEEDED 
I’m a 23-year-old male with spina bifida—a defor¬ 

mation of the spine that causes extreme pain—as 

well as scoliosis, which also causes extreme pain. 

I have had no luck finding a doctor willing to pre¬ 

scribe medical marijuana. I have been on mor¬ 

phine and numerous other hardcore narcotics 

since I was 14, and I am sick of the withdrawal and 

side effects. If anyone reading this can help me 

out, you would be saving my life. 

Brandon Scott 

qujeaniefdaoi. com 

MEXICAN NIGHTMARE 

pendence. Along with being able 

to produce two to three crops a 

year in temperate climates, 

hemp has an extremely high 

lignin cellulose content that is 

perfect for making fuels, 

biodegradable plastics and 

chemicals. 

S G 

STONED RHINO 
I was thrilled to see a mention 

of our Stoned Rhino in HIGH 

TIMES, but one correction needs 

to be made. Yes, the mother was 

a White Rhino from Green 

House Seeds, found and nur¬ 

tured by stonedas of Sydney and one of our breed¬ 

ers. But the father was actually Bjorn, a Celtic 

Stone FI male. Bjorn helped produce some of our 

best strains; everything he blew on came out 

magical, and it was like losing a son when we lost 

him. RIP, Bjorn. 

deadvet 

WORLD STONER GAMES 
The 2008 World Stoner Games really lived up to 

my expectations. Aside from getting busted at the 

border with about two grams of weed, the whole 

weekend was a blast! Throughout my road trip 

from Long Island, NY, to Toronto, there was never 

a doubt in my mind that I was the World’s Top 

Stoner. I qualified for the final event of the games 

by finishing second in Stoner Says and second in 

the artwork competition—which was disappoint¬ 

ing, since I missed out twice on winning one of 

those beautiful bongs. But what was even more 

disappointing was missing out on a trip to Amster¬ 

dam by the puff of one tiny joint roach. 

B.S. 

My brother has a medical-marijuana recommen¬ 

dation letter and was traveling to Mexico with 10 

grams of marijuana on him. He was detained at 

the border and thrown into a Mexican prison in 

Nogales. He's been there for almost seven weeks. 

The conditions in the prison are beyond atrocious, 

and we have been already ripped off by numerous 

attorneys and others trying to get him out. 

My brother is an upstanding citizen, a hard 

worker and a wonderful person. He was always 

there for anyone who needed it, and he has helped 

out family and friends without asking for anything 

in return. He was targeted because he was in an 

expensive RV. Yes, he had marijuana on him, but it 

was an amount that was obviously intended for 

personal medical use and not for trafficking. So I 

just want to spread the word to anyone traveling 

to Mexico to be careful. 

Tina C. 

HEMP FOR FUEL 
I am a chemical-engineering student at the Uni¬ 

versity of Utah. In your last issue, you highlighted 

what John Baker and his company, Stonehedge 

Bio-Resources Inc., were doing with hemp-based 

products. I believe that cellulosic ethanol using 

hemp stalk as fuel is the key to our energy inde¬ 

C02 SAFETY 
Nico was talking about safety in his $1000 grow 

article but showed a picture of a CO2 tank that 

wasn't chained up to a wall, post, etc. If the tanks 

tip over, the regulator can snap off and propel the 

tank through a wall! I learned this while glass- 

blowing, making pipes when the fire guy came. 

BTW, I loved the Burmese plant. I’m going to grow 

some when I get to heaven, in the tropical sun of a 

place like Hawaii. 

Mikey Neides 

DRINK GRAPEFRUIT? 
I’m a medical student and recently have come 

across some information that may be a break¬ 

through. Anyways, grapefruit juice inhibits an 

enzyme called CYP3A3 and CYP3A4 which helps 

break down THC. This could mean that drinking 

grapefruit juice could either sustain the effects 

longer, or make it more effective. 

Sahil 

Send your letters to: Feedback c/o HIGH TIMES, 
419 Park Avenue South, 16th floor, New York, NY 
10016. Email: hteditor@hightimes.com. 
We reserve the right to edit for length and clarity. 

IQ HIGH TIMES 



Get back 10% of every purchase - 
Receive a credit toward the purchase of additional vaporizers and accessories 

Get an additional 5% off initial entire order by insertinp Promotional Code HTR001 at checkout 

SMOKE-FREE 

>11 
VAPOR 

A vaporizer is a device used to release the active Ingredients of plant material or to 

release therapeutic compounds from herbs. This vapor ideally contains virtually zero 

particulate matter and reduced noxious gases. Studies have proven that vaporizers 

have numerous health benefits and are a much healthier alternative to smoking. 

While vaporizers are highly beneficial to people who have been prescribed herbs for 

medical purposes, they are also beneficial for all smokers. 

With little to no smoke produced, cooler temperatures end less material required to 

achieve the same effect, the harmful effects of smoking are greatly reduced by us¬ 

ing a vaporizer. Compare the vapors produced from herbs against the smoke image 

which emits heavy particulate matter with noxious gases. You'll be amazed what a 

vaporizer can do for reducing respiratory problems associated with smoking. Order 

your vaporizer and accessories today and receive these great benefits; 

* 10% back on every order 

- Free same day shipping on most orders 
* Free grinders 

* Free organic herbal blend sample 

Money Back Guarantee 
Lowest Discount Prices 
Leading brand-name manufactured products 
Superior and prompt customer service 

VaporNation.com - A Better Life Products Company 

2554 Lincoln Blvd. No 805 | Venice, CA 90291 | T: 888.321,VAPOR | F: 888.530.4331 



Maybe a little grayer and a tad slower, Cheech & Chong are still on the loose and ready to 

“make a dope deal” with anyone and everyone who comes out to see them. Richard 

"Cheech” Marin, 62, and Tommy Chong, 70, have been touring with the "Cheech & Chong Light Up 

America & Canada” reunion show since September, proving once and for all who the real Kings of Ganja Comedy are. 

When the lights go down, Cheech struts onstage to music, wearing his iconic outfit—red stocking cap and suspenders with chino pants and 

wife-beater tank top—then sits down and begins a replication of the one of the best-loved scenes in stoner cinema. It’s Up in Smoke all over 

again, with Cheech in the driver’s seat of his low-rider and a hitchhiking Chong on the side of the road. It even ends with a police pullover, sim¬ 

ulated with the magic of a big-screen monitor and sound effects to match. The show also features comedians Brad Hickey and Blind Melon 

Chitlin, as well as Tommy’s wife Shelby, who warms up the crowd. 

It’s outlandish, outrageous and out-of-control, chock-full of kick-ass musical numbers, karaoke and classic Cheech & Chong shenanigans. 

And guess what? They’re still on tour. Don't miss these legends!—James N. Currie 

Visit cheechandchongtour.com. 

CROWNED [POT]HEADS OF EUROPE 
It’s been said that every time Europe looks across the Atlantic to see the 

American eagle, it observes only the rear end of an ostrich. 

Oh, yeah? Well, every time we look across the Atlantic at you guys, all 

we see is a whole lotta smoke! 

According to a report by the European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and 

Drug Addiction, 71 million Europeans say they’ve toked up. That’s about 

one in four citizens. Denmark is the top pot-smoking country, with 36.5 

percent of the population between the ages of 15 and 64 admitting to use. 

France, Britain and Italy rounded out that field. Romania came in last. 

As for other recreational drugs, the UK ranks No. 1 for the fifth time in 

a row as the top coke snorters in the European Union. 

So that’s where they get that stiff upper lip! 

The annual figures show that, overall, 7.7 percent of Britons from the 

ages of 15 to 64 have used coke, a figure that rises to 11.2 percent for the 

15-24 age group and to 12.7 percent for the 15-34 age group. The Brits 

also take highest honors in Ecstasy and amphetamine use. Spain came in 

second in all of these categories. 

BEACH 
BUMMER 
Looks like somebody really 

wiped out just north of the US- 

Mexico border. In San Diego, 

CA, Border Patrol agents dis¬ 

covered an abandoned fiber¬ 

glass surfboard in Border 

Field State Park. When they 

took a closer look, they found 

that the board had been hol¬ 

lowed out and glued back to¬ 

gether. Stuffed inside was 36 

pounds of weed—about 

$30,000 worth of pot. 

Waves undoubtedly sucked 

that day. No arrests were made. JA
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CHANGE HAS COME! 
With a new Prez, everybody expects a brave new world. Here’s a look back and forward. 

ISSUE THE PAST 8 YEARS THE NEXT 4 YEARS 

HEALTH CARE Some progress: The skyrocketing cost of 

insurance killed off the weaklings who 

couldn't cope with the stress of paying 

their premiums. 

Obama will make it happen. You'll never shell 

out for anything again, from aspirin to a lobot- 

omy. Don’t worry—the Good Fairy will pay for 

everything. 

ECONOMICS Now we know what Grandpa meant when 

he ranted about the Great Depression. 

The national debt currently stands at roughly 

$10.6 trillion. "Change you can believe in” 

means what’s left in your pocket. 

WAR Bush declared "Mission Accomplished” in 

the Iraq War almost six years ago. He did, 

however, find one weapon of mass de¬ 

struction—himself! 

Obama ran for president on an antiwar plat¬ 

form that emphasized diplomacy. People like 

that—especially the ones dodging bombs. 

BIN LADEN After seven years, Bush firmly estab¬ 

lished that Public Enemy No. 1 isn’t hiding 

in the brush in Crawford, TX. 

Obama campaigned about stepping up efforts 

to capture Osama. Was he pandering to the 

hawks? Maybe. But it’s better to focus on the 

actual enemy than on stealing oil. 

FOREIGN POLICY Lie, bomb, invade, pillage, frighten people 

out of asking questions, go on vacation. 

Repeat. 

The world adores Obama. He wants to restore 

dignity to the presidency. We’ll settle for some¬ 

one who speaks in complete sentences. 

DOMESTIC POLICY Kanye West said that George W. Bush 

"doesn’t care about black people.” Why 

stop there? He also didn’t care about 

poor/middle-class white people, habeas 

corpus, the environment, the economy... 

Obama vows change. Give him a chance, every¬ 

body—he says he wants to unite us. But does 

everyone want to be united? 

SAME-SEX 
MARRIAGE 

God told Dubya that it would cause chaos 

in the streets, and that formerly healthy 

heterosexuals would be infected with a 

raging case of gay. 

Obama believes in ensuring basic civil rights 

for all citizens, but shies away from the word 

"marriage” because it’s scary to idiots. 

THE ENVIRONMENT It was just one big cash register to the 

Bush administration, which never under¬ 

stood the term "future generations.” 

We are the future generation, because we de¬ 

cide the future. Time to get responsible. 

CANNABIS A new dark age of oppression: Legal 

med-pot dispensaries went down, head- 

shops were hung out to dry, and 800,000 

of us were busted last year alone. 

We can reasonably expect a more receptive at¬ 

mosphere for cannabis issues than the past 

eight years has offered. Our solution? Declare 

victory now! 

HEARTLAND HEMP BATTLE 
Two North Dakota farmers are continuing their 

lawsuit against the DEA in their quest to grow 

industrial hemp. A US District Court initially 

dismissed the suit in November 2007, but farm¬ 

ers Wayne Hauge and David Monson have re¬ 

filed it in the Eighth US Circuit Court of Appeals. 

The controversy started when Hauge and 

Monson (who is also a state legislator) filed pa¬ 

perwork with the DEA for a legal permit to 

grow hemp in early 2007. Although North 

Dakota state law allows such cultivation, the 

DEA turned them down. Why is the DEA, a law 

enforcement agency, allowed to have the last 

word in what is clearly an agricultural matter? 

Because under the federal Controlled Sub¬ 

stances Act, hemp is the equivalent of heroin or 

methamphetamine. It matters little that other 

nations, such as China or even nearby Canada, 

enjoy a flourishing hemp industry; the US gov¬ 

ernment continues to insist that hemp is a dan¬ 

gerous drug. 

The Justice Department has argued that it is 

ultimately the responsibility of Congress to 

change the laws regarding hemp. Meanwhile, a 

decision on whether Hauge and Monson’s law¬ 

suit can move forward is expected in the spring. 
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Remember The China Syndrome? Jack Lemmon and Jane Fonda save Califor¬ 

nia from a nuclear meltdown after a faulty turbine goes kablooey, nearly caus¬ 

ing a radioactive spill. In November, the Oconee Nuclear Station in Seneca, SC, 

also had a spill. It wasn’t radioactive, but everybody went nuclear! 

It seems that somebody left their stash in the turbine building, in an area 

accessible to regular employees and contractors. An employee said that he’d 

found the weed just “lying about” and reported it to security. (This must be 

where Homer Simpson works.) 

An investigation was launched, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

was notified, and now everyone wants the pothead’s head on a plate. Officials, 

meanwhile, were trying to live down their shame: “We have never had this 

issue come up at Oconee,” said spokeswoman Sandra Magee. “We are investi¬ 

gating it, and we are considering a number of different activities to address it.” 

“Activities”? Who says nuclear power is unsafe? 



this month in 

Celebrate the 
smoking lifestyle! 

ILESS 
SOPHISTICATION MOIVBUZ There’s a certain kind of apparel 

that stoners flock to—comfortable 

stuff, duds to get toasted in. Seed¬ 

less Clothing is one of the compa¬ 

nies in the booming field of 

cannabis-related commerce that 

has dedicated itself to easy-wear¬ 

ing fashions, thereby improving 

the saggy self-image of hope¬ 

lessly dressed stoners 

throughout the world. For 

over a decade, Seedless 

has provided hats, 

hoodies, shirts, pants 

and a whole mess 

of girly stuff that 

proclaim the ‘‘seed¬ 

less’’ lifestyle. The sleek 

black shirt featured in the 

photo is a huge hit—an overt 

smoke signal to the world pro¬ 

claiming your stoner sensibility. 

By the way, that bong doesn’t 

need a chiropractor: It’s the popu¬ 

lar Zong, a flashy yet functional 

piece of smokeware designed to 

prevent spillage, and it’s available 

at fine tobacco-accessory stores 

everywhere. 

Visit seedlessclothing.com. 

Lee lets loose. 

HIGH HOilORf 
Bill “the Spaceman” Lee, 

the refreshingly honest 

pitcher who played for the 

Boston Red Sox and Mon¬ 

treal Expos in the ’60s, ’70s 

and ’80s, was recently in¬ 

ducted into the Boston Red Sox Hall of Fame. 

Lee, who says he smoked a joint with George 

W. Bush back in 1972, was always open about 

smoking pot throughout his career—and still 

managed to win 119 games. Upon learning that 

his former team had awarded its highest 

honor to him, Lee was surprised, but also 

amused. “I thought they would wait until I was 

dead,” he told HT. “I wanted to go in face-down 

so they could kiss my ass.” 

HIGH on HCDGC FlMDf 
Last fall, Andrew Lahde, the founder of Lahde 

Capital Management, a small California hedge 

fund, closed up shop with a unique flourish. 

After his year-old fund returned 866 percent to 

its investors betting on the collapse of the sub¬ 

prime mortgage market and with his own take 

estimated to be in the tens of millions, Lahde 

decided to call it quits, but not before deliver¬ 

ing a searing message to those he’d profited 

from. In a letter circulated upon his departure, 

Lahde wrote: “Idiots whose 

parents paid for prep 

school, Yale, and then the 

Harvard MBA, were there 

for the taking. These people 

who were (often) truly not 

worthy of the education they 

received (or supposedly re¬ 

ceived) rose to the top of companies such as 

AIG, Bear Stearns and Lehman Brothers and 

all levels of our government. All of this behav¬ 

ior supporting the Aristocracy, only ended up 

making it easier for me to find people stupid 

enough to take the other side of my trades.” 

Also in the letter (available online), Lahde 

made an impassioned plea for legalizing hemp 

and pot: "My only conclusion as to why it is ille¬ 

gal, is that Corporate America, which owns 

Congress, would rather sell you Paxil, Zoloft, 

Xanax and other addictive drugs, than allow 

you to grow a plant in your home without some 

of the profits going into their coffers.” 

1H( BCIVT nOPf 
Mitch Mitchell, the last 

surviving member of the 

Jimi Hendrix Experience, 

died in November of natu¬ 

ral causes at the age of 

61. Most music historians 

place Mitchell in the pan¬ 

theon of rock’s great drummers, a man whose 

work was as essential to the sound of the 

iconic band as Hendrix’s guitar. 

According to the Mayan calendar, we’ve just entered the Sixth 

Day of the Galactic Underworld. It’s not the latest Star Wars in¬ 

stallment—it’s a time of mass spiritual transformation. The 

last time this happened, the world got beatniks, hippies and the 

Age of Aquarius. The European Renaissance popped up on the 

Sixth Day, too. At this auspicious time, interpreters of the cal¬ 

endar suggest everyone strive to stay true to themselves and 

become connected to their community and the environment. 

The Maya civilization flourished from AD 250 to 900, but waned in the wake of what archaeolo¬ 

gists believe was some type of ecological disaster or invasion. Mayan palaces, pyramids and cere¬ 

monial edifices still stand throughout Mexico and Guatemala. Their sophisticated understanding of 

mathematics and astronomy continues to fascinate scientists, while the New Age movement es¬ 

teems them as a people with secret connections to the cosmos. 

Incidentally, the last day of the Mayan calendar is fast approaching: December 21, 2012. The 

doom-and-gloom crowd swears that this will be the last shopping day before Christmas—ever! 

ONE JUICY PINEAPPLE 
According to producer Judd Apatow, Brad Pitt’s turn as a stoner 

in True Romance was the inspiration behind Pineapple Express. 

Apatow says he "thought it would be funny to make a movie in 

which you follow that character out of his apartment and watch 

him get chased by bad guys.” 

Uh, Judd? That doesn’t sound very funny. 

But as it turned out, it was! And now the buddy movie of the 

new millennium—which rocked the box office last year—is avail¬ 

able on DVD. It’s a pot-saturated fable of male bonding starring 

Seth Rogen and James Franco as two lovable but hapless stoners 

who express their feelings for each other mainly by sticking joints 

in their mouths and shooting other guys with guns. 

Visit pineappleexpressdvd.com. 
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For centuries, the Japanese garden has 

been known as a tranquil refuge from 

the stresses of daily life. These days, 

there’s a new plant in the garden: Recent 

media reports state that pot culture and 

cultivation are booming in Japan, and re¬ 

cent arrests have shown the trend mak¬ 

ing inroads with every profession and 

age group in the country. 

Observers say that loose regulations 

and easy cultivation are responsible. 

Under Japan’s Cannabis Control Law, 

selling or possessing seeds is legal, be¬ 

cause they aren’t “harmful” and can be 

used in cooking or as birdseed. But 

growing them out into psychoactive, 

smokeable plants is illegal. 

According to Japan’s Police Agency, a 

total of 2,271 people were arrested on 

marijuana charges in 2007,70 percent of 

them teenagers or people in their early 

twenties. That may qualify as a sharp 

upturn for Japan, but it hardly compares 

to the 800,000 yearly busts in the US. 

m SCENE 
In November, the Philippine Marines and the Philippine 

Drug Enforcement Agency raided a mega-garden of 

100,000 mature pot plants in Sulu, an island province of 

the Philippines. The plants were nearly eight feet tall. Offi¬ 

cials have hunches that Abu Sayyaf, a militant Islamist 

separatist group, is growing marijuana to fund their terror 

activities. They also suspect that the crops are transported 

through Malaysia before winding up in Europe. 

Sulu Gov. Abdursakur Tan also wants Philippine drug 

warriors to investigate foreign vessels manned by Chinese 

nationals in the Sulu Sea. “Our information is that there is 

a possibility that some of these ships are actually being 

used as floating shabu (meth) laboratories,” Tan says. 

C 
Last month, Paul Armentano examined the reality behind the Feds’ oft-repeated 

claim that Mexican cartels have invaded California and now operate mammoth pot 

plantations throughout the state ("High in the Hills,” Feb. ’09). But what’s one big lie 

when you can tell an even bigger one? 

Now the Feds are claiming that cartels have invaded Utah. Some 90,000 plants 

were seized in the state’s rural areas this season, and so law enforcement has 

concluded that cartels are responsible! Why? Because Utah is close to Mexico 

and California. 

Obviously, geography isn’t the Feds’ strong suit—and neither is logic. 

Scott Burns, the Deputy Drug Czar at the US Office of National Drug Control Policy, insists that the gar¬ 

dens are operated by cartels from Michoacan, Mexico. Field hands are recruited there and then smuggled 

into the US to grow weed. Burns said they earn $5,000 to $10,000 for three months’ work. 

So that would be 90,000 plants, grown by an unknown number of alien workers, all making between five 

and 10 grand. Then there are the costs and risks of smuggling these people into the country, the necessary 

purchases of cultivation equipment, and the costs of hauling it into the Utah wilds. And don’t forget the dicey 

prospect of transporting pot across open country. Cartels sure do like to do things the hard way. 

Nevertheless, with absolutely no credible evidence to back up these claims, Burns predicted that it 

would take law enforcement "a couple years to send a message: Don’t come here.” 

Two years to defeat a nonexistent enemy seems about right. 

ic wcuTiun 

ANOTHER CALL TO 
END PROHIBITION 
Thudding onto desks around the world 

is yet another critical study of our failed 

War on Drugs. This time, it’s the turn of 

the Beckley Foundation, a United Na- 

tions-accredited NGO (nongovernmen¬ 

tal organization), to attempt to convince 

lawmakers to introduce some sem¬ 

blance of sanity to cannabis laws. 

The initial focus of Cannabis Policy: 

Moving Beyond Stalemate is health. Un¬ 

fortunately, the first quarter of the re¬ 

port is pretty heavy going: Little effort 

is made to separate useless studies 

from more significant population data, 

although the report does mention—al¬ 

beit in passing—landmark studies such 

as Dr. Tashkin’s 2002 cancer trials. The 

report shows a distinct bias against 

cannabis use, and a parental tone of 

disapproval is adopted throughout: Nat¬ 

urally, we shouldn’t be using cannabis 

at all, but if we absolutely must, then 

we should either vaporize it or eat it. 

However, it does honestly conclude 

that the findings of all the cannabis 

studies conducted to date are contradic¬ 

tory and inconclusive. What can’t be de¬ 

nied, however, is that the marginal, 

debatable health impacts of cannabis 

are negligible when compared to the 

devastating health toll exacted by to¬ 

bacco and alcohol—two drugs with the 

UN seal of approval. 

The report’s proposal for moving be¬ 

yond the cannabis stalemate finally 

comes on page 151, and it’s satisfyingly 

radical: Cannabis should be removed 

from all international drug conventions 

and "control” schedules—or, failing 

this, the conventions should be altered 

to allow de facto legalization. The report 

proceeds to explore the admittedly un¬ 

likely ways in which such reform could 

take place. The only realistic possibility 

seems to be denunciation of cannabis 

prohibition by the UN’s member nations. 

So far, no one has taken that first step. 

Will the Beckley Foundation report 

have any impact ahead of the UN’s 

much-heralded drug-strategy review 

later this year? Not very likely. The UN 

Drug Czar, Antonio Marie Costa, has 

never been swayed by logic, science or 

the laws of reality. It doesn’t help that 

Costa and his crew of pseudo-cru¬ 

saders are funded by the DEA, which is 

trying to compel the UN to endorse an¬ 

other decade of pot prohibition against 

the wishes of a host of dissenters, now 

including several heads of state. 

The UN may turn a deaf ear once 

again, but at least this time there will be 

more voices for the world body to try to 

ignore.=-Brendan Hogan 
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Afghani Bullrider: 
Alberta Cup winner! Hawaiian x Big Bud 

Punch Bowl 

In the Canadian province of Alberta, 
the city of Calgary has blossomed 
on the prairie. Marijuana culture 
has quietly blossomed here as well. 

Story S photos by Dan Skye 

Beyond the two cavernous party tents, bales of hay dot the landscape. The 

farmland that rolls to the horizon has already begun to turn bland in color— 

those autumnal, gray-brown hues that linger for months until spring finally 

arrives here in Calgary. Snow flurries were flying this morning, but the after¬ 

noon sun has warmed everything up for the 200-plus stoner judges gathered 

for the first-ever Alberta Cup. 

Each judge has been issued 20 grams of pot—two grams each of 10 dif¬ 

ferent Canadian strains—and the joints are jumping. Little clouds of smoke 

hover around klatches of tokers before being snapped up by the prairie wind. 

As night falls and the temperature drops, the Cup shifts to the heated space 

beneath the two massive, adjoining canvas domes erected by the organizers, 

who will serve four-course steak dinners, host bands and give away tons of 

free stoner shit. 

But let’s get back to the buds. Could this chamber of judges be up to the 

task of toking three-quarters of an ounce apiece in one night? 

Sorry to say, not everybody was. In this epic Canadian cannabis competi¬ 

tion—one of the best private Cup events to be pulled off in North America— 

about 30 percent of the crowd drifted off, faded away or floated home to 

dreamland well before the noon-to-midnight soiree ended. Thankfully, these 

lightweights—an undeniable stain on Canada’s sterling stoner reputation— 

hardly sullied the thriving Calgary pot scene. 

The city rises out of the Alberta flatlands, about four hours north of the US 

border in Montana. The province rolls on like an ocean, and then suddenly, it’s 

there: Calgary, a relatively new city, an oil boomtown whose population has 

just topped a million. Winters linger long here, cold-weather sports rule, and 

the mountains are only 90 minutes away. 

Everyone says they love this place, and the cannabis community here 

maintains that the only thing keeping Calgary from breaking out completely is 

that it’s not Toronto or Vancouver—two cities that have tacitly accepted the 

reality that their citizens can responsibly use and enjoy cannabis. 

To be sure, a huge toker population exists in Calgary. So do the growers, 

but their ops are small and discreet. A decade ago, the grow scene was on the 

rise. But then property values doubled, and harsh laws introduced the possi¬ 

bility of losing one’s home and one’s children. Naturally, local crops diminished 

considerably. Law enforcement vigilance has increased, too, especially in the 

wake of a recent crime wave (unrelated to cannabis) that involved gunplay. 

Still, this is Canada. A local medical-marijuana dispensary is tolerated, but 

monitored closely. A slew of shops that cater to the cannabis lifestyle operate 

A stoner hacky-sack tournament breaks out on the plains. 
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Aisha lights up an Afghani Bullrider spliff. 
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openly, and most of them have banded together to form a coalition that promotes 

responsible commerce: no underage sales or crack and coke paraphernalia. 

Both 4/20 and the Global Marijuana March are celebrated in Calgary, but 

the turnout hardly equals that in other parts of Canada. Once again, this is a 

city of quiet stoners. 

Hence, the Alberta Cup required considerable secrecy and a location in 

the Calgary hinterlands that would remain unannounced until the day of the 

event. But once the locale was revealed, they came—stoners of all ages, an 

equal number of men and women. Three of the Cup’s 10 entries were Cal¬ 

gary strains; the rest hailed from either Vancouver or Nelson, BC. The top 

strain, however, won by a landslide. Afghani Bullrider (from Finest Medicinal 

Seeds in Vancouver) was a succulent, finely formed specimen that clearly 

out-smoked and out-stoned the rest of the field. 

Forjudges who had the Stoner stamina to survive the entire Alberta Cup, 

the top reggae/hip-hop band Pyrx jammed into the wee hours. Later, outside 

the tents, a bonfire was ignited. It roared for a while, with sparks sputtering 

and soaring skyward, blowing away in the direction of the city. Eventually, it 

was just glowing coals—embers of a night of freedom on the high plains. ^ 

Visit calgary420.ca. 
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Trans-High Market Quotations (THMQ] reports pot prices by the ounce, strain 
and location. To submit prices, go to the THMQ link at hightimes.com. 

CURRENT US PRICE INDEX: $391 (last month: $364; YTD: $383] 

CURRENT KIND INDEX ($350+ PER OZ): $483 ($465, $467] 

CURRENT MIDS INDEX ($150-$349 PER OZ]: $259 ($270, $264] 

CURRENT SCHWAG INDEX ($1-$149 PER OZ]: $93 ($59, $82] 

STATE CITY STRAIN PRICE 

ARKANSAS Little Rock Kush $450 

CALIFORNIA Bakersfield Purple Kush $320 
Santa Cruz Granddaddy Purple $240 

Afghani $240 

COLORADO Golden Mexican $60 

FLORIDA Hernando Mids $165 
White Widow $400 

GEORGIA Atlanta Northern Lights $400 
Snellville Orange Kush $250 

ILLINOIS Oak Park Northern Lights $350 

KANSAS Lawrence Purple Kush $700 

MASSACHUSETTS Boston NLx Jack Herer $400 
Kali Mist $400 
Snow Poison $460 

South Coast Sour Diesel $500 

MICHIGAN Holland Lemon Freeze $350 

MISSOURI Kansas City Schwag $70 

MONTANA Helena Northern Lights $425 

NEBRASKA La Vista Blond Hash $500 
Lincoln Juicy Fruit $300 

NEW JERSEY Hillside Sweet God $500 
Sour Cream $500 

Newark Hydro $300 
New Providence Sour Diesel $475 

Strawberry Diesel $550 
Union LA Confidential $500 

NEW MEXICO Albuquerque Northern Lights $325 

NEW YORK Long Island Trainwreck $475 
New York Sour Diesel $550 

NORTH CAROLINA Wilmington Purps $560 

OHIO Cleveland Sour Diesel $420 
Toledo Mids $150 

OREGON Eugene Triple Sec $550 
White Haze $500 
AK-47 $500 

PENNSYLVANIA Scranton Sensi Star $500 
Skunk $325 

TENNESSEE Hermitage Alaskan Thunderfuck $420 
Nashville Strawberry Cough $450 

C99x AK-47 $280 

TEXAS Dallas Granddaddy Purple Kush $750 

VIRGINIA Bealeton Strawberry Cough $275 

WASHINGTON North Bend Bubble Hash $1,120 

WISCONSIN Madison Bubble Jack $300 

INTERNATIONAL (prices in Canadian dollars or British pounds unless otherwise noted] 

CANADA St. Catharines Viper’s Venom C$225 
Toronto NYC Diesel C$220 

COSTA RICA San Jose Bull Rider x Northern Lights $350 

UNITED KINGDOM Hamilton OG Kush £250 
Jack Herer £240 

IVIARKIET ANALYSIS 
Is it possible that the stoner community’s Kush lust has come to an end? After assum¬ 

ing its customary position as the month’s most submitted strain in January, Kush has 

now failed to find the top spot two out of three times in the first quarter of 2009. How¬ 

ever, the ballyhooed strain’s average price remains close to its year-to-date average. 

The top five submitted strains (with average price] were: Northern Lights ($393), Diesel 

($499], Kush ($430), Purps ($563] and Strawberry Cough ($425], 

Index Watch: Every index rose from its previous month’s average with the exception of 

Mids. Apparently, February was the month to score your schwag, as it dipped to a paltry 

$59 an ounce, before rebounding by $35 in March. 

HIGH TIMES wants to know what you’re smoking. Submit your strain information, includ¬ 

ing location and price by the ounce, to thmq@hightimes.com. 

Snow Poison - $460 

Boston, MASSACHUSETTS 

“A cross of Snowcap and Durban 

Poison. It yields a pleasant smoke, 

very easy on the throat, with an 

elevating high. Sweet and fruity 

taste with a tingle to the nose.” 

Sour Diesel-$500 

South Coast, MASSACHUSETTS 

“Beautiful buds with light green 

coloring, scattered with dark 

green sugar leaves. Crazy crystal 

formation and, of course, that 

trademark Sour Diesel smell and 

taste.” 

Lemon Freeze-$350 

Holland, MICHIGAN 

“At the moment, Lemon Freeze is the hot nug 

in Holland, MI.” 

Hydro-$300 

Newark, NEW JERSEY 

“The best weed I’ve smoked in a long while... 

at least since the days of Hawaiian. It wasn’t 

soft; it was kinda compressed, with a lot of 

crystals. I smoked, choked and laughed. It 

was a great high.” 

Strawberry Cough - $450 

Nashville, TENNESSEE 

“Medical grade, imported from the Pacific 

Northwest.” 

SO HIGH TIMES 
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We’re not quite sure what this means either. 

Nick Pell, one of the festival organizers, 

who’s busily rolling a tobacco/hash 

spliff. A former straight-edge punk be¬ 

fore he discovered magick through 

William Burroughs, Pell jokes about the 

conference’s origins: "I smoked a bunch 

of ganj and stared at the Lover’s Card for 

about 45 minutes and was like, ‘Oh, I 

need to get everybody together.’” 

Of course, this year’s conference is 

taking place against the backdrop of 

worldwide financial collapse, which 

lends the opening address of Wes 

Every year October occultists, Satanists, rchedelic alchemists ii 

conspiracy buffs and garden-variety wackos converge in Oregon to 
discuss the metaphysical future of the world. By Justin Hampton 

Friday, October 10: The Assemblage 

Behind the Watershed Building in Port¬ 

land, OR, there’s a constant mass of 

people gathered by a rusted burn barrel. 

They’ll haunt and somehow reflect the 

lofty, abstruse and stochastic visions 

discussed during EsoZone, a DIY confer¬ 

ence attempting to share information on 

new developments in occult practice 

and fringe science. Inside, there’s plenty 

of garish psychedelic art hanging on the 

walls of a drab enclosure with about 100 

chairs facing a stage. Sitting on one is 

- 

Way back in 1990, when 

hardcore rap ruled the day, Del 

tha Funkee Homosapien went 

against the grain, lampooning the 

West Coast’s thriving ruff-rider 

gangstas with nerdy middle- 

class playfulness. Now living 

outside the pot-friendly envi¬ 

rons of Berkeley, CA, in 

nearby Richmond, Del (born 

Teren Delvon Jones) returns in 

top form with Eleventh Hour. 

An Oakland native, Del was a 

gifted student interested in comic 

books and video games, but not averse 

to petty crime like robbing toy stores. 

To avoid high-school beatings by more 

physical troublemakers, he began 

break-dancing and forming rap battle 

crews. Soon, Deland his long-time 

rhyme partner, A-Plus, were squashing 

fools in talent competitions. After first 

trying weed at the age of 16, Del ex¬ 

panded his consciousness by using psy¬ 

chedelics—but unlike many word 

schemers, he never experimented with 

acid, mushrooms or mescaline during 

studio sessions or in concert. 

“We used MDMA when Ecstasy 

was pure,” Del says in his slurry, 

guttural drawl. “But it wasn’t 

poppin’, like now in the 

Bay Area—it’s 

their whole 

mantra. I like to keep my mind on a certain 

level before a show. I don’t want people see¬ 

ing me eking out. If I’m recording, I’d be too 

lit—going off in a corner talking to someone, 

trying to keep from flying off somewhere.” 

Influenced by early rap legends like Run 

DMC, LL Cool J, Big Daddy Kane and the Ul- 

tramagnetic MC’s, the green hip-hop head 

came to fruition when his LA-raised cousin, 

Ice Cube, hooked him up with political zealots 

Da Lench Mob. Del’s promising debut, / Wish 

My Brother George Was Here, shunned the 

usual ghetto-blasting deliriums in favor of 

humorous social satire, including the con¬ 

frontational Afro-cultured parody “Dark Skin 

Girls” and the silly funk ditties “Mistad- 

abolina” and "Pissin’ On Your Steps.” 

Dissing Ice Cube’s Parliament- 

Funkadelic samples and nascent, Will 

Smith-derived conversational jesting for his 

maturated '93 follow-up, No Need for Alarm, 

Del created an abstract hip-hop collective, 

the Hieroglyphics Crew, that became known 

as a respected techno/house-informed free- 

styling unit. For his mind-bending 2000 set, 

Both Sides of the Brain, he developed a more 

forceful delivery and brought on board Com¬ 

pany Flow beat designer El-P. Allusions to 

"herb puffing” imbue the Bob Marley-drop- 

ping "BM’s” (“We’re back in Amster D/Got 

some grams for me/Chocolate Thai/Purple 

Haze”). Narcotics also get their props on the 

coke-dealing freak-out “Soopa Feen” and the 

cautionary “Skull & Crossbones.” 

i m: Kiriii.il i 
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Unruh, editor of the "occulture” por¬ 

tal Alterati, a definite sense of ur¬ 

gency. “The [reality] presented by 

mainstream society at this time is 

shit,” Unruh declares, before invok¬ 

ing the need to embrace any means 

necessary to "break open the mind.” 

Tonight, the EsoZone attendees 

will be focused mainly on a fascinat¬ 

ing if hysterical talk by Alex Ansary, 

who predicts a nightmare scenario in 

the near future involving food short¬ 

ages and an invigorated Russia and 

China turning the US into their mu¬ 

tual bitch after a "false flag” event 

precipitates a war with Iran. Even 

wilder is conspiracy theorist Clyde 

Lewis, who sees 9/11 as a magickal 

working meant to shut off America’s 

connection to its sustaining divine 

force. Listening to all this makes one 

feel that the bookseller in the back 

should be selling water-purification 

tablets alongside the salvia. 

I10IUI0SAPIEN 
Around this time, Del discov¬ 

ered Amsterdam’s lenient and lib¬ 

eral aboveground community: "In 

Amsterdam, we had so much 

bomb we were being stupid, 

rolling the fattest joints," he 

avows. "We went to Christian’s lit¬ 

tle flea market—they’re selling 

weed and ’shrooms. Coffeehouses 

‘Weed’s not so severe, 
but you gotta know 
your boundaries, have 
restraint, or drugs’ll 
control you till you 
ain’t doing /f anymore, 
it’s doing you! 

had all different strains.” How¬ 

ever, upon returning to the far 

less tolerant USA, he quickly 

found himself in trouble at the air¬ 

port for a minor drug infraction. 

“I was so smarmy about it,” he 

recalls, "[customs agents] must’ve 

assumed we had weed ’cause my 

boy Kwame had dreadlocks. So 

they strip-searched us. They asked 

to see my wallet, and I had a little 

hash crumb in there. I laughed and 

said, ‘You gotta be tripping. Just 

throw it away. Or smoke it.’ They 

said it was a federal offense dis¬ 

tributing drugs. Kwame paid $400 

before they let me leave." 

Surprisingly, despite this en¬ 

counter, Del doesn't agree with le¬ 

galizing marijuana or other drugs. 

His reasoning has more to do with 

distrust of the general public’s ca¬ 

pacity for immature, habitual 

abuse than support for some 

ridiculous government agenda. 

"People’d be playin’ the fool 

too much,” he opines. “Weed’s not 

so severe, but you gotta know your 

boundaries, have restraint, or 

drugs’ll control you till you ain’t 

doing it anymore, it's doing you. I 

ain’t gonna front, but you don’t 

know what’s gonna happen with 

somebody. I’ve been to a rave 

where kids be poppin’ X—but I saw 

these same kids at another show 

and they were like, ‘You know that 

time we were X'ing at that rave? 

Our friend died.’ You never know, 

foolin’ wit’ crazy shit. If drugs are 

legal, it’ll be a full-blown gamble. 

People'd buy all they want.” 

As for Del’s current narcotic in¬ 

take: “I’m not into it as much now," 

he claims. "As I grew, I had more 

business to take care of, so I could¬ 

n’t be lit all the time.” 

Saturday; October II: A Pagan Day 
After the breakcore pillow fight 

(which I missed), everyone’s late to 

the party, including the speakers. 

When they do finally show up, 

there’s a very loose discussion of ra¬ 

dionics—technological/spiritual de¬ 

vices in which the results cannot be 

objectively measured. Church of 

Satan member and scary-looking 

dude Rex Church talks about a for¬ 

midable demon-summoning ma¬ 

chine he’s making called the 

Ragnarok Engine, which (I presume) 

‘Take whatever drugs 
and do whatever rituals 
you need to do to get in 
touch with that higher 
energy, and then get 
out of the way. Let the 
energy be your boss.’ 

vironmental collapse, and the mag- 

ick he locates in the use of psy¬ 

choactives echoes the embrace of 

chaos urged in previous talks. 

When midnight tolls, the Black 

Mass begins. A silent procession of 

EsoZone’s organizers, carrying 

briefcases, candles and golden ap¬ 

ples, enters onstage, and for a sec¬ 

ond, everyone appears in sync. 

Everyone knows, without being told, 

what is expected of them. As the 

various monologues uttered by spe¬ 

cific players in the procession drone 

on, the spell wears off, but one was 

definitely cast—which was all we 

came for anyway. 

Sunday, October 12: The Anticlimax 
At this point, the conference has 

broken down in terms of enthusi¬ 

asm: Visionary artist Paul Lafolley 

may be a fascinating theorist, but 

he's an interminable public speaker, 

Contemplating the infinite at EsoZone 2008. 

I’m safe from as long as I don’t be¬ 

lieve in demons. Perhaps this stuff 

counts more as pseudoscience than 

"fringe” science—but that’s a fight I 

won’t live to see resolved. 

More interesting to me is Antero 

Alii and his discussion of Timothy 

Leary’s eight-circuit brain model, a 

concept roughly analogous to the 

chakra system. Later in the night, 

conspiracy theorist and Rainbow 

Gathering vet Freeman pairs David 

Icke’s reptilian bloodline with Sirian 

extraterrestrials as the Bad Guys— 

and manages to make a surprisingly 

plausible case for Anna Nicole Smith 

as a mind-controlled sex slave. 

Dr. Dennis McKenna—Terence’s 

brother—is the last of the speakers, 

and he brings a far more sober take 

on the subjects of ayahuasca, mush¬ 

rooms, and the symbiosis of plants, 

agriculture and human evolution. 

McKenna evokes the specter of en¬ 

and attendance is way down. A 

hastily assembled panel attempts to 

summarize the previous days’ pro¬ 

ceedings, and a statement by Antero 

Alii makes the most sense: "Take 

whatever drugs and do whatever rit¬ 

uals you need to do to get in touch 

with that higher energy, and then 

get out of the way. Let the energy be 

your boss.” 

Considering the wolves at Amer¬ 

ica’s door, one might be disappointed 

by the lack of a more forceful, cohe¬ 

sive vision at the conference. Earlier 

in the day, organizer Klint Finley em¬ 

phasized a more modest perspec¬ 

tive. "There’s no one point of view 

that we’re pushing here,” he said. 

"And even if somebody came here 

and didn’t agree with anything that 

anyone had to say, I think they would 

still get a lot out of the event—just by 

being challenged to think in a differ¬ 

ent way.” ^ 



Bart Schneider: 

REEFER 
WRITER 
Interview by Jonah Raskin 

Bart Schneider is a big, gentle fellow 

who, although he’s a social animal, 

lives by himself in a “pad,” as he calls 

it, with photos of Allen Ginsberg and 

posters of Charlie Parker on the walls. 

I first heard about Schneider and his 

detective novel, The Man in the Bliz¬ 

zard, from a marijuana dealer who’d 

read it while tending his pot garden. I 

borrowed his well-worn copy, plunged 

in headfirst, and immediately dug the 

novel’s mix of sex, drugs and rock¬ 

’n’roll. Schneider’s private eye, August 

Boyer (a.k.a. “Augie”), is awfully lov¬ 

able: He blasts the Ramones and 

dates a high-powered female attorney 

who’s prepared to post bail if he gets 

busted for possession. And that could 

happen at any moment, since Augie’s 

bong is always filled with a New Or¬ 

leans-grown strain known as 

Pontchartrain Pootie. 

Poetry and pot punctuate Schnei¬ 

der’s story, which is set in Minnesota 

and features an assortment of anar¬ 

chists, right-wing Republicans and na¬ 

tive-born American Nazis. Augie’s 

70-year-old hipster dealer, Conrad, 

sells him ounces for $275; his twen¬ 

tysomething rock-singer daughter, 

Rose, gets high with him. What’s more, 

Augie’s tattooed, body-pierced assis¬ 

tant, Blossom, is an ex-con and an ex¬ 

junkie. Since I could relate to Augie’s 

extended family, I thought I might also 

relate to the writer who created it. 

So I drove to the town of Sonoma, 

CA, in the Valley of the Moon, where 

the sun and the soil make for great 

grapes and sensational sinsemilla. On 

the day of our interview, growers and 

farmers were harvesting their cash 

crops, and along the back roads, the 

smell of grapes and marijuana hung 

heavy in the air. 

In The Man in the Blizzard, your pri¬ 

vate eye smokes marijuana. He 

calls himself “a pothead existen¬ 

tialist.” Why a stoned detective? 

There are many hard-drinking de¬ 

tectives, like Philip Marlowe, and 

they’re usually arrogant. My private 

eye is reflective and has a healthy 

sense of the absurd. He wants to 

solve the crime, but he gets side¬ 

tracked—he reads poetry and he’s 

thoughtful. He investigates his own 

soul as he investigates the crime. 

S4 HIGH TIMES 

Why the title for your novel? What 

does it mean? 

It comes from a poem, "The Man 

in the Blizzard,” by Thomas Mc¬ 

Grath. The blizzard in the title of 

my book is a metaphor for a lot of 

things. The detective fights his 

way through a blizzard of clues, 

and the blizzard is also the pot 

smoke that surrounds him. 

Who the hell is Thomas McGrath? 

He’s a greatly sensual and in¬ 

tensely radical American poet who 

ought to be more widely known 

than he is. In the 1950s, he was 

suspected of being a communist 

and investigated. He told Congress 

to fuck off. I met him and heard him 

read his poetry one night—he wore 

a leather glove on one hand, and a 

cigarette dangled from the corner 

of his mouth. 

Drugs and poetry have gone to¬ 

gether since time immemorial. 

What do you make of that? 

Well, the creative impulse is a 

high all its own. Those of us who 

have the habit of creating height¬ 

ened experiences through the 

imagination don’t mind pushing 

the heights a little higher. 

To create the character of Augie, 

did you draw on your own experi¬ 

ence? 

Yes. I share Augie's introspection: 

He wonders about himself and his 

life. I like to think I’m as soulful as 

he is. I’m more politically involved 

than he, and I don’t have his sexual 

dysfunction. He also smokes way 

more weed than I do—it works for 

me not to be stoned all the time. 

‘You mean cops 
don’t smoke 
weed? Get 
real, man.’ 
What’s your own drug history? 

I was born in San Francisco and 

went to high school there in the 

1960s. There was something per¬ 

missive in the atmosphere. Mari¬ 

juana was a part of the scene; it 

was everywhere. 

Were you a cut-up? 

I was a cut-out— I’d leave class and 

sneak under the bleachers of the 

football field to smoke weed. 

Someone was always there smok¬ 

ing, and no one was ever busted. It 

was a tough place to have to go to 

school, because you could look out 

and see the Pacific Ocean. 

Were you in San Francisco for the 

Summer of Love? 

Yeah, I was 16 years old. I went to 

the Human Be-In in Golden Gate 

Park and saw Allen Ginsberg 

naked. Before then, I played foot¬ 

ball—but then I started to do acid 

and, after that, football seemed ab¬ 

surd. I dropped quite a bit of LSD. 

Did you have bad trips? 

Not really, though I was at Altamont 

when the Rolling Stones played and 

the Hells Angels stabbed someone. 

But I was so far away from the 

stage that I didn’t know it was hap¬ 

pening. A guy in an Uncle Sam cos¬ 

tume walked around with a Frisbee 

that had tabs of acid. "Take one,” he 

said. The acid came on about the 

same time that Mick Jagger ap¬ 

peared onstage, and there seemed 

something magical about him. I re¬ 

member that trip as sweetness 

and gentleness—I could hear 100 

intimate conversations all at the 

same time. 

Were you a hippie? 

I was a hipster. At 15,1 started to 

listen to jazz and fell in love with 

John Coltrane, Miles Davis and 

Dizzy Gillespie. I was rebelling 

against my father, who played vio¬ 

lin and classical music in the San 

Francisco Orchestra. I went to the 

jazz clubs on Fillmore and, for $7,1 

would sit there all night, smoke a 

pipe and listen to the best music in 

the world. 

Do you write when you’re high? 

I usually don’t, because I tend to 

get distracted on pot. But some¬ 

times I smoke and rewrite what 

I’ve written. What's surprising is 

that I’m able to cut right through a 

lot of shit—I see how clumsy my 

language is, and I slash it. 

Your private eye is friendly with a 

police officer named Sabbatini. 

They smoke weed together. How 

real is that? 

You mean cops don’t smoke 

weed? Get real, man. A detective 

needs a sidekick, and Sabbatini is 

the perfect sidekick for Augie: He 

gives him information from police- 

department files, and he intro¬ 

duces him to poetry. 

How do you feel about the Drug 

War? 

I think it’s absurd that hundreds of 

thousands of people are in prison 

for possession of marijuana. It’s 

ridiculous, all those stories that 

marijuana is the gateway drug to 

heroin. ^ 
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Remember all 3000 items we » 

Member Deals: 
1O00W Digital Lumatek $274 

AC 1000 Watt MH/HPS 

Complete System $200 
AC 600 Watt MH/HPS 
Complete System $210 

AC 400 Watt MH/HPS 

Complete System $181 
(non air-cooled deduct $20 

from each complete system) 
6" (565 cfm) Inline Fan $75 

CAP Fuzzy C02 $477 



Going... Doing... Donzo! 
Gonzo: The Life and Work of 

Dr. HunterS. Thompson 

Directed by Alex Gibney 

(Magnolia Home Entertainment) 

^ ^ ^ 

HUNTER S. THOMPSON 
The Gonzo Tapes 

(Shout Factory) 

^ ^ ^ 

Gonzo is a top-shelf, high-energy 

documentary on the late, great 

Hunter S. Thompson. A successful 

doc is often only as good as its 

archival sources, and director Alex 

Gibney has tracked down some extraordinary material: from television 

footage of the writer as a young, unknown journalist to a fascinating song 

written and recorded by Hunter and his graphic collaborator, artist Ralph 

Steadman. The film is now available on DVD and includes deleted inter¬ 

views with former president Jimmy Carter, conservative pundit Pat 

Buchanan and Rolling Stone co-founder Jann Wenner, as well as audio 

from Johnny Depp, Bill Murray and Jack Nicholson and scenes from 

Hunter’s maharajah-esque funeral. 

One of Gibney’s most effective devices is the use of the author’s person¬ 

al cassette tapes. “Tape recording for Hunter was essential,” says his liter¬ 

ary executor, historian Douglas Brinkley. While capable of taking impres¬ 

sively succinct notes, Thompson—in keeping with the participatory ethic of 

Gonzo journalism—needed his hands free much of the time. (Taking notes 

on a moving Harley can be a 

Live by the gun, die by the gun. challenge.) His cassette 
|ggp accounts of the Hells Angels 

and Fear and Loathing in Las 

^ ■iygWW—Vegas trips animate the doc 

with the master’s voice. 

Producer Don Fleming 

has also compiled The Gonzo 

Tapes, a five-CD box set that 

:wr?mri serves as a companion to the 

m 'ft! r 1 film. In addition to the Hells 

Loathing material, we hear a 

’shrooming Hunter free- 

associating a very funny 

novel/screenplay called 

Guts Ball and inventing, with activist-attorney Oscar Zeta Acosta, a run-in 

with Henry Kissinger to be pitched to Rolling Stone. Oddly, the self- 

described “dope fiend” was skeptical of cocaine—until the latter publica¬ 

tion assigned him to review Freud’s Cocaine Papers. Hunter naturally had 

to do some research, and we are privy to the epic coke binge that launched 

his subsequent copious snorting. The fifth disc features the most histori¬ 

cal tracks: Hunter’s coverage of the fall of Saigon, and thus the end of the 

Vietnam War. While this collection is not for the earthbound, it’s absolute¬ 

ly mandatory for HST fans. 

EARTHLESS 
Live at Roadburn 

(Tee Pee) 

^ ^ ^ 
Everything about Earthless’ 

two-disc Live at Roadburn 

screams "early 70s”; the album title and cover 

art, the extra-long and thick songs, even the very 

name of the band that conjured this 90-minute 

instrumental psych exploration. 

In true 70s unplanned genius fashion, the 

show came about only because the headliner for 

the Roadburn Festival in Tilburg, Holland, can¬ 

celled, forcing the promoters to ask Earthless to 

fill the slot. Live at Roadburn captures the triumvi¬ 

rate rising to the challenge. 

Disc one opens with the aptly titled "Blue,” and 

astral-blues jamming soon dominates the sound- 

scape, before finally giving way to the adventurous 

riffage on "From the Ages,” which seems ideally 

suited to serve as the soundtrack for a classic 

Jack Kirby comic book. 

Disc two opens with the off-kilter, jazzy blues 

of "Godspeed” until the dynamic prog resumes. 

Then an electro-spacey interlude morphs into 

some serious J-psych jamming on album closer 

"Sonic Prayer.” 

The San Diego-based power trio is overtly 

influenced by Japanese psychedelia bands like 

Acid Mother Temple. There are some interesting 

echoes of Sabbath here (whose original name was 

Earth), as well as Blue Cheer and Hawkwind. 

This is music to toke up to and get lost in. Best 

of all: Even if you space out and find yourself con¬ 

templating everything from navel lint to the 

unseen dimension right next door, Earthless will 

still be dispensing a psych meltdown for you to 

rejoin anytime you’re ready.—Mark Miller 

KOTTONMOUTH 
KINGS 
The Green Album 

(Suburban Noize Records) 

^ ^ ^ ^ 
Fusing their unique and infec¬ 

tious combination of punk rock and hip-hop into 

songs for stoners and anthems for social justice, 

the Kottonmouth Kings celebrate over a decade of 

recording and relentless touring with their 10th 

full-length studio release, The Green Album. Once 

again, the Kings get royally lit and—from the CD 

artwork to the song titles and content—deliver the 

bud-soaked bounty that their rabid fans demand. 

Founder Daddy X supervises the scene, 

overseeing the emceeing by lyricists D-Loc and 

Johnny Richter. Visual Assassin Pakelika keeps 

the mind open and the vape well packed, while 

the shadowy Taxman riles up listeners with dis¬ 

torted singsong choruses that are impossible to 

forget. With DJ Bobby B on the "wheels of 

steel” and percussionist Lou Dog on the most 

unique drum kit you’ll ever see—functioning 

"low-rider” bikes tricked out to keep the beat— 

the Kings destroy their critics and empower 

their fans with a positive, pot-laced message. 

On The Green Album, they wear their under¬ 

ground status with pride, secure in the knowledge 

that real music lovers don’t want to be spoon-fed 

corporate pap. Songs like "Blaze of Glory,” "Pack 

Your Bowls,” "Puff n Tuff” and "Plant a Seed” con¬ 

tinue the Kottonmouth Kings’ legacy of fighting for 

the rights of marijuana users. On top of their 

extensive cannabis activism, they also find time to 

encourage environmentally conscious alternatives 

and civil rights for all. Take a listen to this group of 

conscious stoners wreaking havoc and you’ll find 

out why these Kings rule!—Danny Danko 

EAGLES OF DEATH 
METAL 
Heart On 

(Downtown Records) 

^ ^ 
The Eagles of Death Metal’s 

third album in five years proves to be their most 

focused and durable yet. An auxiliary outfit for 

Queens of the Stone Age frontman Josh Homme 

(rhythm guitar/bass/percussion) and his Cali¬ 

fornia desert bud Jesse Hughes (lead 

vocal/guitar), this playful duo ransacks the past 

and returns with plunder for contemporary rock 

enthusiasts. Duping the Rolling Stones circa 

Sticky Fingers and Exile on Main Street (right 

down to Mick’s slurry vocal swagger and Keith’s 

loose but funky grooves), the playfully titled 

"Heart On” kicks butt every bit as hard as Hom¬ 

me’s primary stoner-rock outfit. 

Sure, there are lots of times when it’s 

easy to name the exact Stones song from 

which these childhood chums have ripped 

their guitar figures. But rarely, if ever, have 

they been served up with such sonic force and 

penetrating flair, sidestepping formulaic 

monotony by hitting an inescapable basic 

groove that’s impossible to resist. Ruggedly 

soulful honky-tonk scramblers like "(I Used 

to Couldn’t Dance) Tight Pants” and "Anything 

‘Cept the Truth,” as well as the trundling title 

track, admirably resurrect the Glimmer Twins’ 

fertile early-’70s epoch. 

Yet despite this obvious emulation (and the 

band’s silly, dismissive moniker, which inten¬ 

tionally overstates their volatile heaviness), the 

Eagles of Death Metal display a commendable 

instrumental clairvoyance all their own that 

keeps the music compelling.—John Fortunato 
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LET FREEDOM RING 
Bobby rocks the Cradle of Liberty at the 19th Annual Boston Freedom Rally. 

During last year’s election, vice presidential 

candidate Sarah Palin was fond of saying that 

the real America can be found in small rural 

towns—attempting to demonize more diverse, 

urban states like New York and Massachu¬ 

setts. Which is ridiculous, considering that 

New York was once our nation’s capital, and 

Massachusetts is practically the birthplace of 

America. In fact, it’s in Massachusetts that the 

battle for our civil liberties continues to be 

waged—be it the right of gays to marry, or the 

right of a responsible adult to smoke a joint. 

So I was honored when, last September, I was 

invited by the Massachusetts Cannabis Reform 

Coalition to speak at their annual Freedom 

Rally at Boston Commons. 

Things had been coming to a boil in Bean- 

town for months. For the third time in the past 

decade, the city had attempted to suppress the 

rally by issuing MassCann a permit that didn’t 

allow for food vending, which is essential in 

funding the event. In response, MassCann 

get out there and vote—and vote ‘yes’ on 

Question 2!” 

Danny spoke next and, along with Mass- 

Cann’s Steve Epstein, helped usher in 4:20 with 

chants of “No Cuffs for Cannabis!” Then Grave¬ 

yard BBQ ended the event with a killer set that 

brought all the day’s speakers and organizers 

back onstage for a final head-banging hoorah. 

Before driving home on Sunday, I set out 

to walk the Freedom Trail—a red line running 

through the streets that begins at the Com¬ 

mons and links many of the city’s most 

famous historical sites. I passed statues of 

Benjamin Franklin and Paul Revere, the Old 

North Church and Old Granary Burying 

Ground, and ended my journey into the past 

by smoking a joint at Boston Harbor. It was 

here, back in 1773, that a group of radical 

activists protested against unjust taxes and 

unfair treatment by their government by 

dumping a shipment of tea into the sea—in 

effect, kick-starting the American Revolution. 

Z. \ J iiA 
Left: Bobby speaks to the crowd. Right: Graveyard BBQ’s Howlin’ Jack Boone and Rick Cusick hit the "Yes on #2” joint. 

filed for an injunction against the city and—as 

in the past—won the case. But a much bigger 

political battle was still brewing—namely 

Question 2, a ballot initiative that would 

decriminalize possession of up to an ounce of 

weed, making it a violation punishable by a 

$100 fine rather than arrest. The initiative had 

been polling at close to 70 percent public 

approval, which of course had local law 

enforcement and religious leaders fuming. 

I hit the Commons at noon on Saturday and 

helped my co-workers Rick Cusick and Danny 

Danko set up the HIGH TIMES booth, where we 

spent most of the day selling HT gear and frat¬ 

ernizing with the fans. I’d been to the rally once 

before (three years ago), but the gorgeous 

weather and the excitement over Question 2 

amplified this year’s attendance and energy 

level. There were over a dozen musical acts 

performing, including a Southern-style metal 

group called Graveyard BBQ, who invited me 

onto their bus for a smoke-out. By the time I 

emerged half an hour later, blazed and dazed, it 

was time for me to take the stage. 

“This rally is an amazing testament to 

what we can do,” I shouted to the nearly 

10,000-strong crowd. "It’s proof that stoners 

can get together and have a great time, and 

we’re no danger to society, we’re no danger to 

anybody—we can party and have fun and be 

responsible people. Stoners vote too, man! So 

As kids, we’re all taught in history class that 

these were the noble actions of citizens 

standing up for their liberty. Yet today, if peo¬ 

ple committed similar acts, they would be 

labeled domestic terrorists and traitors. 

We must never let hypocrites like Sarah 

Palin and George Bush define what it means to 

be a “real” American in terms of obedience to 

authority, the color of our collar or the size of 

our city. Instead, let us remember that we are 

a nation founded by intellectuals and rebels, 

that our diversity is what makes us great, and 

that the true patriot is the citizen who is 

courageous enough to risk his or her own 

safety and reputation to speak out against 

injustice and oppression. That\s the true spirit 

of America, and the spirit that we celebrated 

on the Commons that sunny September day. 

Six weeks later, on November 4, the 

McCain/Palin ticket was soundly defeated, 

and Question 2 passed by a margin of nearly 

two to one, making the Commonwealth of 

Massachusetts the 13th state to decriminalize 

marijuana (among the others, ironically: Pal¬ 

in’s home state of Alaska). Hmm ... 13 states 

for legalization, 13 original colonies—could 

that be another revolution I smell brewing? 

Or is it just the tea? 

See videos from the rally at hightimes.com 

/tags/boston_freedom_rally. 

vaporella’s hit of the month 
I have to pull a Bobby Black this issue and 
use my own mug as the Hit of the Month. 

This was my costume for New York City’s 
annual Halloween Parade, and as you can see, 

it sure did get a lot of attention! Even from New 
York’s finest. Sure it’s a little blurry, but I only had a good 
two seconds to take the shot before the nice officer here 
inquired about where that stinky, sweet smell I was giving 
off was actually coming from. (Hint: not the costume.) 

Want a pot-leaf costume of your very own? Contact the 
Weedman at myspace.com/highdimes. He creates each one 
using fabric made from 100 percent recycled milk jugs— 
which means you’re green to the second power! (I added the 
lights myself for that snazzy green glow.) You’ll not only be 
the hit of the party, you’ll also get a few as well. 

■’ * t,' 

BY BOBBY BLACK 
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A TOUCH OF SATIVA 
BY PAUL KRASSNER 

You may never have heard of Michael Rossman, 

but he was an inspiration to a lot of young peo¬ 

ple in the 1960s, when he became an organiz¬ 

er of the Free Speech Movement that started 

at the University of California's Berkeley cam¬ 

pus and rapidly spread to colleges across the 

country. Michael served as a social and politi¬ 

cal activist for decades, but didn’t take himself 

as seriously as the causes he fought for. 

He once spent nine weeks behind bars, 

where he was assigned to the garbage detail. 

However, the punishment didn’t bother him 

the way his jailers had intended, since he hap¬ 

pened to lack a sense of smell, a fact he dis¬ 

closed in his first book, The Wedding Within 

the War. (His other books include On Learning 

and Social Change and New Age Blues: On the 

Politics of Consciousness.) 
Only nine days before his recent death 

from leukemia, Michael showed up at the Bol¬ 

shevik Cafe celebration held on the UC Berke¬ 

ley campus. He took the stage, accompanied 

by his oxygen tank, and proceeded to recite a 

magnificent poem that he’d written as a way of 

saying goodbye to his family and friends. Here 

is one of my favorite stanzas from that poem, 

“Dear Body, Dear Body Mine’’: 

Thank you lungs for providing 

such rich oxygenation all along 

beyond the norm, for allowing 

the touch of sativa to lift my 

spirit in play, for forgiving 

so many insults, for letting me 

lug down malachite breccias 

from high on Mt. Majuba 

before I went in hospital. 

In 2007, celebrating the 40th anniversary of 

the Summer of Love, Michael reminisced 

about pot smoking and the early days of the 

counterculture: 

“The thing about weed and political 

action—in that era, when you sucked on a 

joint, you inhaled not simply 

some smoke, but you 

inhaled this whole complex 

of cultural attitudes: not only 

opposition to the Vietnam 

War, but a liking for madras 

bedspreads, an inclination to 

taste new and interesting 

foods, to feel less guilty 

about cutting class, to disre¬ 

spect authority more, 

because they were trying to 

make you a criminal for hav¬ 

ing these experiences and 

changes of perspective. 

When you made millions of young people 

criminals this way, on the narrow issue of 

whether they could put this plant’s smoke or 

that plant’s smoke in their bodies, you cor¬ 

rupted their attitudes about a whole lot in 

the culture. 

“This was a time when still, in order to 

smoke marijuana, we locked the front door, 

turned out all the lights, crowded in the bath¬ 

room and stood around the toilet, ready to 

flush if the cops were going to knock on the 

door. We got high, went out, and looked at 

M.C. Escher and listened to Bach with a new 

ear. So when the Haight emerged as a place 

where people smoked marijuana openly, it 

was a deeper kind of transgression and 

statement of liberation than can be under¬ 

stood in this day, or by people who didn’t live 

through that time. God knows, it drove the 

authorities nuts.” 

I once wrote about Timothy Leary arguing 

that anti-Vietnam War demonstrators 

"played right onto the game-boards of the 

administration and the police alike, and that 

students could shake up the establishment 

much more if they would just stay in their 

rooms and change their nervous systems.” 

Then I added: “But it wasn’t really a case of 

either-or. You could protest and explore your 

13-billion-celled mind simultaneously. Dur¬ 

ing the mass imprisonment of Free Speech 

Movement demonstrators, a Bible which had 

been soaked in acid solution easily made its 

way into the jail cells, with students just eat¬ 

ing those pages up, getting high on Deuteron¬ 

omy, tripping out on Exodus.” 

The last time I saw Michael Rossman was 

in 2004, at the 40th anniversary of the Free 

Speech Movement. He’d asked some of the 

participants whether the tale of the LSD- 

soaked Bible smuggled into jail was true, and 

had verified that it was only a rumor. So I 

promised to retract that story. 

Now I’ve kept that promise. 
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TOLL FREE 1-800-630-9350 

is Hie world’s firs! self-igniting pipe 

DIAMOND GRIND 4 PART GRINDERS 
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Wikiflower 
Amsterdam Style 3 Piece Wooden Sifting Boxes 

With Stony Magnetic Closure Available in 4\6", 8" and large 12" sizes 
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Stainless Steel Screen 
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Time 
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march 18-22 * austin, tx 

’'SXSW remains a strong brand and a place 

that provides fertile opportunities for bands, 

even after they have been vetted by the Web. 

showcases hundreds of musical acts 

from around the globe an seventy stages 

in downtown Austin. By day, conference 

registrants da business in the SXSW Trade 

Show in the Austin Convention Center and 

partake of a full agenda of informative, 

provocative panel discussions 

featuring hundreds of speakers 

of international stature. 

SOUTH BY SOUTHWEST MUSIC & MEDIA CONFERENCE 

March IB-22, 2009 I Austin, Texas I axsw.com 

^gsonkbldw KFC 
ohranmcut. 

SGKROHIGLE 
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And SXSW also has emerged as a great 

plate for international acts to break 

on U S, shores and for non-indie rock 

acts to connect with new audiences " 

- Billboard Magazine 

Take advantage of early registration 

discounts and the best choice of 

available hotels now at 

Next early bird discount February 13 

To slay current on Ihe most up to date 

conference and festival news like 

featured speakers and showcasing 

artists, visit and bookmark sxsw.com 

Act now for marketing opportunities. 

Learn more al . ;,ccm/r nrJrHhm 



You've heard el “Bugs in a Jug." Well, hugs in a jug are to Inoculaid what an elementary school science 
project is to E=MC2. 
Other biological are Spore form Only Inoculaid has microorganisms, which are photosynthetic. Our biologicals 
create a symbiotic relationship with your plant. To survive, they need the plants, and the plants need them. So 
they work to improve the growing medium and they 'll do everything they can to help plants flourish. That's just 
for starters. 

With Inoculaid^ 
here’s what you can expect: 

Spend less. Grow more. 
Enrich your growing medium. 
Reduce the need for fertilizer. (By about 48%!) 
Increase root mass by greater than 25% (generally). 
Grow a heartier product with deeper, richer colon 

For the sake ot your crop, let us send you more information. 

Call toll free 866.680,2565 



Multiple Producer units can fit 
in a single room if you're feelin 
the need for extra green. 

Functionality, Accessibility & Support 
Currently, there are several companies out there 

manufacturing cabinet-based grow systems. For 

the purposes of this report, we focused on BC 

Northern Lights (BCNL), one of the larger manu¬ 

facturers in the industry. 

To start, growers with the least amount of 

space to spare will likely opt for the BloomBox, an 

all-in-one cabinet that includes a separate cham¬ 

ber for a mother plant and clones. The Producer 

cabinet doubles the number of plant sites from 

nine to 18 and adds a second 400-watt bulb. The 

Mothership box complements the Producer as a 

stand-alone vegetation chamber. If you’re looking 

to grow more weed than you can smoke, BC North¬ 

ern Lights also offers combinations of products that 

have the potential to generate pounds of bud per 

harvest without taking up your entire bedroom. 

BCNL boxes are not repurposed cabinets, but 

rather start out in the factory as flat sheets of 

metal (nice powder-coated aluminum, in fact). 

The electrical work is very clean, all fans are of 

the axial variety, and the cabinet doors have key 

locks. Both the BloomBox and the Producer sepa¬ 

rate the light and grow chambers with glass. Car¬ 

bon-dioxide enrichment is as easy as buying a 

tank of CO2, since these boxes come equipped 

with a dispersion system that keeps the CO2 level 

around 1,600 ppm. The CO2 is injected by a timer 

system for seven seconds every seven minutes. 

Each cabinet is equipped with a programma¬ 

ble controller, which top-feeds the plants twice a 

day and also controls the light cycles and the 

aforementioned CO2 cycles of each cabinet. In the 

The HIGH TIMES Cultivation Department recently tapped our R&D facility to run a few 
experiments for us in our West Coast laboratories. The goal was to take a closer look 
at grow boxes and what they can offer. A few big-name companies were kind enough 
to donate their full lines to our labs, where we ran the systems from start to finish to 
give our readers a complete run-down on what to expect and how best to optimize the 
performance of these boxes. Our first feature focuses on the gear from BC Northern 
Lights. Stay tuned for future segments! BY BLUNT BROS. LABS 

event of a power failure, the boxes will not lose 

their memory, and the light system automatically 

waits until the bulb is ready to power back up. The 

Lumatek digital ballasts that come standard with 

each unit are another great feature, since they’re 

designed to accept either metal halide (MH) or 

high-pressure sodium (HPS) bulbs that swap out 

easily through the tops of the boxes. 

There was probably a day not too long ago 

when the thought of calling a technical-support 

hotline to ask for help with growing your ganja 

plants might have made you laugh. Well, those 

days are gone. Not only does BC Northern Lights 

offer tech support over the phone, but the instruc¬ 

tions (both online and in the manuals) are detailed 

and well-written. The BCNL website (bcnorthern- 

lights.com) even has downloadable PDF files on 

exactly how each unit works. In general, the BCNL 

cabinets are both easy to maintain and relatively 

forgiving of mistakes. 

Regardless of where you live on this planet, so 

long as there’s a road or ocean near you, BCNL will 

box up all of the gear and nutrients you need, wrap 

them up onto a pallet, and ship it over sea or land to 

your location. We do, however, recommend using 

the “delivery-for-pickup" option, as some truck 

drivers might be familiar with the term "Northern 

Lights.” Who would have guessed? 

In an ideal world, we’d all be growing in green¬ 

houses with all of the latest gear on the market. 

We’d have all the time in the world to figure out 

and play with our grow toys. In an ideal world, 

there’d even be a personal Cultivation Tech- 

Support Hotline that we could call whenever we 

had a question. 

The reality is that few of us have greenhouses 

or even a yard. Most of us live in cities, and many 

of us rent. Some of us may even have roommates. 

The reality is that even though we enjoy 

smoking herb in our time off work, most of us are 

responsible types with day jobs. Now, some peo¬ 

ple—no doubt—are so hardcore that they will 

watch television with their plants, sleep with their 

plants, and even go to bed according to their 

plants’ schedules on a mattress underneath their 

flood tables. However, there is an easier way... 
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USING GROW BOXES 

Ducting & Ventilation 
As you increase the number of cabinets in a 

single room to three or more, the challenge 

of maintaining proper temperatures inten¬ 

sifies. Cabinets feeding off of each other's 

exhaust can raise the room temperature 

enough to reduce yields. We found that di¬ 

rectly ducting cool outside air from a win¬ 

dow source into either chamber with 

insulated 4-inch ducting permitted us to 

weather heat waves over 80°F. Dual 6-inch 

centrifugal fans for the room’s intake and 

exhaust also helped resolve the problem. 

Cigarette smokers might want to con¬ 

sider ducting the grow chamber; everybody 

else will want to directly cool the light 

chamber to better utilize their CO2. If you 

decide to duct your boxes, you should use 

bidirectional filament tape to connect the 

insulated flexible ducting to the boxes. (It’s 

one of the few tapes that will stay in place.) 

An added feature that comes with all of 

BCNL’s units are the small carbon filters 

that attach to the outside of the exhaust 

ports. These are particularly helpful once 

the smell kicks in. 

Ideal garden canopy height is 6" below glass lens 
with colas coming within 2". 

Plant Height 
Cabinet growing demands particular attention to plant height. 

While topping off and bending can be used to manage the over¬ 

all height, an infrared (laser) leaf-temperature sensor can be 

an invaluable tool for determining whether or not your canopy 

is happy. Plant biologists will tell you that photosynthesis is op¬ 

timized at 76°F, and that leaf temperature is a more efficient 

measurement for setting proper light-to-plant distances than 

some arbitrarily defined distance. Since they cost only $50, a 

leaf-temperature sensor offers a simple and affordable tech¬ 

nique for determining the proper size of your plants. 

Because the roots grow into the reservoir, which is im¬ 

pressively oxygenated with four 12-inch air stones, the plants’ 

root-balls gain strength and structure. This allows for vigorous 

plant growth above the surface. If you do a prolonged vegeta¬ 

tive cycle, plants in these grow boxes tend to get large. De¬ 

pending on the grower’s needs, care must be taken to achieve 

the optimal garden size. 

To be clear, growing plants in a confined space can be more 

challenging than in an open space due to the possibility of over¬ 

growing. In the same way that mountains have tree lines, there 

exists a vertical plant-height limit in the grow boxes. In our 

tests, the lights generated impressive resin at all heights, even 

up to the glass. But there is a plant height above which the cola 

top hairs become less than ideal and the leaf tips begin to curl. 

Trials showed this line to be about two-thirds the height of the 

available grow space. But even when the cola hairs take a hit, 

and even with buds nearing the glass, the digital 400s in these 

cabinets—given the proper temperature control—always seem 

to generate huge amounts of resin. For this reason, it’s surpris¬ 

ingly difficult to ruin a crop. 

pi i m 
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h2o 
Although reservoir changes can take a few 

hours with a multiple-cabinet system, once 

per week will do. The BloomBoxes come with 

10-gallon reservoirs; Producer boxes have 

14-gallon reservoirs. The drip emitters main¬ 

tain moisture at the top of the plants’ root 

zones, where the reservoir water doesn’t 

reach. The emitters should be checked regu¬ 

larly in the beginning, since they can occa¬ 

sionally fail or become dislodged, which can 

stress the plant over the course of a few days. 

Feeding occurs twice a day via the emit¬ 

ter system, which feeds the roots directly. 

The cabinets also tend to maintain high hu¬ 

midity without much effort—another very 

beneficial byproduct of the enclosed space. 

The cabinets regularly sit at 70% relative hu¬ 

midity, which is very good for seedlings and 

cuttings trying to root. 

Security 
The BCNL boxes are not so discreet that visitors won't 

wonder at them. The boxes bleed light and fan hum, 

so it’s tough to have one in your bedroom if you’re still 

living with your parents. However, there’s no reason 

why your neighbors, friends or even landlord should 

have to know about it. Simply run one or more layers 

of thick curtain across one end of your room and call 

it a closet. Or build a loft over your cabinets, with your 

bed on top and a curtain across the bottom. Or you 

might even reframe your room with a fake wall. 

Whatever you do, position your cabinets on a wall with 

windows; this way, fresh air is readily available, and 

the light leaks aren’t directly facing the windows. 

(Note: In multi-cabinet rooms, it is recommended that 

window boxes be built to properly secure the room 

and control the atmosphere.) 

For some space situations, cabinets are a perfect 

fit. As awareness of their portability increases, we’ll 

see more successful growers opt for them. Switching 

to a cabinet-based system offers clear-cut advantages 

for growers who wish to maintain extreme mobility: 

Entire rooms can be rolled out and into vehicles very 

quickly if necessary, thereby preventing the need to 

destroy valuable crops when security is breached. It’s 

conceivable that crops could even be moved during a 

cycle if the reservoirs are drained for the brief time it 

takes to carry them to and from a truck. 

Creating Box-Based Rooms 
If a 2’ x 4’ loft is created within a room, a 10-foot ceiling 

would permit two levels of cabinets. This means that a 

large (20’ x 20’) bedroom can surprisingly accommo¬ 

date upwards of 20 to 30 Producer boxes—each hous¬ 

ing 18 plants and measuring 54” wide x 51" high x 28” 

deep. You do the math. (Hint: That’s a lot of plants!) 

Better yet, Producer cabinets on opposite light cy¬ 

cles can share the same circuit breaker, which per¬ 

mits growers to take more advantage of their available 

power and makes it that much easier to build a box- 

based growroom. Growers can even fill entire houses 

with these grow cabinets if a healthy household air 

conditioner is on hand to help control room temps. 

Since each box consumes just nine amps, standard 

orange extension cords can be used. Given the sim¬ 

plicity of the grow technique employed in these boxes, 

scaling the system up should be fairly straightforward. 

For urban growers especially, box-based growing is 

an insurance policy well worth considering. 

Strain Selection 
Cabinet growing demands a strain that produces 

short, squat plants. It’s always better to stay away 

from tall, long-flowering sativa strains in grow 

boxes; indica varieties usually do best. It will likely 

take most growers at least one or two tries to 

learn exactly when to switch their strain over from 

veg to flower and when to do maintenance. Some 

trials have shown that flowering cuttings once 

they have rooted works very well in smaller units. 

Maintaining minimal variation in your day-to- 

night temperature swings can be helpful as well. 

Growers might also want to avoid trimming the 

underbrush until your plants have ceased grow¬ 

ing vertically, or they may interpret it as a re¬ 

quest to reach for the lights. Keep in mind that 

cabinets are ideal for the screen-of-green 

(SCRoG) technique. Using a screen or netting to 

weave your top colas horizontally across to form 

a bud canopy can result in excellent yields. 
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Lumens 
meet 

the SUPERNOVA 
The only one of its kind in the world, the Supernova provides 

Incredible output and efficiency for extraordinary growth potential 

Independently adjustable spectrums let you fine-tune the light to your plants. 

Using only 270 watts of power, the Supernova far outshines a iooow HID light, while 

providing maximum coverage (51 x 5’ area). For even greater growth, choose the Enhanced 

Spectrum Supernova, at just *1,399.95, Our standard Supernova is only *999.9S, 

the LE.D UFO 
& SATELLITE SYSTEM 
Our LE.D UFO’s are extremely efficient and powerful. Using only 

90w of electricity, our UFO's eclipse all 400w HID lights on the 

market. Our new Adjustable LE.D UFO allows for custom output settings and is priced at just 

s59999, while our original L.E.D UFO is priced at s499-99. Our latest Satellite System allows 

for extended coverage at only *49-99. (LEnUFOand lED Bulbs n«. Included with Satellite System) 

WE HAVE EVERYTHING YOU CAN POSSIBLY IMAGINE. 
take a look online at www.HiDHut.com or call for a free catalog! 

REFLECTORS 
Cooitube reflectors for Just *79-49. 

deluxe air cooled reflectors wilh 
German anodl/ed aluminum Inserts 
leu lire low price of 4i 19,99. 

NUTRIENTS & ADDjTIVf S 
Bloombiastic - niggers explosive sugar and 
bloom production, :imJ uiisures targe con \ 
buds wilh a sweet flavor, aft while minimising 
plant stresses. 42.5*1 for *205 

DIGITAL BALLASTS 
250W Digital Ballast *99.99 
4oow Digital Ballast *119.99 

6oow Digital Ballast *179.99 

iooow Digital Ballast *274.99 

COMPLETE DIGITAL SY5TE 
4QQw Complete Digital System *159.99 

6oow Complete Digital System *229.99 

iooow Complete Digital System *319.99 

i to #4 i 

We've been praisr 
*We shit# In brand; 

ikmi . V ./ 

e've been praised for our quality products, customer service, and attention to 
-new brown cardboard boxes, safely and discretely all over |hc world, 

Calf or email us if you ever have any quest/onsJ . 

W HID Hut GMKNIN GARDENING SUPPLIES w: www.hidhut.coni p: 1.866-678-8565 
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If you cultivate cannabis as spiritual medicine, using it to offer up 
prayers, you are still subject to arrest and prosecution. But two Native 
American brothers whose crops were raided last summer passion¬ 
ately disagree-because the name of their tribe, Tuscarora, literally 
translates to “People of the Hemp.1’1 Story S photos by Dan Skye 

“The soldiers got your brothers.” 
The women who lived next door gave Ross Johnson the news. They can be for¬ 

given their assumption. The cops arrived heavily armed, a group task force of 20 fed¬ 

eral and local law enforcement officers—dressed in either camouflage or black, 

supported by a Border Patrol helicopter. They blocked roads, crept through the 

woods and surrounded the property of Crandy and Tracy Johnson, all in an effort in 

to raid their garden, which consists of just 43 cannabis plants. 

Ross rushed over to his brothers’ homes, which are next door to each other, but 

was turned away. Cops were hauling away plants and searching inside the houses, 

despite the fact that the warrant issued by the town judge specified a search of only 

the property’s exterior. 

Crandy, a roadman (ceremonial leader) in the Native American Church, seethed 

as the cops moved into the room where he keeps his vast assortment of spiritual 

paraphernalia—feathers, hides, herbs, antlers and bones. Skins and buffalo heads 

hang on the wall, adorned with sprigs of sage and cannabis. The young cops in camo 

handled the artifacts roughly, calling out triumphantly as more buds were found. 

“You should watch what you’re doing,” Crandy said sternly. “You’re not supposed 

to be touching this. I can’t be responsible for what happens to you.” 
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‘We had our 
laws long before 

there was a 
Constitution.’ 

§The young cops hesitated, unsure of the 

gruff, white-haired Indian. “I only touched this 

stuff. Is that okay?” asked one. 

“This is a church,” Crandy explained. “If you 

violate it, I can’t tell you how the spirits will react.” 

Another offered nervously: “Hey, I didn’t touch 

■gm anything.” 
Crandy snapped back: “You’re not supposed to be 

here! This is a violation of our inherent religious rights!" 

The county sheriff then got in Crandy’s face: “Just 

stand here and shut the fuck up! We don’t give a fuck about 

four religious rights!” 

That sentiment has been pretty clear for a few centuries now. 

Three months after the raid, Crandy and Tracy sit at the kitchen table. 

Crandy shakes his head. “The boat people—these citizens of the United 

States—came here to escape religious persecution," he says. “But when they 

got here from Europe, they started persecuting what they call our pagan religion!” 

^ They’ve been here before. Fourteen years ago, the Johnson brothers experienced a 

similar raid for cultivating 240 plants (see “Tuscarora,” April ’97 HT). They were prepared 

- to go the distance then to vindicate their right to use cannabis as spiritual medicine. However, 

.. the prosecutors got squeamish once the case garnered press coverage and agreed to drop the 

charges provided that the Johnson brothers obey all New York state laws for one year. 

“They aren’t my laws,” scoffs Crandy. “We had our laws long before there was a Constitution.” 

The Tuscarora Indian Reservation, in Lewiston, NY, near Niagara Falls, comprises about two square miles. Fifty 

years ago, it was far larger, but the New York Power Authority seized 500 acres of Tuscarora land to construct the Ni¬ 

ks agara Power Project, despite the declaration of the nation’s chiefs that their land wasn’t for sale at any price. The Niag¬ 

ara Reservoir now covers the land where families once lived. In return, they got mobile homes and little else. 

Hundreds of years earlier, the land of the Tuscarora was even larger. The Tuscarora nation is part of the famed Iroquois 

Confederacy established in 1570, a pact entered into by the Seneca, Cayuga, Onondaga, Oneida and Mohawk tribes to pro¬ 

mote peace and mutual defense against intruders. 
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The Tuscarora have 
venerated the hemp 
seed for centuries. 

‘We’re out of balance 
with nature, because 
of the white man’s 
laws that don’t allow 
us to use these herbs 
in the proper way.’ 

The Tuscarora were welcomed into the alliance 

in 1710, after fleeing their homeland in the region 

of present-day North Carolina. The English planta¬ 

tion system in the region of the Jamestown settle¬ 

ment had ravaged the East Coast tribes. Village 

territories were stolen and the people enslaved; 

women and children were often kidnapped and 

sold away. As part of the Iroquois Confederacy, the 

nation was able to re-establish itself. (Significant 

numbers of Tuscarora still live in North Carolina 

today, despite not having a reservation there.) 

Seventy years later, the Tuscarora would fight 

on the side of George Washington during the 

American Revolution. In fact, because of their 

meritorious service, treaties of that era specified 

that “the United States would never disturb them, 

or any of the Six Nations in the free use of their 

land and enjoyment thereof.” 

Clearly, that treaty has been violated many 

times. But what can never be disputed is the fact 

that the Tuscarora have been known as the “Peo¬ 

ple of the Hemp” for centuries—long before the 

invaders arrived. In fact, the name evolved from 

the Iroquoian word skaru’ren (“hemp gather¬ 

ers”), bestowed because of the tribe’s gathering 

and use of Indian hemp for fiber. In Joseph Camp¬ 

bell’s authoritative volume The Way of the Seeded 

Earth, the Tuscarora are noted to have used hemp 

for “medicine" as well. 

It is also noteworthy that when the confeder¬ 

acy’s constitution was read, councils were in¬ 

structed to provide the reader with “a specially 

made mat woven of the fibers of hemp” on which to 

stand, never to be used again. Equally compelling 

are the laws themselves: They specifically honor 

the plant kingdom and the abilities with which it has 

been endowed—to take away the sickness of the 

human family and elevate human consciousness. 

Archaeologists have long questioned whether 

Native Americans smoked cannabis, or whether 

the plant is even native to North America. But tra¬ 

ditional Tuscarora have no such doubts. Their 

creation tale teaches that they were designated to 

be the caretakers of the hemp seed and keepers 

of the peace pipe in which “hemp flower medi¬ 

cine” is smoked. 

As children, Crandy and Tracy were told to stay 

out of the “special” gardens of their elders, and 

memories of adults smoking cannabis as part of 

their spiritual practice are among their earliest. 

They are both former “steelwalkers,” part of the 

Native American community of ironworkers 

renowned for their ability to work high above the 

earth building our country’s skyscrapers and 

bridges. Now in their sixties, the brothers continue 

to venerate the cannabis plant. What they cultivate 

is never sold; it is smoked in a spiritual way and 

burned in copious amounts in ceremonial fires. 

“Our relationship with the hemp seed origi¬ 

nates with the instructions we were given,” 

Crandy says. “We were told to honor the forces of 

nature—the four seasons, the four directions, the 

four elements—to give thanks for being part of 

this beautiful kingdom. And this is what the white 

man calls our pagan religion.” 

Doug Anderson, the roads commissioner for 

the Tuscarora nation, is equally incensed and has 

protested the “illegal invasion” to the United Na¬ 

tions, where he also functions as ambassador for 

the tribe. 

“We are a sovereign nation,” he says. “We 

have our laws and our way of life. Our govern¬ 

ment and our religion go hand in hand. Canada 

and the United States keep them separate, which 

allows them to persecute us.” 

Even more to the point, the Tuscarora nation 

actually issues its own passports, which are ac¬ 

cepted by member nations of the UN. Unfortu¬ 

nately, the Tuscarora leadership is fragmented: 

Of the 13 seats on the tribal council, only three 

are filled. Council meetings are sporadic, and 

communicating new developments to tribal 

members is sketchy. The nation numbers about 

1,200 now; sadly, some of the ancient Tuscarora 

clans have vanished. Many of the people belong to 

Christian churches, and Crandy admits that only a 

few share the deep identity with the hemp seed 

that he and his brother do. 

Adding to their frustration is the fact that, 

four months after the raid, the Johnson brothers 

still haven’t been charged with a crime, even 

though the authorities promised that charges 

would be filed within 30 days. Perhaps it’s due to 

their glaring violations of the warrant: The cops 

were instructed to search only the outside prop¬ 

erty, but they forced their way into the Johnsons’ 

homes, seizing hunting rifles and stashes of 

dried cannabis, their spiritual medicine. 

Still, the raid has hardly deterred Crandy and 

Tracy from what they believe are sacred obliga¬ 

tions. But these days, it’s tougher. 

“We’ve been driven underground,” Crandy 

says. “Religious freedom laws are not respected 

or abided by, because they are written for and by 

white men. We’ve gotten to the point where we’re 

out of harmony,” he adds. “We’re out of balance 

with nature, because of the white man’s laws that 

don’t allow us to use these herbs in the proper 

way: to appease the understanding of the 

Guardians, to send this smoke skyward to the 

realms, to carry the message of the people, to 

keep the cycle moving onward.” ^ 
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Now more than ever, it's time for the cannabis community to show its support for the visionary artists 
of the glass-pipe industry. Buy a pipe you can believe in, a pipe that speaks to you personally. 

Don't scrimp—the art world needs you! By E. Keet fome folks simply aren't content to stare 

down the barrel of just any old glass pipe: 

These days, the true aficionado wants 

retina-piercing colors and unique designs 

that blend into a piece of whoal-inducing 

smokeware. Ifs a tall order, and one that master 

glassblowers have spent the last several years an¬ 

swering—upping their game and perfecting their 

technique in order to create pipes that can't be mis¬ 

taken for anything other than pure and exquisite 

works of art. 

Now as never before, glass-pipe artists are pro¬ 

ducing pieces that pit form against function and ex¬ 

plore new realms of the imagination. "Ten years 

ago, you'd be hard-pressed arguing the point that 

this is art and not a pipe," says Emmett Patterson, 

a.k.a. Ninja, the founder of Tokecity.com and Glass 

Aficionado magazine. "But today you can legiti¬ 

mately make that argument, because a lot of the 

high-end pipes really don't look like pipes. You've 

got to push the envelope in your mind just to grasp 

that it's a functional smoking device." 

Prior to the arrival of the Internet, smoke-shop own¬ 

ers determined the market for glass pipes, which re¬ 

NETWORK 
Smoke flows 
freely through 
this futuristic, 
functional 
bubbler by 
Beale. 

suited in generally lackluster, uniform and mediocre prod¬ 

ucts. Any pipe maker trying to make a living in the game 

quickly became resigned to playing by this thin, outdated 

rulebook. But once the online community came on the 

scene and started rumbling about the breakthrough de¬ 

signs of a new school of pipe makers, the revolution in 

glass art gained traction. Websites and online galleries 

like Glasspipes.org and TokecHy.com spread the news, 

documenting the vivid swirls and strange, shiny contours 

of this new breed of bubblers and tubes. And an audi¬ 

ence of dazzled consumers—as well as a new genera¬ 

tion of blowers—was quickly drawn in. 

"Suddenly, the artists were getting paid by the actual 

people that were buying the pieces, who were able to 

start telling the artists what they wanted," Patterson ex¬ 

plains. 'They wanted the more elaborate pieces, and the 

artists found out that there are actually customers out 

there that regularly spend money on this type of glass." 

As the online community expanded, so did the 

boundaries of glass-pipe art, moving the intricate re¬ 

sults firmly into the realm of gallery-worthiness. For the 

artists themselves, the quickly evolving scene ushered 

in an opportunity to go far beyond the established 

conventions. 
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UNTITLED 1 
David Colton says he 

starts small then 
tries to elaborate 

upon a general flow, 
usually ending when 
space runs out in the 

kiln, when he runs 
out of color, or when 

the piece cracks. 

'The things that weren't being done started 

to reach my mind/' says San Diego-based pipe 

maker Arty, a glassblower since 2002. "All 

these new techniques could be applied." 

Arty's work, along with that of 30 other 

artists, is now featured in the new book 

Smoked Volume 7, a 160-page tribute to some 

of the most innovative pipe-making happening 

today (see sidebar). 

Arty adds: "I had no idea if d be a career 

and I'd still be doing it today and making 

good money and being looked at as an 
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artist—it's great! I really had no idea that me, 

myself, could do it—but I knew that the medium 

itself would" 

The voracious online response isn't the only 

reason that glass smokeware has been cata¬ 

pulted to new heights. Artists sought out new 

and superior materials, such as high-heat-toler- 

ant borosilicate glass, and found that they could 

manipulate the medium in seemingly infinite 

ways, creating bigger, badder structural pieces 

that appeared in no way related to the old- 

school pipe designs. At the same time, the for¬ 

merly limited palette of glass colors was begin¬ 

ning to explode with many new tones. 

"When I started about 13 years ago, 20 to 

25 colors were available in the market," says 

Abe Fleishman, a glassblower and general 

manager of the colored-glass manufacturer 

Northstar Glassworks. 'The colors were very 

dull, so it took a lot of energy from the artists at 

that time to make stuff look really poppin'. But 

as the techniques and the skill level advanced, 

the artists kept on looking for more things. One 

of the big breakthroughs for artists was, obvi¬ 

ously, some of the opaque colors—the whites, 

the purples, the red-oranges and the yellows." 

Today's glassblowers work with a palette of 

nearly 350 tints and tones, a Technicolor explo¬ 

sion of sorts that Fleishman says impels the 

artists to keep improving their techniques and 

skill, which in turn inform exactly how elaborate 

a piece is going to be. Also, given that the art of 

glassblowing is actually a "torch of dreams" 

path that many creative people have been 

drawn to, the rapid evolution of glass pipes 

seems to be following a feedback loop of sorts. 

UNTITLED 
(top left) 
Brandon Martin tried 
to "create the look of 
something ancient 
but with a modern 
feel—like an artifact 
from the future." 

BOWLTON 
(top right) 
This fish is actually 
part of a sea monster 
created by Salt. 

DISTANCE 
(bottom) 
Doshworlds work 
reflects his wild 
imagination and 
love of the outdoors. 



CHICKEN KEBAB 
(above) 
Joshua Opdenaker aka 
JOP skewered a chicken to 
smoke over an open fire. 

WOODY 
HOT ROD DERBY #2 
(left) 
The culture that 
surrounds Rockabilly 
and Psycho-billy music 
inspired Zach Puchowitz 
to produce an American 
ZP Roadster "pipe." 

SCORPION KING 
(right) 
Euchine created this 
mesmerizing 3-foot 
monstrosity for 
Wicked 66. makers 
of custom, high-end 
glass smokeware. 

"It's a new and beautiful field, " says Brian Jacobson, one of the pub¬ 

lishers of Smoked Volume 7. "The color companies started to make more 

colors, which helped people expand their ideas and creativity. At the same 

time, the artists got better, which forced the toolmakers and other suppli¬ 

ers to create more and better products. It was really a back-and-forth: The 

artists pushed the creators of products to go above and beyond—who in 

turn allowed the artists to create new and groundbreaking work." 

But if you still don't believe that these new visionaries of the glass- 

pipe industry have had to claw their way to legitimacy the hard way, 

consider the rows of mass-produced, uninspired, lollipop-shaped pieces 

that have lined the cases of smoke shops for decades: That's the com¬ 

petition. Expense is also an issue. Sure, you can buy a cheap glass pipe, 

but you should be aware that ifs often an import—poorly designed, 

made from substandard materials and produced in sweatshop condi¬ 

tions. Ifs been a difficult point to get across to consumers looking to 

save cash for their stash instead of a pipe. 

Also, consider Operation Pipe Dreams, a series of raids organized 

and conducted by the US Justice Department in 2004. Its mission was 

to snuff the torch of American glass-pipe makers, but the raids and con¬ 

victions ultimately amounted to little more than a small public spanking 

of an arts subculture. Even so, the strong arm of the law successfully 

shook up the pipe-making community, as well as the stores that sold its 

merchandise. 

Though they suddenly found themselves snubbed and demonized, 

this was the moment when the glass-pipe artists—left to their own cre¬ 

ative devices—launched a quiet revolution, essentially doing to the indus¬ 

try just what they'd already learned to do to the medium of glass itself: 

heat it up and transform it in ways previously unimagined. Given the re¬ 

sults, ifs little wonder that this group of artists often feels that it has been 

relegated to the ghetto of the art world. At the same time, however, being 

a part of a recognized community has generated newfound respect, as 

well as increasingly lucrative returns. Ifs all been a long time coming. 
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Smoked Volume 7 

BLUEGRASS 
CELEBRATION 
Banjo crafted this 
classic for the Telluride 
Bluegrass Festival. 
It features a fiddle, 
mandolin, guitar, 
banjo and standup bass. 

BODACIOUS 
BUBBLER 
Native designs and 
tusks are featured 
in this bubbler by 
Euchine. 

PINK LADIES 
Kaos Glass produces 
a line of smokeware 
with the female stoner 
in mind. 

"I never felt like blowing glass pipes was doing any¬ 

thing wrong or damaging to society/' says Philadel¬ 

phia-based blower extraordinaire JOP, also featured in 

Smoked. "I knew it was only a matter of time before 

pipes got to where they are now. Glass pipes have come 

a long way due to the pipers out there, but it's up to soci¬ 

ety and the mainstream to take it to the next level." 

Art collectors have already begun to snap up what 

will one day be the essential artifacts of this creative insur¬ 

gency. And though that's welcome news, blowers and 

paraphernalia-artfans still recognize that their climb to 

CHRONICLING THE FINE ART 

OF GETTING HIGH 

If you always 

thought that the only 

pipe you'd ever see 

on your coffee table 

was your own, check 

out Smoked Volume 7 

(GritCitylnc.) a full-color 

paperback introduction 

to the works of over 30 of 

the sickest glass-pipe makers in 

the country. It's a collection of photos 

that will quash any doubts about 

whether these smokeware artists be¬ 

long at the head of the class in the 

new school of glassblowing. Smoked— 

the brainchild of designer Brian Jacob¬ 

son and glassblower Nate Purcell 

(a.k.a. Just Another Glassblower)—fea¬ 

tures 150 photographs from top Philly 

lensman M. Scott Whitson, capturing 

the intimate details of pieces that look 

nothing like the pipes of yore. 

"One day, we will look back at this 

time as the beginning of something 

bigger," says Smoked contributing 

artist Slinger. "And this book is one of 

the documents that will be used to in¬ 

form people about the history of this 

movement."—EK 

Available atgritcity.com, $24.99 

respectability and acceptance is still in its early stages. "A 

lot of these artists right now are just so ahead of their time," Fleishman says. "I personally believe that the 

art of pipe makers is almost so advanced that the standard art gallery doesn't fully understand or isn't ed¬ 

ucated enough to accept it in this form yet. This stuff is mind-blowing." His recommendation for skeptics? 

'Take the mindset out," he replies: "Don't think about it as 'paraphernalia' or as 'a pipe.' Look at it as art." 

These days, what the smokeware industry really needs—much like the cannabis community itself—is a 

greater level of popular acceptance. When you buy a glass pipe, are you aware of its currently "illicit" na¬ 

ture and the serious constraints that some glass artist has faced to create il? Would you choose to buy an 

illegally imported product over a high-quality, American-made one? And are you willing to acknowledge 

the artistry that was required to produce this elegant, efficient piece of smokeware that we in the cannabis 

community depend upon and deserve? 

Spend some time smoking on that. ^ 
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SINGLE CHAMBER 
VEGETATE PLANTS : FLOWER : START SEEDS/CLONES 

800W DUAL LIGHTING SYSTEM: 4Q0W X 2 HPS\MH LAMPS FOR FULL SPECTRUM 

SUPPLEMENTED WITH 4 VERTICALLY MOUNTED TS FLUORESCENTS FOR VEGETATING 

INTEGRATED CONTROL CONSOLE FOR LIGHTS ON ENCLOSED LIGHT BOX 

7 FANS FOR MAXIMUM COOLING + 265 CFM BLOWER W/ CARBON SCRUBBER 

LOCKABLE CASTER WHEELS WITH INTEGRATED HANDLE FOR EASY MOVEMENT 

ENCLOSED LIGHT BOX SWINGS OPEN AND LOCKS FOR EASY LAMP CHANGES 

Automated) 

SINGLE CHAMBER VEGETATE PLANTS; FLOWER t START SEEDS/CLONES 

AUTOMATICALLY ADDS WATER/NUTRIENTS & ADJUSTS PH 

800W DUAL LIGHTING SYSTEM: 400 W X 2 HPS\MH LAMPS FOR FULL SPECTRUM 

SUPPLEMENTED WITH 4 VERTICALLY MOUNTED T5 FLUORESCENTS FOR VEGETATING 

9 FANS FOR MAXIMUM COOLING + 2G5 CFM BLOWER W/ CARBON SCRUBBER 

INTEGRATED CONTROL CONSOLE FOR LIGHTS ON ENCLOSED LIGHT BOX 

INTEGRATED FAN SPEED/NOISE CONTROLS MOUNTED ON FRONT PANEL 

INTEGRATED LOW WATER ALARM WITH VISUAL LED AND SWITCHABLE AUDIO ALERT 

INTEGRATED FRONT MOUNTED TDS METER FOR NUTRIENT LEVELS & TEMP/HUMIDITY 

LOCKABLE CASTER WHEELS WITH INTEGRATED HANDLE FOR EASY MOVEMENT 

ENCLOSED LIGHT BOX SWINGS OPEN AND LOCKS FOR EASY LAMP CHANGES 

DUAL CHAMBER MOTHERS + VEGETATE: FLOWER: START SEEDS/CLONES 
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INTEGRATED CONTROL CONSOLE FOR LIGHTS ON ENCLOSED LIGHT BOX 

7 FANS FOR MAXIMUM COOLING + 265 CFM BLOWER W/ CARBON SCRUBBER 

LOCKABLE CASTER WHEELS WITH INTEGRATED HANDLE FOR EASY MOVEMENT 

ENCLOSED LIGHTBOX SWINGS OPEN AND LOCKS FOR EASY LAMP CHANGES 

(Automated) 

DtJALCHAMBER mothers + VEGETATE : FLOWER : START SEEDS/CLONES 

AUTOMATICALLY ADDS WATER/NUTRIENTS & ADJUSTS PH 

9 FANS FOR MAXIMUM COOLJNG * 265 CFM BLOWER W/ CARSON SCRUBBER 

INTEGRATED CONTROL CONSOLE FOR LIGHTS ON ENCLOSED LIGHT BOX 

INTEGRATED FAN SPEED/NOISE CONTROLS MOUNTED ON FRONT PANEL 

INTEGRATED LOW WATER ALARM WITH VISUAL LED AND SWITCHABLE AUDIO ALERT 

I 

INTEGRATED FRONT MOUNTED TDS METER FOR NUTRIENT LEVELS & TEMP/HUMIDITY 

LOCKABLE CASTER WHEELS WITH INTEGRATED HANDLE FOR EAST MOVEMENT 

ENCLOSED LIGHT BOX SWINGS OPEN AND LOCKS FOR EASY LAMP CHANGES 





Take a rare look behind the curtain at a master grower’s garden of dank delights. 
Our cannabis correspondent follows the green brick road to learn about new strains 

and exciting techniques for growing pot that’ll send you over the rainbow. 
/ * ' Story & photos by Freebie 

As a teenager growing up in New York, the only herb I ever saw was 

dirtweed or Mexican schwag—brown, flattened, unappealing bud 

loaded with seeds. Then a friend invited me to a party that his older 

brother was throwing. That evening, a guy named Weird A1 (not the 

accordionist) showed up with a large brown paper bag. Inside was a 

foot-long cola he’d just harvested from an outdoor plant. 

Whoa! So that’s what it was supposed to look like. Unfortunately, 

the bud was fresh and wet and by no means ready to smoke. However, 

I clearly remember feeling enlightened after seeing the real deal. The 

following day, I went out to find this magazine that Weird A1 had been 

talking about—a publication by the name of HIGH TIMES. 

Months passed, and I became an avid reader of the magazine. 

Now I could finally see for myself what great buds were supposed 

to look like. I read the stories about how to grow and, a few months 

later, even began the first of many attempts to sprout some seeds 

myself. But after years of mixed results, I eventually gave up. 

When it came to growing the kind of buds I saw in HIGH TIMES, I 

was in way over my head, and I decided it just wasn’t worth the 

continued trouble and expense. 

Then, 20 years later, I happened to find myself living in California. 

For decades, I’d heard and read about the legendary master growers 

in the northern part of the state. Unfortunately, when I got there, 

these masters turned out to be, for the most part, invisible. Most were 

old-school growers with friends and connections that the average 

guy would simply never have. I’d hear tales of strains that no one 

had except one or two growers—and they weren’t sharing with any¬ 

one. Just laying your eyes on one of these strains was rare, if not 

a 
downright impossible. And the harvests raised by these legendary 

growers were, for the most part, consumed in small circles, almost 

never leaving the area where they were grown. 
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Grape Ape colas form into tasty buds. 

But things have changed in California since then. These days, the 

medical clubs carry all kinds of great strains, and the state’s growers 

supply these clubs with everything they can harvest—good medicine 

and bad, top shelf and bottom tier. And it appears that most of the 

marijuana continues to come from Northern California. 

This has led to some unexpected results. While the older growers 

still lead their mostly invisible lifestyles, the younger ones seeking to 

come up in the world have flooded the market with expensive but mid¬ 

dling marijuana. The prices in the clubs are higher than ever—in 

most clubs, the price is 10 to 20 percent higher than at street level. But 

despite this fact, California’s consumers have found themselves with 

little choice but to patronize these clubs or grow their own. After all, 

the old-timers are still using their old connections to disperse their 

harvest, and the younger growers are dumping everything they can 

on an overpriced medical market, so what other choice do we have? 

The only logical thing for me to do was either to get a better connec¬ 

tion or start growing again. 

Luckily for me, one day not so long ago, I got a call from a friend who 

got a call from a friend who happens to be a master grower, and who 

wanted someone to document a new soil-growing process that he'd 

mastered. When my friend told me who the master grower was, I 

couldn’t believe that this cannabis legend was willing to open up his 

world to me. But that’s exactly what happened. 

I’d been reading about this invisible grower for years: He’d been 

a fundamental force in improving both genetics and growing tech¬ 

niques over the last two decades. When I heard that I’d be able to 

take a trip up north and meet him, I felt like I was about to embark 

on a magic journey. After I’d asked a friend to come along and 

okayed it with the grower, I packed up my gear, and then we were off 

to see the Wizard. 

A four-hour drive on California’s green brick road would no doubt 

take us past countless grow houses, and we whiled away the journey 

by imagining how many of the homes we drove past were actually in 



the business of cultivating weed. One in ID? One in 100? Who can say? I wanted to know more about the Wizard’s life story. Born on the 

But the time passed quickly, and before we knew it, we were already East Coast but destined for California, this master grower has sin- 

there. The house we were visiting was modem and large, with beauti- gle-handedly changed the lives of countless individuals by en- 

ful views of the rolling hills. And after we'd introduced ourselves to lightening and educating growers for over 20 years. Whether they 

the Wizard, he proceeded to give us a tour of his Emerald City. know it or not, the Wizard has always been looming in the back- 

The garden itself was located underneath the house. In a base- ground, continually polishing his skills and refining the indoor- 

ment accessed by a hatch door was a large room filled with about growing culture to what it is today—and beyond. 

30 extremely large plants just hours from harvest. Grape Ape colas Once he’d mastered hydroponics, the Wizard told me, he made 

filled the air with a pungent bouquet. the conscious choice to return to soil and organics, and ended up 

Before we really got down to business, talking about his tech- achieving the greatest results he’d ever seen. We had a long con- 

niques and process, we wanted to sample some of the Wizard’s wares. versation about hydro versus dirt—agreeing that hydro gardens 

We went back upstairs, and the Wizard proceeded to pack bong after grow faster, but disagreeing about final bud size. But when it 

bong with several different strains. Some of them we’d seen before; comes to buds raised in soil, said the Wizard, one thing always 

others we’d never even heard of. The Grape Ape came first, followed stands out in the end: the taste. 

by the Blue Dream and the Strawberry Cough—or was that the Black- Then we returned to his garden for a second look, and it became 

berry Kush? I don't really remember now, but in any case, the flavors clear that he’s way beyond anything a hydro farmer could ever 

were all outstanding. hope to achieve. 



Air-cooled 1000-watt lights grow buds to their full potential. 

Tfie (qcRDSM BertiNDTHe CURTIN 
This particular grow was IDO percent Grape Ape. The Wizard starts 

each 15-gallon grow bucket with a 50/50 mix of two kinds of soil: a 

Premier Pro-Mix with 15 percent perlite and a Premier Pro-Mix with 

30 percent perlite. (By mixing the different perlite percentages, the 

Wizard finds that he’s able to achieve the proper soil density, with 

much better root growth and drainage than using just one or the 

other.) To this soil mix, he then adds two cups of dolomitic lime for 

every three bales of soil (i.e., two cups for every 12 cubic feet). 

□nee the mixture is complete and his 15-gallon buckets are filled 

and ready for transplants, he places each one onto a rolling dolly, 

which makes moving the plant containers as easy as can be. (A con¬ 

crete floor also helps.) By moving the plants around to optimize the 

light reaching each one, the Wizard can achieve a sea-of-green gar¬ 

den on an enormous scale. 

His techniques for feeding the plants have also evolved over the 

years. In order to simplify and refine the process, he’s settled on 

the Canna Bio line of foods, which has both Vega and Flora formu¬ 

las. Both are one-part systems only, which takes care of the basic 

food regimen. Normally, the Wizard would use a high-end pH meter 

from Spectrum Electronics to test for the proper pH, but with this 

new line of Canna fertilizers, he’s found that he no longer needs to 

adjust the pH. Better yet, the fertilizers contain no animal prod¬ 

ucts, which typically leave behind undesirable chemicals. Canna 

uses fermented molasses (or “vinasses”) in its fertilizers, so 

they’re able to achieve consistent nutrient levels while maintain¬ 

ing the proper pH. Not only does this prevent any unwanted chemi¬ 

cal residue, but it allows the plants to absorb every bit of food they 

need throughout the entire recommended pH scale. 

The Wizard starts his plants out with this fertilizer program 

which he then supplements with foliar feeding. He makes his own spe¬ 

cial teas for foliar feeding, beginning with a 5-gallon bucket filled with 

non-chlorinated water. (Using non-chlorinated water is important, 

since chlorine will kill the beneficial bacteria he’s trying to produce. If 

non-chlorinated water isn’t available, you can use tap water, but allow 

it to sit uncovered for 48 hours first: When the water is left exposed to 

the air, the chlorine reverts to a gas, so after a few days it will be gone.) 

The Wizard then adds two ounces of 

Humboldt Nutrients’ Mayan Mycorz- 

ime for every gallon of water. Next he 

adds two ounces of unrefined sugar to 

the mix. Finally, he sticks an aquarium 

bubbler into it and brews the mix for 

three to five days. This tea produces 

millions of beneficial endo- and ecto- 

mycorrhizae. Once it’s fully brewed, he 

adds one gallon of tea for every 3D gallons of water in the reservoirs, 

which he then uses to hand-water the plants. He uses this tea consis¬ 

tently throughout the first few weeks of flowering, along with a solu¬ 

ble microbial inoculant, to build a strong colony of beneficial 

microbes in the root zone. And he uses the undiluted full-strength 

tea to foliar-feed the plants once a week during the same period to 

build an increased resistance to pathogens in the leaf canopy. 

To water the plants, the Wizard uses a pond pump and a hose with 

a standard metal wand. As you might predict, he has a hands-on ap¬ 

proach when it comes to watering. Some growers use meters to tell 

them when their plants are thirsty, but a master grower already 

knows in his bones that the best time to water the plants is only when 

they need it. First, the Wizard pokes a finger into the top of the soil. If 

it’s dry, he then pokes a finger into the holes at the bottom of each 

plant’s bucket. If the soil there is dry as well, he’ll actually lift each 

bucket up to get a sense of the water weight. The Wizard will only 

water a plant when it’s almost dry, so if the soil is still wet or moist (or 

even slightly damp), the plant won’t get watered. 

Expert growers call this “cycling.” You never want to over-water (or 

under-water) your plants, since too much water leads to rot and other 

issues, and not enough water leads, obviously enough, to stress and 

even death. For the Wizard, picking up each plant by hand every day to 

check the soil is really the only way to tell the ideal time for watering. 

Then, when the plants are ready, the Wizard saturates each one. 

He also uses Thrive Alive (from Technaflora) as an organic B-vita- 

min supplement, along with Barricade (from Advanced Nutrients) 

during the vegetative cycle through mid-flowering to further en¬ 

hance plant vigor. 

nuuuy u|i cdui 

plant by hand every 
day to check the soil 
is really the only 
way to tell the ideal 
time for watering. 
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After experimenting with many different techniques for trellising, 

the Wizard came up with what he calls his “teepee technique” to keep 

the bud-loaded branches from falling over. Three bamboo stakes are 

inserted into the buckets, then brought together at the top like a 

teepee and wrapped with duct tape. Then he simply ties each branch 

to the teepee with garden tape. The branches are secure, yet the indi¬ 

vidual plants are still fully mobile. 

As far as lighting goes, the Wizard does all his vegging under Hor- 

tilux Blue metal halide (MH) lights, which have bulbs designed to 

mimic natural daylight. The digital ballasts make it easy to switch 

over to some Hortilux high-pressure sodium (HPS) lights during the 

flowering stage. All of the 1,000-watt lights are suspended over the 

garden and attached to a custom-made light-moving rail system that 

ensures zero shadow areas and better overall coverage. 

At the onset of flowering, the Wizard changes the lights over to the 

full-spectrum HPS bulbs. Approximately three weeks into flowering, 

or just after “bud set," he resets the light timers from a 12/12-hour 

photoperiod to 13 hours on and 11 off. This technique puts the plants 

into overdrive: Just as the buds are starting to line up, the added light 

spurs the plants to work longer and harder. (Expect an increase in 

water and nutrient uptake.) After a certain period, the light schedule 

eventually reverts to 12/12. In general, three to four weeks before ma¬ 

turity is the best time to change the lighting schedule back—though 

typically, with plants that mature after eight weeks, the Wizard re¬ 

turns to the 12/12-hour photoperiod by the end of week five to allow 

the flowers to fully develop. Then, right before harvest, he likes to 

leave his plants in the dark for 72 hours. According to the Wizard, the 

stress induced by the absence of light causes the precious flowers to 

darken their color and deepens the flavor of the buds. 

The Wizard incorporates 

carbon dioxide (COg) into his 

system, both for vegetative 

growth and the major develop¬ 

ment portion of the flowering 

cycle. He uses an air-cooled, 

propane-powered gas burner 

to enrich the air with COg. A 

plug-and-grow environmental controller lets him increase the COg 

levels at intervals: He uses 1,600 ppm (parts per million) as the lowest 

set point, then increases the level by 100 ppm per week until a peak 

level of 2,200 ppm is reached. This level is maintained while the flow¬ 

ers are increasing in size. Humidity and temperature are controlled 

via air conditioners and dehumidifiers. He also maintains plenty of 

air circulation throughout the room via oscillating fans. 

It was a lot to take in, and after a long day of driving, smoking and 

learning from this legendary grower, we were finally ready to go 

home. The Wizard showed us some things we’d never encountered be¬ 

fore—simple but very effective techniques encompassing everything 

from beneficial bacteria to the lighting system and timers. The knowl¬ 

edge he’d acquired from his decades of experience left us feeling ex¬ 

hausted and overwhelmed. Before leaving, we had an amazing dinner 

and smoked tough for dessert. We left with three new strains to take 

home, as well as notebooks of information and photos. 

Thinking back over the past 20 years, I’ve seen many great gardens, 

and I’ve had the pleasure of meeting many expert growers. Out of all 

those growers, however, the Wizard was the one that struck me as 

having the purest, most disinterested passion. He grows not for 

money or fame, but simply for love of the plant itself. ^ 
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Story by 
Tommy Chong 

Illustrations by 
Louisa Bertman 

The true story 
of how the world’s 

most famous pothead 
got high with Arnold 

Schwarzenegger 
in the late ’60s. 

I met Arnold Schwarzenegger at Gold's Gym in 1968, when he first ar¬ 

rived from Europe. He was 21 years old and could barely speak English. 

He was the talk of the bodybuilding world and had already won his first 

Mr. Universe title, in the 1967 competition sponsored by NABBA (the Na¬ 

tional Amateur Body Builders Association)—a contest he would dominate 

for the next three years. 

Steroids and Arnold arrived at the same time, and Arnold took big 4 

muscles to new heights. But as big as Arnold was (20-inch arms!), he still 

managed to lose the Mr. Universe contest sponsored that year by a rival 

group, the International Federation of Body Builders, to an American 

named Frank Zane. According to the gossip at Gold's Gym, Zane was a 

master in the use of steroids, and it was this skill that propelled him past 
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Arnold for the IFBB title in '68. But Arnold was a fearsome competitor—as 

anyone who saw him at the gym could tell you—and the following year he 

went on to take both Mr. Universe titles. 

At the time, Gold’s Gym was really the best men’s club in the world. 

Eventually, as more and more people flocked to the tiny gym, the success 

actually turned Joe Gold off. He really just wanted a place where he and 

his bodybuilding friends could have a good workout without being both¬ 

ered. He had started the gym in his garage, and his experience as a 

welder/machinist came in handy building the early dumbbell and barbell 

sets, along with the benches for presses. 

Then the garage became too cramped, so Joe found a storefront in 

Venice and opened up the first Gold’s Gym. The building is still standing 
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with the original sign, although it’s now a resi¬ 

dence. This was the gym where all the greats 

gathered. And this was where Zabo (a.k.a. "the 

Chief”) lived for a few months, sleeping on the 

sit-up board. 

Zabo was the manager and co-creator of 

Gold’s Gym, and he was already known through¬ 

out the bodybuilding world as "Mr. Natural," a 

living legend due to his incredible body and de¬ 

votion to the sport. And although Zabo never 

took steroids, he was very much into marijuana. 

A dedicated pot smoker, the Chief had a clear 

mission in life: to work out, get high, lay in the 

sun and "service” the ladies. 

When I arrived in Venice Beach in 1968,1 had 

the same goals, except that I'd added "writing 

songs” to the list. I became friends with Zabo as 

soon as I joined, because he could never remem¬ 

ber if I’d paid my membership dues, which were 

a total of 30 bucks for three months. Whenever I 

appeared at the gym, Zabo would eventually 

come up and ask, "Are you a member here?” 

To which I would reply: "Yeah.” 

Then he’d look at me for a second and go: 

"Oh, yeah—Tommy, right?” 

Back in those days, the mantra given to each 

new customer was "$30 for three months, no in¬ 

struction, and put the weights back where you 

found them.” And that was it! "No instruction” 

one pipe stem that hg 
used whenever fa& 
had guests ovei* 

hookah Zabo had with a 

for toke 

/ . % 

meant Zabo wasn’t about to baby anyone in th^ 

gym. If you did an exercise wrong, or if you did 

an exercise that was bad for you, such as side 

bends with a dumbbell—that was too bad. Giving 

instruction in those days was a waste of time, 

because only dedicated bodybuilders used the 

gym, and those guys didn’t need it. Most of them 

already knew what they were doing, having read 

the available literature and learned the routines 

used by champions. 

But Zabo took a liking to me and would, on oc¬ 

casion, correct what I was doing, because he re¬ 

alized I was one of the few guys there who would 

actually listen when told what to do. This put me 

into Zabo’s inner circle, which included all the top 

guys at the time, like Dave Draper, Frank Zane 

and, of course, Arnold. Zabo eventually moved 

into a little cottage within walking distance of the 

gym. It was at this house that some of the biggest 

men in the sport gathered to smoke the herb. 

Zabo had a hookah with one pipe stem that 

he used whenever he had guests over for a toke. 

He would load the bowl with a big pinch of bud (a 

quarter of an ounce) and then fire it up, taking a 

huge bodybuilder’s toke. The trick was to even¬ 

tually pull so hard that the burning pot would be 

sucked down and explode in the water. That 

meant taking an enormous hit, which would be 

held in those healthy, oversized lungs for a long 

time without coughing. 

The pot was usually old-fashioned Mexican 

weed with seeds. (This was before the seedless 

variety.) But one strain—probably Colombian— 

was potent enough to put you to bed. My recollec¬ 

tion is that the nasty stems-and-seeds weed was 

available for $20 to $50 a kilo at the time, but I’m 

not real sure about prices, because I never 

bought weed in those days. I smoked whatever 

was handed to me, and enough was handed to me 

that I was continually smiling at the world. 

Arnold loved the competition at Zabo’s, so he 

would try to outdo Dave Draper, who, after tak¬ 

ing an even bigger toke, would hold in the 

smoke even longer. When the pipe was handed 

to me, I knew I couldn't even come close to 

these guys, so I politely took the tiniest toke, 

then proceeded to cough my lungs out, to the 

merriment of my fellow tokers. 

I wasn’t embarrassed in the least, because I 

was happy just to be included in this once-in-a- 

lifetime moment. Working out in the same gym 
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with these guys was a thrill, so sharing a bong 

with them was a dream come true. And the fact 

that I was a nobody back then also shows the 

humanity and love these special men possessed. 

I was the only guy in the room that hadn’t made 

his mark on the bodybuilding scene. Most of 

them had won at least one major contest in their 

young lives; meanwhile, I was a skinny little gym 

rat who did his workout at the lighter end of the 

weight rack, trying not to get in anybody’s way, 

especially when the giants did their supersets. 

An example of a superset was for these guys 

to start at one end of the weight rack and do as 

many reps (repetitions) as possible with the 

lightest pair of dumbbells, then move on to the 

next heavier pair, until they were curling 190 

pounds in either hand. This was done nonstop; 

the pain was so intense that the screams coming 

out of their mouths were animalistic. The mis¬ 

conception that somehow bodybuilding is not a 

sport, and that all these supermen had to do was 

inject steroids into their bodies to magically be¬ 

come big and muscular, amazes me to this day. 

I was there: I saw their workouts with my 

own eyes. These amazing men also had as much 

knowledge of the body—and probably more 

knowledge of nutrition—than most doctors. And 

yet they took time out of their hectic workout 

schedule to smoke pot. I think that says it all 

when it comes to the propaganda and lies that 

the US government has been spreading for 

years about the health risks of marijuana. 

Zabo also cleaned the gym at night before clos¬ 

ing shop. I worked out late, so I would help him put 

the weights away. He’d always vacuum the place 

by hand and never used an extension; instead, he 

would stoop down low to pick up the dirt. When I 

suggested that an extension would make the job 

easier, Zabo replied, "Come on, we come here for 

a workout. A little bending won’t hurt—and be¬ 

sides, I lost the extension months ago.” 

On one occasion, Zabo invited me for a "little 

run.” I accepted the invitation—which was a 

mistake, since that "little run” turned out to be a 

fucking marathon. He said, "We'll just go around 

the block a couple of times,” and added that the 

reason he was running was that he was feeling 

sick and couldn’t work out. 

I found out later that Zabo had been a scout 

during the Second World War and had contacted 

malaria in the jungles during the 12 months he 

was behind enemy lines. The virus was in his 

blood, and he would have attacks on occasion 

and couldn’t lift weights, so he would run "a few 

miles” instead. But Zabo ran like he worked 

out—fast and insane. 

He took off like a shot, with me running as 

fast as I could to keep up with him, but soon he 

was a speck on the horizon, so I said fuck it and 

slowed down to my customary crawl. I hobbled 

back to the gym and waited for Zabo, but he was 

gone like a cool breeze, so I did my little work¬ 

out and hung around. I wanted to see how long 

Zabo’s "little run” would take. I finally gave up 

after two hours. 

Zabo worked on Things Are Tough All Over, 

the Cheech & Chong movie where Cheech and I 

played funny Arabs. Zabo was my double, so he 

did a lot of work in the film. We shot Zabo’s part 

in Las Vegas. 

One day, when we were shooting some 

desert stuff that didn’t require Zabo’s presence, 

he joined us for lunch anyway: He ran 25 miles 

out to the location, had lunch, then ran 25 miles 

back to Vegas, where he probably did a workout 

with weights before he ended his day. 

Zabo had won so many trophies during his 

long career that one day Steve, his friend and 

landlord, came home and found them out on the 

sidewalk, stacked in boxes alongside the garbage. 

"What’s going on here?” Steve asked. Zabo 

replied, "I don’t need that shit.” 

Steve—who, like the rest of us, was a big Zabo 

fan—decided to rescue some of the more impor¬ 

tant trophies. One reason that Zabo had so many: 

When bodybuilding contests first began in the 

1930s (BS—Before Steroids), the judges would 

award a different trophy for every part of the body, 

such as best arms, best legs, best back, etc. This 

was because different men were well developed 

in different areas, and the overall trophy was 

given to the all-around best-proportioned man. 

Zabo had injured his shoulder in a diving acci¬ 

dent, so he lacked shoulder size, but he had 

everything else and then some. He maintained an 

extremely healthy diet, but he also enjoyed life to 

the fullest—and when it came to his legendary 

body, the size extended to all the important parts. 

In fact, one of the reasons some of us thought 

Zabo never used steroids was the rumor that it 

decreased penis size. This was one body part 

that, if it had its own category, Zabo would’ve won 

in a heartbeat, without having to expose the en¬ 

tire monster. 

Zabo is 83 years old now, and he still has 

regular customers visiting him (including many 

gorgeous women). I could write a book on the 

legend of Zabo’s monster, but this is an article 

about getting high with the Governator, so 

maybe next time. 

I recently ran into Arnold at the Starbucks in 

Brentwood where he has breakfast, and he rec¬ 

ognized me immediately. He smiled as if remem¬ 

bering those carefree times and said, "We both 

had dreams, didn’t we?” I smiled back and 

thought to myself: "Yeah, we both did.” I dreamed 

about becoming a successful writer, and Arnold 

about becoming a famous movie star. We both 

fulfilled our wildest dreams. We both started with 

nothing and became insanely successful. 

The question is: How much of a role did pot 

play in our success? It played an enormous part 

in mysuccess, obviously, because I went on to 

make movies like Up In Smoke and Nice 

Dreams. But although Arnold smoked a joint in 

Pumping Iron, his success has not been pot-re¬ 

lated—or has it? After all, when the Beatles 

landed in New York for their first American tour, 

Bob Dylan turned them on to pot—and we all 

know what that started. 

When Arnold landed in America, Zabo turned 

him on to pot, and now Arnold is the governor of 

California—after an enormously successful ca¬ 

reer in bodybuilding and Hollywood. So is there 

something about pot that changes people? Does 

it tap into some unseen spiritual side, helping to 

connect us with the real world where everything 

and anything is possible? I’m convinced that it 

does. I personally feel connected to the spiritual 

world whenever I smoke pot—but maybe that’s 

because I’m already aware of the spiritual 

world. Whatever! 

In the end, what I do know for certain is that I 

smoked with the Governator, and he remem¬ 

bered ... and that was so sweet! ^ 

The trick was 
to eventually 
pull so hard 
that the burning 
pot would be 
sucked down 
and explode in 
the water. 

6B NIGH TIMES 
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□ EZ Gro 
Mush room kit:*.*,*.*.*$120 

2-step grow-it-yourself kit includes 
Psilocybe cubensis spores and shipping 

Sorry, not sold outside the USA. 

H The Mushroom Cultivator:-$40 

The biggest and best book ever published 
on growing mushrooms, 400 pages 
coior photos. 

Order Toll-Free Today! 80CM26-6777 
Visa, MasterCard, American Express, and 
Discover cards accepted. Checks take longer to 
process than money orders 

Questions? 

Phone: 206-782-4532 or 

Email: info@homesteadbook.com 

Homestead Book Company 
P.O. Box 17444 

Seattle, WA 98127 

Serving you since 1972. Our 36th year Sorry, no 
COD's. Washington State residents please add 
8.9% sales tax 

Name 

Address 

Order 

Toll-Free 
at 

800-426-6777 

Total Enclosed 

Homestead Book Company 

P.0. Box 17444 
Seattle. WA 98127 

Visit us online 

iA-wwhomesteadbook.com 

grow 

1. Mix the grain and Psilocybe Cubensis 
spores together without ever having to open 
the sterilized bag. 

2. After the grain has been colonized, mix i 
with the bag of compost. 

That’s all there is to it! 

* Put the kit in a warm place 
■ Wait a couple of weeks for your 

mushrooms to grow 
* No need to water it or even look at it 
* Just go away and leave it atone 
* The mushrooms grow automatically 

It’s That Simple! 

We include: 
* ^ ^1 • Complete instructions 

1 ^ 1 with color photos 
|\ \ PIUS: 
1 ^ ^ . 1 • A free DVD shows every- 

w 1 thing you need to know 
ikUTTj l ft t I * Awesome videos of 
I f - I mushroom farms In 

V V Holland. 

The EZ Gro Mushroomkit 

Includes everything you r 

Psilocybe Cubensis spores 

Our world famous special 
blend of mushroom compost 

The price is only $105 
plus $15 shipping 
for a Total of $120 

Washington State residents 
Please ad Sales tax of $10.68 



Travel guru and marijuana 
activist Rick Steves at the 
2008 Seattle Hempfest. 



A CONVERSATION WITH 
RICE STEVES 

INTERVIEW BY BOBBY BLACK 

For the past 30 years, celebrated travel author 

and television host Rick Steves has shown 

Americans how to travel smart through his nu¬ 

merous guidebooks, website and PBS series 

“Rick Steves’ Europe.” But beyond that, Steves 

has become one of the nation’s most outspo¬ 

ken celebrity advocates for marijuana legal¬ 

ization. He serves on the advisory board of 

NORML, and recently partnered with the 

American Civil Liberties Union to host a half- 

hour educational program titled “Marijuana: 

It’s Time For a Conversation”—a rational dis¬ 

cussion about marijuana prohibition which 

networks have refused to air. HIGH TIMES 

caught up with this adventurer-turned-activist 

in his home state of Washington, after his 

speech at the 2008 Seattle Hempfest to get his 

view on the state of the drug war in America. 

HT: When did you first start speaking out 

on behalf of marijuana legalization? 

RS: Even back in the 1980s when it was more 

risky to "come out” I was the anonymous 

voice of the responsible adult user on radio 

shows in Seattle. When NORML noticed I was 

a member and asked me to be on their board 

(I believe in around 2002) I began my public 

speaking on drug policy promoting the notion 

that there is an option other than "soft on 

drugs” or "hard on drugs”... and it’s "smart 

on drugs.” 

Was there any specific incident that sparked 

your desire to get involved? Some epiphany? 

I have friends and relatives for whom I have 

great respect who had to lie to their families 

and employers about their innocent enjoy¬ 

w~m 

ment of pot. I have teacher friends who had 

to parrot what they believed was govern¬ 

ment-sponsored lies about drug use and 

abuse when they would have rather had 

credibility with their students to help them 

understand the real dangers of drug abuse. I 

have profited by clever ideas contributing to 

my writing and the way I run my business 

that would have never come to me otherwise. 

And I saw how there's really nothing evil 

about the weed as it is responsibly enjoyed 

overseas. Plus, once I heard instruments in a 

Beatles song I never knew were there. How 

can that be a bad thing? 

Has your advocacy of legalization caused 

you to come under any scrutiny or affected 

your professional life? 

Not that I know of. I just get a thumbs up 

from people who otherwise probably 

wouldn’t know what I do. 

How did you first become involved with the 

Seattle Hempfest? 

I realized there was a huge party going on that 

the main stream would not announce. I 

wanted to check it out and found a cross sec¬ 

tion of our society that I didn’t appreciate until 

then. When I became active in the drug policy 

debate I met organizers of Hemp Fest who 

asked me if I would talk and I said sure. 

How many Hempfests have you been to? 

I think I’ve been to four. This is my travel time, 

so I’m usually in Europe researching but I like 

to try to come home for this. It’s just such a 

great celebration of freedom here in Seattle. 

What do you think it is about Seattle that 

allows it to host an event like this without 

any law enforcement problems? 

It’s where the land hits the sea... I think there’s 

something good about that. It’s the gateway to 

the Orient; it’s got a lot of exposure to the rest 

of the world. And we have a pretty cool elec¬ 

torate compared to a lot of the country. 

You were a featured speaker here...what 

was the main message you tried to get out? 

My main message is that the responsible, 

recreational adult use of marijuana is a civil 

liberty. I’m not saying marijuana is good, I’m 

not saying smoke pot—I’m saying fundamen¬ 

tally it is a civil right to be able to drink some 

alcohol, or enjoy a little marijuana, and be re¬ 

sponsible for what you do. If you do something 

that is harmful to society they should throw 

the book at you. But I think it’s futile for a soci¬ 

ety to try to legislate morality. 

What I do is I bring a European perspec¬ 

tive on this whole discussion on the criminal¬ 

ization of marijuana. We have to acknowledge 

that we do have a drug problem in the United 

States. There are people who abuse drugs, 

and that’s a problem that every society has. 

Europe deals with the drug problem by taking 

the crime out of it and thinking of it as a 

health problem rather than a criminal prob¬ 

lem, and I think that’s something that we can 

learn from. I think the measure of a society’s 

effectiveness in drug policy should not be how 

many people we lock up, but how do we re¬ 

duce harm to our society. I think Europe does 

a better job of dealing with its drug problems 

that the U.S. does, and we can learn from it. 



[SUBJRRK3A! ■PROMOTES 
ROOT [GROWTH VIGOURS 

Ai) Oasis Container 

winate theitVcause of plant failure..: - 
<mtmM *2 i 

IMPROPER WATERING! 

f BEST Y, 

The Oasts Container is a universal growing system that 

worts equally well in and outdoors. The plants are fed 

from the bottom facilitating roots to extend downward 

and encompass the whole container. Because they wick 

only what they need, the plants are kept at optimal moisture 

levels and will double in growth and yield by 50% University 

Proven studies. The water level in the reservoir can be 

constantly monitored, by adding water and nutrients 

through the intake tube making it simple to grow. 

HIGH TIMES SPECIAL OFFER!! 

SMHI NO $19 DMiMwmi 
Comes with our $ most popular sizes: 
6", B”, TO"pots. As added bonus we're including: Coco 
based coo-mix and plant success Mycorrhazie tablets. 

Paypal: Orders @ BotanicalBrothers.com 
Send Certified Check, Money Order to: 

Botanical Brothers 2633 Lincoln Blvd #837 
Santa Monica, CA 90405 

For custom orders call 310-922-8390 
Sizes range from Igal. to 15 gal. 

For More Information Contact us at: 
www.botanicalbrothers.com 

“This war on 
marijuana is 
an expensive 
fiasco.” 
There are 80,000 people in jail 

today—in our country—for smoking 

pot. That would be laughable in Eu¬ 

rope, but its not laughable cause 

they’re real people, doing hard time, 

for something as innocuous as en¬ 

joying a little marijuana. I think we 

can do much better than that. 

This war on marijuana is an ex¬ 

pensive fiasco, it’s a waste of 

money, and we can do a much bet¬ 

ter job of addressing serious drug 

problems in our society if we can 

take the crime out of it and think of 

it as a health problem. 

about how counter-productive our 

country’s marijuana laws are. I 

guess I was the best person avail¬ 

able to host the program that the 

ACLU wanted to produce. They 

chose Seattle as the place to first air 

the show and that’s my hometown. 

What other pot-related rallies or 

events have you participated in? 

As a board member of NORML I 

regularly attend their events and 

conventions. And when the ACLU 

asks me to defend the responsible 

adult use of marijuana as a civil lib¬ 

erty I jump at an opportunity to col¬ 

laborate with them. 

You’re referring to the program you 

recently hosted called “Marijuana: 

It’s Time For a Conversation” which 

they sponsored, correct? How did 

that project come about? 

I am a rare person with any 

celebrity who will talk candidly 

Can you tell us a little more about 

the program? Who is participating 

in “the conversation?” What demo¬ 

graphic is it aimed towards? 

The ACLU production is aimed at 

loving yet fearful suburban parents 

who get lots of propaganda about 

the evils of pot but don’t really un¬ 

derstand the issue beyond that. The 

hope is that people will see this as 

not a “pro-marijuana” show be¬ 

cause it isn’t. It’s an opportunity to 

take another look at a needless war 

that is being waged at great expense 

to our society that is actually more 

damaging to our society than prob¬ 

lem cannabis use ever has been. 
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namtew BcOBDin] 
The Original Glass on Glass Vaporizer 

C 
4 GB 

\ m- 
carldipier Binary Pick 

Custom Glass Healer 

llj^l » ia M ai mi 
• M CBflRIIC 
• All Glass 

_^ 

15301894-8148 
www.va50lutl0ll.G0m 

VannlntionlRockRUUanorizRr 
New! 

•.Vaporize anywhere 

otMtHillil’M 

www.pockoivanorizers.com 

Customer submitted photos. L41 Cndlesi Sky Chun’aljroa Big Laughing 

www.drgreeritiiumb.com 
Unique, high-potency genetics, available nowhere 

else. Home of the super-potent Endless Sky, one of 
most extremely potent high-yielding plants bn earth 

Other fine strains include: Bubba Kushf OG Kush 
Big Purps, Columbian Skies, Iranian Short Season 

cwi^i IVIatanuska IF, Fire Hydrant if< OhZone 

Newly Feminized for Fall 2008 
SI 5 /runr? original ci/Wngs / clones Not crasser 

Original CHEESE 
BUBBA KUSH - OG KUSH - 747 HUGE 

Fora catalog, including a $10 off coupon, send S5 to; 
RW/J, Box 37085, Ottawa, ON, klvOwS, Canada 

Free World-Wide shipping Express shipping available 
Information or phone orders call; 613-330-2404 

Tjasf stealth shipping in the business' 

Trusted since 1996 
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IPassedMyDrugTest. com 
Same Day and Permanent Solutions 

Urine, Blood, Hair Follicle, and Saliva 

24/7 Hot Line | Overnite Shipping 

1 800 733 4429 
Test'in Products Helping Since 1993 
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“As long as people lead double lives by enjoying 
pot secretly, politicians will continue to believe 

it’s political suicide to deal with this.” 

Weren’t there some problems 
getting it aired? 
The major stations in Seattle 

have decided that talking about 

drug laws is too dicey for them 

so they refused to sell the ACLU 

any time slot to air their pro¬ 

gram. I think the program is 

smart, insightful and important 

for caring citizens to view. But 

mainstream media just isn’t 

quite ready to broach the issue. 

Have you approached any other 
networks, in other parts of the 
country about possibly airing it? 
All I know in this regard is that 

most media is in the business of 

selling advertising and, for them, 

running a show giving an open 

and honest look at a failed drug 

policy with the atmosphere preva¬ 

lent in our society today is not 

generally considered a smart 

move. I believe that if you care 

about our neighborhoods and 

credibility for cops, teachers, and 

parents when it comes to teach¬ 

ing young people about the dan¬ 

gers of drugs, then airing the 

show would be a public service. 

But that’s asking an awful lot. 

What do you think it will take to 
get the U.S. government to 

change their policy towards 
marijuana? Realistically, how 
long do you think it will take? 
I think we are making progress but 

there’s still too much fear and not 

enough understanding. If everyone 

who believes that marijuana is a 

soft drug and that enjoying it re¬ 

sponsibly is a civil right simply 

came out and said so in polite 

company we’d be there. The coun¬ 

try can’t arrest 80 million people. 

But as long as people lead double 

lives by enjoying pot secretly, as 

long as stoners are scary to 

hockey moms, and as long as fear 

trumps reason, politicians will 

continue to believe it’s political 

suicide to deal with this. If you 

enjoy pot as a responsible adult, 

be a good citizen, be engaged con¬ 

structively in your community, take 

the giggle factor out of the argu¬ 

ment, learn the facts, join NORML, 

and spread the word that criminal¬ 

izing marijuana is the prohibition 

of our age—as harmful to society 

today as the Prohibition against al¬ 

cohol was eighty years ago. 

For more information go to 
www.marijuanaconversation.org. § 

Watch “Marijuana: It’s Time Fora l 
O 

Conversation " in its entirety at & 

hightimes. com/tags/staffpicks. § 
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Still The Original! Still The Best! 
Grow Your Favorite Plants with a Phototron! 

Free Seeds! Free Seeds! 
100% Guaranteed! 

100% Service*Backed! 
Shipped Fully Assembled! 

Prompt Delivery Guaranteed! 
A Fully-Integrated Plant System that 

Promotes Rapid Growth in 21 Days! 

For More Information or To Place Your Order 
Call Today Toll Free; 

1-800-651-2837 
www.phototron.com 
Email: sa1es@phototron,conn 
Pyraponic Industries 

Every Phototron Includes: 
* Light Bulbs 
* Reflective Panels 
* 2 Sags of Sphagnum Moss 
* 2 Bottles of PIsnt Nutrients 
* Compiete Step-by-Step Instruction Package 
* Plus more—taii or tog on for more detail. 

Choose from one of four models: 

The Phototron VI 
18,900 Lumens 

$399.9$ 

The Phototron VII 
26,000 Lumens 

$479 95 

The Phototron VIII 
30,000 Lumens 

$579.95 

The Phototron DC 
36,000 Lumens 

$599.95 

GROW YOUR OWN PLANTS, VEGGIES, AND HERBS 
WITH FULLY AUTOMATED 

HYDROPONIC GROW BOX SYSTEMS! 
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CALL TO ORDER! B18-42&-U&S 24/7 orlriSiT GUN fcEB&lTL AT www.Dpalrcr.cam 
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THE WORLD'S GREENEST MAGAZINE 
JUST GOT EVEN GREENER! 

REPORT 

* PRINT 

Want to take HIGH TIMES into the 
growroom^ bedroom or bathroom? 

Print out an article and bring it with you. 

• ANNOTATE 
Find a helpful grow tip. interesting 
tidbit or amazing pic? Make your own 
notes right on the page or highlight 
points of interest, then save or print! 

FREE BONUS: 
Subscribe now to HIGH TIMES 

Digital and get instant access 

to the Collector's Edition 2QTH 

ANNIVERSARY CANNABIS CUP 

issue as a free gift!! 

With an online subscription to 

the digital edition of HIGH TIMES, 

you'll get all the expert grow 

information, cannabis news and 

counterculture features HT has 

to offer in an environmentally 

friendly digital format. 

DIGITAL FEATURES: 

• ACCESS 

Can’t gat hard copy issues of HIGH 
TIMES where you live? Now you can 
get it delivered directly to your 

computer anywhere in the world! 

t SEARCH 
Can't find an article, grow tip or 
strain? HT Digital has a searchable 
database so you can locate what 
you’re looking for fast! 
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Acclaimed international ganja guide Jorge 
Cervantes proudly presents this Collectors1 
Edition. Bom Sot, which Includes his first two 

best-selling DVDs. Tor HIGH TIMES, plus a 
brand-new bonus disc featuring never - before 
seen garden tours and growing tips, hilarious 
out lakes, advice on how lo build a wheelchair* 

accessible garden, a video biography and 
Jorge's definitive guide to Amsterdam, 

Disc One, Ultimate Crow; indoor Marijuana 
Herbcuftyne, gets you started with a complete 
overview of the cannabis plant and its Lifecycle. 

Disc Two, Ultimate Grow: Hydroponic Cannabis 
indoors & Organic Marijuana Outdoors, features 
Joige on a magical four ol the best gardens in 
hjs home country of Spain, 

The Collectors' Edition Bok Set also comes 

with a beautiful, full-color 66-page booklet lhat 
Includes the behind-lhe-scenes ilory el these 
informative DVDs, plus a selection of Jorge's 
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DISC ONE INCLUDES: building a Growroom 
LIGHTS, LAMPS AND ELECTRICITY SEEDS, CLONES 

AND SEEDLINGS VEGETATIVE GROWTH AND FLOWERING 
PESTS & DISEASES HARVEST, DRYING AND CURING 

it Plus: special Hash-making Bonus! 

Outdoors vs. Indoors 
HYDROPONICS AND ORGANIC HYDRO 

* PLANTING GUERILLA GARDENS > MAKING SOIL 
JUDGING CONNOISSEUR CANNABIS 
Pius: CLONING & HARVESTING BONUS FEATURES! 

ONUS 
o 

INCLUDES: GUIDE TO AMSTERDAM 
BONUS GARDENS UNRELEASED SCENES 
Hilarious quttakes Jorge Bio 
HELPFUL HINTS 

HIGHTIMES.COM/HEADSHOP 
HTIMES.COM BDVD 





SEA OF DREAMS My flowering canopy of kind.-Robb 

OUTDOOR QUEEN 
I’ve been reading HIGH TIMES for 

years now and its done nothing but 

help grow my appreciation for 

marijuana. You guys made me 

realize that I, too, could grow the 

best weed in the world. I did my 

research before starting and 

ended up with some amazing 

plants, some amazing smoke and 

some amazing memories. And 

that's only three seasons! I still 

have my whole life to grow. 

This is a Green Queen top cola. 

-Funkaslunk 





JKFLtuANDY 
This is my Purple Kush at harvest. It was grown in 3-gallon buckets, 

totally organic. No air conditioner, just good ventilation. Thank you 

HIGH TIMES for all your help. -Ripple (S.F. Bay Area) 

CANADIAN COLAS (Above) These are some outdoor colas from 

beautiful Joe Rich, BC. They started from seed under a 1000-watt MH in 

our greenhouse. There was still snow on the ground . We harvested 

Thanksgiving weekend after a rollercoaster of a summer.-G-Fresh 

HAWAIIAN PUNCH (left) Aloha, this monster Martian is from 

seeds acquired directly from the DNA boys private stash on a Cannabis 

Cup trip last year. It's the Martian Mean Green back crossed to the G- 

13/Haze and described it as untamable! 

I started them indoor under 24 hours of light and then put them out to 

finish. After 4 weeks, they were root bound in 25-gallon pots. -Ranger-E 

Pix of the Crop is reader-driven. Your submissions make all the stoners of the world dream of kind nugs. Send 
pictures (no Polaroids], tips, questions and stories to: HIGH TIMES, 419 Park Avenue South, 16th floor, New 
York, NY 10016. Digital photos can be e-mailed to maibag@hightimes.com and must be hi-res for publication. 
Remember, by submitting photographs] you thereby grant permission to the publisher to reprint photo¬ 
graphs) in HIGH TIMES, as well as in any other Trans-High Corp. publication. 
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CEIMMEiaia CLINIC 

BYNICO ESCONDIDO 

Welcome to our latest mini-section, 

devoted wholly to medicinal strains, 

news, uses, developments, activism, 

politics... everything and anything, 

really, that is medically related to 

marijuana. This is your new 

Cannabis Clinic1. 

swum us. mmm 
“I MINT GET IT!” 

No worries, friends. The last thing 

we want to hear is that you’re con¬ 

fused about your meds! And believe 

me, we've been getting a lot of email 

from our good readers who are gen¬ 

uinely confused on the issue of sati- 

vas vs. indicas. So let’s try to answer 

the question; after all, it is our medi¬ 

cine we’re talking about here. 

To begin with, let’s clear up 

some confusion concerning the 

nomenclature of these terms. I hes¬ 

itate to put all this info down here, 

but it’s just so damn interesting how 

can I resist? Ready? 

It was 1753 when Carolus Lin¬ 

naeus (the man who devised our 

taxonomic nomenclature system 

that is still in use today) first classi¬ 

fied the Cannabis genus using the 

modern system for the naming of 

species. However, when he did so 

he incorrectly thought the genus to 

be monotypic - a genus with only 

one species. He named it Cannabis 

sativa L. (L. standing for "Linnaeus”, 

and indicating the authority who 

first named the species). Linnaeus, 

who was obviously not a pothead, 

was only familiar with European 

hemp, which was widely cultivated 

at the time for industrial use. But 

then in 1785 a noted evolutionary 

biologist named Jean-Baptiste de 

Lamarck published a description of 

a second species of Cannabis, which 

he named Cannabis indica Lam. This 

meant that Cannabis was in fact its 

own genus with its own set of 

species. (Note: Plant and animal 

classifications rank as follows; 

Life, Domain, Kingdom, Phylum, 

Class, Order, Family, Genus, 

Species.) Lamarck described C. 

indica as having poorer fiber quali¬ 

ty than the C. sativa, but much 

greater utility as an inebriant. He 

was obviously a pothead. His 

Very effective medicinal value 
plus out-of-this-wo rid flavor 

makes Strawberry Cough a 
popular clinic choice. 

MEDICINAL STRAIN OF THE MONTH: STIUlinnimUtV COUGH 

Originally developed by former HIGH TIMES Cultivation Editor Kyle Kushman in 

the late ’90s, the Strawberry Cough strain was later cultivated in Holland by the 

Dutch Passion seed company. This transformed the strain from a clone-only 

strain to the global phenomenon known today as Dutch Passion released the 

strain in seed form. On the west coast of the United States, however, the strain 

is still referred to as Kyle Kushman’s Strawberry Cough. 

“The Cough”, as it is also sometimes called, continues to rise in popularity 

today. In a time when strains typically lose favor after four or five years due to 

the high influx of newly emerging phenotypes, Strawberry Cough has been around 

for almost a decade and now has made a niche for itself in medicinal markets. 

With a saf/i/a-dominant mix of 75 percent sativa, 25 percent indica, Straw¬ 

berry Cough produces an uplifting, euphoric high that is excellent for combat¬ 

ing mental ailments such as anxiety and depression. For recreational uses, the 

Cough provides energy and creativity for days of high activity. 

The plant itself does very well indoors, growing to variable heights deter¬ 

mined by the grower. Her sativa, or equatorial, lineage means you should flower 

her short. But, as Mr. Kushman himself says, “If you grow her larger you must 

keep pruning to the tip into several weeks of flowering. Do this and you can 

grow buds the size of pineapples.” It is not uncommon to see larger-than-usual 

yields for sativa genetics when the Cough is grown tall. Yields may range from a 

couple of ounces to well over a quarter-pound depending on height. 

The smell and flavor of the Cough are second to none and are true to name. A 

pungent strawberry aroma will fill growrooms before harvest and after proper 

curing one whiff of the bud is intoxicating. Although the lineage of the strain is 

unclear, it is offered by Dutch Passion as a Purple variety (though growers rarely 

see signs of purple color] and it is generally considered to be a Haze hybrid. 

The creamy and expansive smoke of Strawberry Cough was reason enough 

for the addition of “Cough” to its first name and it is true to form - even small 

hits can cause full-blown cough attacks. It’s for this reason we recommend 

using a vaporizer when smoking the Cough... after all, it is medication; may as 

well be healthy when smoking it too! 

description of the newly named 

species was largely based on plant 

specimens he collected in India, 

hence indica. 

So you see, the original scientif¬ 

ic name incorrectly included the 

word sativa. Sativa is, in fact, only 

one of three species of the Cannabis 

genus. The other two Cannabis 

species are indica and ruderalis - 

the latter of which you’ll rarely see 

as it mostly grows in the wild or is 

cultivated for its strong fiber. 

imuau^T miiiLS » stones 

\\v summit mm 
OK, OK. What about the good stuff? 

You want to know about your meds, 

not about their names. I get it. Here 

goes... 

It doesn’t go without saying that 

many patients today prefer sativa 

highs as their choice for medication. 

Once upon a time it was thought that 

the predominantly indica strains 

provided the most medicinal value 

to patients. This thinking was due, in 

part, to the fact that many indica 

varieties have high levels of CBD, 

one of the main active cannabinoids 

in marijuana. (Check out Cannabis 

Clinic on pg. 86 in the January 2009 

issue, HT #396, for more informa¬ 

tion on the various cannabinoid lev¬ 

els of Cannabis.) 

It was also thought, incorrectly, 

that indicas were stronger, in gener¬ 

al, than sativas. This might have 

been true once when sativas were 

grown for their fiber, but today, sati¬ 

va varieties hold their own in THC 

levels, often reaching the 20 per¬ 

cent mark that denotes extreme 

potency. 

Depending on the illness or ail¬ 

ments, the type of high associated 

with each type of Cannabis can be 

very important. For instance, indicas 

are known for their strong body high 

and therefore are effective in reliev¬ 

ing pain. Patients will feel more 

stoned when using an indica, where¬ 

as the high of a sativa is just that - 

more of a feeling of being high. 

In a general sense, sativas are 

lighter on the body and produce 

more of a cerebral high. This is per¬ 

haps the reason that at the onset of 

the medicinal revolution people 

were looking more towards indicas 

as medicine. Because meds often¬ 

times treat physical symptoms and 

pain, sativas were less often consid¬ 

ered. However, with the rise of 

medicinal states and needed treat¬ 

ments for all types of symptoms - 

both physical and mental - the pop¬ 

ularity of sativas for medicine has 

risen significantly. 

An indica high can have varying 

effects for patients. Indicas are often 

used to help with pain, relax mus¬ 

cles, aid in sleep and stimulate 

appetite. Strong indicas are excel¬ 

lent replacements for pharmaceuti¬ 

cal drugs such as Valium, Prozac or 

low-level pain killers. Sativas have 

been known to replace prescribed 

pharmaceuticals such as Ritalin or 

Xanax. Of course, in the traditional 

sense, there’s nothing quite like 

enjoying your favorite indica and 

sinking into the couch for a movie or 

sampling a fine sativa and taking a 

nice hike through the woods. 

Remember, enjoy and stay safe! ^ 

Got medical questions? Pass 'em over 

to Nico at nicofdhightimes.com. 
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HIGH TIMES MEDICAL MARIJUANA DIRECTORY 
Consult your local physician about issues associated with Medical Marijuana use. 

To advertise on this list, call Michael Czerhoniak, Advertising Director, 212-387-0500 ext.240 

ALASKA 

State Registration Program, 

Dept of Health and Social Services. 

(907) 465-5423 

Or check out the State website 

http://www.hss.state.ak.us/dph/b 

vs/marijuana.html 

Attention: Terry Ahrens 

terry_ahrens(a)health.state.ak.us 

CALIFORNIA 

CENTRAL VALLEY 

Free Herb Recipe 

Emmanuel Caregivers 

Dr.Etta 6 Perky Pierie 

Connoisseur's 

Yumyumgoodies.com 

Emmanuelcaregivers(a)yahoo.com 

(6501-336-3139 

Delivery and shipping to home- 

bound Prop 215 patients. 

EXETER 

J6J Compassionate Care 

Information Center 

960 South Spruce 

Exeter, CA 93221 

(559) 592-0420 

9:30am - 8:30pm, 7 days a week 

Free internet in the lounge. 

New patients must arrive before 

4pm for Prop. 215 Verification. 

GARDENA 

420 Highway Pharmacy 

18710 South Normandie Ave, 

Suite D. 

Gardena, CA 90248 

(3101 - 808-0420 

(3101- 808-0215 

Open 7 days 8am - 8pm 

LAKE FOREST 

Lake Forest Compassionate 

Caregivers 

24370 Lake Center Drive, Suite 100 

Lake Forest, CA 91630 

(949) 859-1158 

NORTHERN CALI 

MJ's Place 

9449 Main Street 

Upper Lake, CA 95485 

707-275-9291 

OAKLAND 

Coffee Shop Blue Sky 

37717th Street 

Oakland, CA 94612 

(510) - 251-0690 

Open 9am-8pm Mon-Sat 

Open 10am - 6pm Sunday 

www.Oaksterdamgiftshop.com 

SAN DIEGO 

San Diego Holistics 

Interstate 805 and Balboa Ave. 

San Diego, CA 92111 

619-804-9100 

Highest quaility 8 lowest prices 

Open 10am-6pm Mon-Sat 

PICK UP OR DELIVERY 

VENDORS WELCOME-CALL AHEAD 

SAN FRANCISCO 

Alternative Herbal Health Services 

442 Haight Street 

San Francisco, CA, 94117 

[415] 864-1300 

www.5starcannabis.com 

Free Delivery to the San Francisco 8 

South Bay Area 

Open 9am-10pm Daily 

415-424-5189 

The Green Cross 

Delivery Only 

San Francisco, CA 

415-648-4420 

SILVER LAKE 

Higher Path Holistic Care Collective 

2227 Sunset Blvd. 

Silver Lake, CA 90026 

(866) 420-PATH or (213) 484-1001 

www.Thehigherpath.com 

VAN NUYS 

Valley Patients Group 

8953 Woodmen Ave, Suite 101 

Arleta, CA 91331 

818-332-0736 

Open 7days week, 7 am to 10 pm 

WEST HOLLYWOOD 

Alternative Herbal Health Serv. #2 

7828 Santa Monica Blvd. 

West Hollywood, CA 90046 

323-654-8792 

COLORADO 

State Registration Program, 

(303) 692-2184 

http://www.cdphe.state.co.us/hs/ 

medicalmarijuana/ marijua- 

nafactsheet.asp 

Patients info: (720) 890-4247 

www.sensiblecolorado.org 

HAWAII 

State Registration Program, 

(808)837-8470 www.dpfhi.org 

MONTANA 

State Registration Program, 

(406) 444-5622 

To download a state application go to: 

http://www.dphhs.mt.gov/medical 

marijuana/applicationform.doc 

Caregivers Montana 

406-600-2981 Livingston,MT 

www.caregiversmontana.com 

A Kinder Caregiver 

The statements in the name. 

To uphold the spirit of Initiative 148 

AKinderCaregiverglyahoo.com 

www.montanamedicalmarijuana.net 

406-333-2295 

NEVADA 

State Registration Program 

Contact Dept, of Agriculture, 

(775) 688-1180 

Hit zero on the phone. 

Then ask operator for Jennifer 

Bartlett. Or e-mail her at Jbart- 

letglagri.state.NV.us 

Visit the state website for current laws: 

http://agri.nv.gov/ADMIN_MedMar 

ijuana.htm 

NEW JERSEY 

Urge NJ Legislators to Sponsor 

Medical Marijuana Bill 

To take action go to: 

http://capwiz.com/norml2/issues/ 

alert/?alertid=11059156 

OREGON 

Oregon Medical Marijuana Program 

www.HealthOregon.org/mm 

971-673-1234 

Fax: 971-673-1278 

RHODE ISLAND 

http://www.health.state.ri.us/ 

Application form available at 

www.health.ri.gov/hsr/mmp/index. 

php or by visiting room 104 at the 

Health Department, 3 Capitol Hill, 

Providence. 

VERMONT 

CONTACT INFORMATION: Applica¬ 

tion information for the Vermont 

Marijuana Registry is available 

online at: Vermont Marijuana 

Registry 

Department of Public safety 

www.dps.state.vt.us/cjs/marijuan 

a.htm 

WASHINGTON 

Green Cross Patient Advocates 

(206) 766-8155 

www.Seattlegreencross.org 

Washington State 

Department of Health 

1112 SE Quince St. 

P.O. Box 47890 

Olympia, WA 

98504-7890 

(800) 525-0127 or 

(360) 236-4052 

Attention: Glenda Moore 

http://www.doh.wa.gov 

ACLU of Washington, 

Drug Reform Project 

(206) 624-2184 

aclu-wa.org 

/detail.cfm?id=182 

CANADA 

Canadian medical clubs rarely 

except US Medical Marijuana ID. 

Prior arrangements need to be 

made prior to your visit by con¬ 

tacting the medical club. 

CALM Toronto 

P.O. Box 47023 stn 425 

220 Yonge St 

Toronto, ON M5B 2H1 

Office 416-367-3459 

Fax 416-367-4679 

Open 7 days a week 

wwww.cannabisclub.ca 

THE MEDICAL MARIJUANA 
EVALUATION DIRECTORY 

CALIFORNIA 
MEDICANN 
1814 FRANKLIN CA #420 

OAKLAND, CA 94612 

866.632.6627 

FX 510.257.8421 

MEDICANN 

1509 SEABRIGHTAVE #C2 

SANTA CRUZ, CA 95482 

866.632.6627 

FX 831.460.1053 

MEDICANN 

557 E. PERKINS 

UKIAH, CA 95482 

866.632.6627 

FX 707.468.7801 

MEDICANN 

2120 N. WINERY AVE. #103 

FRESNO, CA 93703 

866.632.6627 

FX 559.452.1562 

MEDICANN 

4295 GESNER ST. #1B 

SAN DIEGO, CA 92117 

866.632.6627 

FX 619.275.2178 

MEDICANN 

1107 GREENACRE AVE. 

WEST HOLLYWOOD, CA 90046 

866.632.6627 

FX 323.876.5264 

MEDICANN 

1426 FILLMORE #206 

SAN FRANCICSO, CA 94115 

866.632.6627 

FX 415.440.0946 

MEDICANN 

3639 MONTGOMERY DR. 

SANTA ROSA, CA 95405 

866.632.6627 

FX 707.750.2706 

MEDICANN 

3449 FREEDOM PARK DR. 

SACRAMENTO, CA 95405 

866.632.6627 

FX 916.338.3057 

MEDICANN 

72518TH ST. 

MODESTO, CA 95354 

866.632.6627 

FX 209.521.1065 

MEDICANN 

21712 DEVONSHIRE ST. 

CHATSWORTH, CA 91311 

866.632.6627 

FX 818.718.1492 

MEDI CANN 

936 ATLANTIC AVE 

LONG BEACH, CA 90813 

866.632.6627 

FX 562.495.4741 

MEDI CANN 

862 N.WINCHESTER BLVD #1A 

SAN JOSE, CA 95128 

866.632.6627 

FX 408.244.9983 

MEDI CANN 

2600 PARK AVE. #102 

CONCORD, CA 94520 

866.632.6627 

MEDI CANN 

COMING SOON 

HAYWARD, CA 

866.632-6627 

THCF MEDICAL CLINIC 

647 N. MAIN ST#1-B 

RIVERSIDE, CA 92501 

CA (951)782-9898 

FAX(951)782-9889 

HOLISTIC HEALTH 8 HEALING CENTER 

5280 KANAN 

AGOURA HILLS, CA 91301 

818-706-1120 

FAX 818-706-1189 

OREGON 

THCF MEDICAL CLINIC 

105 SE 18TH AVE. 

PORTLAND, OREGON 97214 

OR (503)281-5100 

FAX(503)235-0120 

WASHINGTON 

THCF MEDICAL CLINIC 

1813130TH NE #210 

BELLEVUE, WASHINGTON 98005 

WA (425)869-6186 

FAX(425)869-6378 

COLORADO 

THCF MEDICAL CLINIC 

4485 WADSWORTH BLVD #302 

WHEAT RIDGE, CO 80033 

CO (303)403-9996 

FAX(303)403-9998 

HAWAII 

THCF MEDICAL CLINIC 

345 QUEEN ST #900 

HONOLULU, HI 96813 

HI (800)723-0188 

FAX(503)235-0120 

NEVADA 

THCF MEDICAL CLINIC 

10161 PARK RUN DR. #150 

LAS VEGAS, NV 89145 

NV (800) 723-0188 

FAX(503) 235-0120 
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Presidents Fusion Food 
Soul food samosa influenced by Kenya, Hawaii, and American hybrid vigor. 

Ding-dong, the witch is dead! Eight inter¬ 

minable years of white-bread fascist jack- 

boots on the neck of our collective soul have 

finally come to an end. With ferocity of deter¬ 

mination, we've cast our votes for diplomacy, 

parity and progress; we’ve voted against 

imperialism, hegemony and mendaciousness. 

May Bush and Cheney burn in hell, or at least 

The Hague. The time of Terror has gone. The 

time has come to Rise. 

We fretted for months. We waited in three- 

hour lines in the wrong shoes at our polling 

stations, surrounded by more first-time voters 

than we ever knew existed. We paced like 

women in labor at a horse race watching the elec¬ 

tion returns, poised to celebrate or riot. For politi¬ 

cal junkies, it was the biggest rush in history. 

This is a new beginning. America has given 

truth to the tale that in this country, anyone can 

be anything they want to be—even president— 

and that, yes, hard work and education pay off... 

and so do impossible dreams. We have proven, 

despite Bush or perhaps because of him, that we 

are not just a nation of redneck sheeple, insular- 

ized from our international depreciation by a 

cloud of willful ignorance, blind fear and Fox 

News talking points. The door to the Good 01’ 

Boys’ Club has been bloodlessly unhinged; we’ve 

embraced fabulous cultural fusion and the excit¬ 

ing flavor of progress. Has victory ever tasted 

quite so sweet? 

In honor of this auspicious occasion, I’ve con¬ 

cocted a turnover called the Obamamosa. Like 

our president-elect, this party choice was born of 

the marriage and overlap of multiple cultures, 

but is ultimately an American amalgamation. 

Obama and samosas have two things in common: 

Both are adored worldwide, and both are judged 

by what they have inside. In keeping with the 

spirit of our new diplomat in chief, I’ve sought a 

culinary common ground between the US and the 

rest of the world. 

Tilapia is a fish that’s widely consumed in 

both Hawaii (where Obama was born) and Kenya 

(his father’s homeland). Mangoes grow in both 

places, as well as Indonesia (mango trees shade 

his step-grandmother's tin-roofed house in 

Kogelo). Another staple in Kenya is a dish called 

sukuma wiki, which is Swahili for "stretch the 

week.” Given our current economic shit storm, 

stretching the week is something we probably all 

need to do. Sukuma wiki \s like the smothered 

greens ubiquitous in Southern soul food, but 

without the pork, which folks in Washington need 

to cut out anyway. And, of course, weed is a glob¬ 

al panacea, uniting the diverse wherever it’s 

indulged. Wrap it all up in a classic puff pastry 

and you have an Obamamosa. 

And by the way: God bless America! 

—Ashley Kennedy 

OBAMAMOSAS 
% oz commercial ganja or 

1/8 oz kind bud, cleaned 

Vs stick of butter 

1 tilapia filet 

% cup mango puree 

Curry powder 

Ginger powder 

2tbsp flour 

1 cup coconut milk 

8 cups [cooked) kale, collard 

or spinach greens 

1 cup diced tomato 

2tsp green-onion tops 

2tsp finely chopped cilantro 

Ismail lime 

1 package frozen puff pastry 

DIRECTIONS: Squeeze one-half of the lime over the tilapia filet. Rub it down with a thin layer of 

curry and ginger powder. Grill or bake until tender and flaky. Dice into small chunks. 

For the sukuma wiki, braise the greens with tomatoes and onions. Cool and squeeze to strain. 

For the sauce, simmer the ganja and butter together in a double-boiler over low heat for 45 

minutes. Strain the butter into a skillet (reserving what’s left on the sides of the double-boiler to 

brush onto the puff pastry). Add flour to the butter in the skillet and whisk over low heat until the 

lumps are gone. Add coconut milk, mango puree, the other half of the lime, cilantro and more curry 

to taste. Stir until the sauce thickens to a consistency you dig; toy with it if it makes you happy. 

Now put it all together. Layer the sukuma wiki and fish on three-inch squares of puff pastry, 

then fold them into triangles, sealing the edges with water and pressing with a fork before brush¬ 

ing the pastries with ganja butter. Bake at 300°F until golden brown. Serve drizzled with the warm 

mango-ganja sauce (plus some for dipping) and the remaining sukuma wiki on the side. Stones 

six, with three to a serving, 

SS HIGH TIMES 
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Ask Dr. Mitch 

CHANGE YOU CAN BREATHE IN 
Looking forward to the end of marijuana prohibition. 

For nearly two years, as the cen¬ 

terpiece of his campaign for 

president, Barack Obama offered 

the nation a message of hope, 

along with a promise to bring 

fundamental change to our 

nation’s government. I, along 

with millions of other responsible 

cannabis consumers, welcome 

that change wholeheartedly. In 

fact, 38 years ago, Keith Stroup 

founded NORML to promote a 

similar message—namely, that 

this country needs to change antiquated, misguided 

and oppressive marijuana policies that illogically tar¬ 

get responsible cannabis consumers. 

Since 1970, we’ve never stopped lobbying on your 

behalf, especially given that, in 2007 alone, our cur¬ 

rent system and policies led to the arrest of over 

872,000 Americans on marijuana charges—a tragic 

milestone never before experienced in our nation’s 

history, and one that we should never repeat. 

The good news is that as the "winds of change" 

swept across America on November 4th, they gave 

the cannabis community numerous political and cul¬ 

tural victories. See Paul Armantano’s story "Will 

Obama Legalize It?" on page 93 for a complete recap 

of our election night triumphs, including victories on 

the local, state, and national level. All across Ameri¬ 

ca, and particularly in Michigan and Massachus- 

settes, voters soundly rejected organized opposition 

by local law enforcement and federal officials from 

the Drug Czar’s office—indicating once again that the 

message of groups like NORML, not the White House, 

shapes the public’s views about cannabis. 

At the federal level, for the 

first time in nearly three 

decades, I believe that we have a 

president and a Congress will¬ 

ing to undertake a rational and 

scientific review of America’s 

disastrous cannabis policies. 

That’s why NORML is calling on 

the Obama administration and 

the members of the 111th Con¬ 

gress to create a bipartisan 

presidential commission to 

review the budgetary, social and 

health costs associated with federal marijuana prohi¬ 

bition, and to make progressive recommendations for 

future policy changes. 

Of course, America empowered just such a blue- 

ribbon commission once before: the Shafer Commis¬ 

sion, which in 1972 concluded, “The criminal law is too 

harsh a tool to apply to personal possession even in 

the effort to discourage use.... It implies an over¬ 

whelming indictment of the behavior which we believe 

is not appropriate. The actual and potential harm of 

use of the drug is not great enough to justify intrusion 

by the criminal law into private behavior, a step which 

our society takes only with the greatest reluctance.” 

And yet, since the publication of the Shafer report 

in 1972, an estimated 18million Americans have been 

busted for cannabis use—nearly nine out of 10 for pos¬ 

session only, the very “crime” that the Shafer Commis¬ 

sion recommended lawmakers cease prosecuting. 

So that’s one more thing we need to change— 

and by joining NORML today, you can help bring us 

that much closer to the end of marijuana prohibition. 

— Allen St. Pierre, Executive Director of NORML 

Who has one thumb and might support 

marijuana law reform? 

As founder of the Cannabis Patient Network, 

director of Greater St. Louis NORML and founder 

of Americans for Safe Access of St. Louis, Mark 

Pedersen works hard for the cannabis-law reform 

movement—and he works for free. 

“I don’t hold a paying position with any organi¬ 

zation,” Pedersen tells HIGH TIMES, upon learning 

of his selection as Freedom Fighter of the Month. “I 

finance most of my work from my disability and 

part-time jobs.” 

Pedersen’s dedication stems from the fact that 

he’s a medical-cannabis patient himself. He first 

became an activist while working with a group called 

Journey for Justice, a rolling protest by cannabis 

patients—some on bicycles, others in wheelchairs— 

that brings the group’s message about medical mar¬ 

ijuana to citizens all across the country, and directly 

to lawmakers in Washington, DC. 

Pedersen contributed by driving a support 

truck, serving as on¬ 

road coordinator, and 

collecting video testi¬ 

monies from 

patients, their family 

members and physi¬ 

cians. Following four 

and a half months on 

the road, Mark continued collecting videos for 

another two years, while simultaneously organiz¬ 

ing patient delegations to lobby for the passage of 

Missouri’s Medical Cannabis Compassion Bill, 

which he had a hand in writing. 

As if Mark didn’t have enough on his plate, he’s 

also begun to organize an all-day medical-mari¬ 

juana event under the Gateway Arch in St. Louis. If 

you want to help, or to view his compelling medical 

marijuana testimonial videos, start by logging on to 

cannabispatient.net.— Carlos Castillo 

$ 
H 

Dr. Mitch, ^ 

I used to get high right before 1 

bed and sleep like a log. Now, all 

of a sudden, I take a little hit and I’m 

up all night. What gives? 

Pappa Soma 

Hey Pappa, 

Sounds like you’ve switched 

strains, perhaps to one with a lower 

THC and higher CBD (cannabidiol) con¬ 

tent. THC, the most legendary of the 60- 

plus cannabinoids unique to the 

marijuana plant, appears to improve 

sleep—but new research on CBD, anoth¬ 

er cannabinoid, suggests that it actually 

perks folks up. 

In general, maintaining good sleep 

hygiene is the best way to get a good 

night’s rest. Go to bed and wake up at the 

same time every day, reserve your bed 

for sleeping (and sex), and keep away 

from caffeine and stimulants in the after¬ 

noon. Sounds basic, but you’ll be snooz¬ 

ing away like you wouldn’t believe. 

Is it true that you can fool a drug test with 

meat tenderizer? 

Chef 

Hi Chef, 

An HT article back in 2006 mentioned that 

papain, an enzyme from the papaya plant, 

can decrease THC metabolites in the 

urine. The article inspired a big study at 

the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology. 

(I guess their HT subscription keeps them 

in the know!) Sure enough, about a quar¬ 

ter-gram of meat tenderizer with papain 

lowered THC metabolites and fooled 

some of the drug tests. Note that MSG, 

another popular meat tenderizer, hasn’t 

been tested. As always, read your labels. 

Can marijuana help seizures? 

Jay 

Hi Jay, 

Cannabis was first prescribed for epilep¬ 

tic seizures in the 1400s, and the leg¬ 

endary Dr. William Brooke 

O’Shaughnessy used hash to treat con¬ 

vulsions in 1842. These days, hundreds of 

medical users swear by it, and one mod¬ 

ern study suggests that the cannabinoid 

CBD can indeed provide help for some 

people. But seizures are nothing to play 

with, so definitely see a physician. New 

anti-seizure medications are being devel¬ 

oped all the time, but no single one 

seems to work for everyone. 

Dr. Mitch Earleywine, Ph.D., is an associate 

professor of psychology at SUNY Albany. He 

is the author of Understanding Marijuana 

and The Parents’ Guide to Marijuana. Got 

a question for Dr. Mitch ? Email him at 

420researchfdgmail. com. 
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ALABAMA 
Alan R. Elledge, Attorney at Law 

Shoals Criminal Defense Group, LLC 

105 S. Court St. 

Florence, AL 35630 

(877) 420-4LAW 

shoalsdefendersiabellsouth.net 

'Vigorous statewide marijuana 

defense' 

ARIZONA 
Jamal Allen 

Allen & Associates, Lawyers 

3029 N. Alma School Road, Suite 216 

Chandler, Arizona 85224-1475 

P: 480-820-3300 

goodazlawyers.com 

All Stops, Arrests & Seizures 

Lee Phillips 

Law Offices of Lee Phillips 

224 E. Birch 

Flagstaff, AZ 86001 

928-779-1560 

www.notguiltyl .com 

Marc Victor 

3920 S. Alma School Rd., Suite 5 

Chandler, AZ 85248 

Phone:480-755-7110 

Fax:480-755-8286 

marciaattorneyforfreedom.com 

www.attorneyforfreedom.com 

Michael Walz 

Law Offices of Michael Walz 

45 W. Jefferson, Ste. 412 

Phoenix, AZ 85003 

602-254-8861 

wmwalzfaaol.com 

Roadside assistance statewide. 

CALIFORNIA 
Daniel L. Barton 

600 University Avenue 

Palo Alto, CA 94301 

Phone:650-326-2980 

dbartonfanablaw.com 

Bob Boyd 

107 West Perkins Street, Suite #17 

Ukiah.CA 95482 

707-468-0500 

mendocinolawfacomcast.net 

www.mendocinolaw.com 

James J. Clark 

506 Broadway 

San Francisco, CA 94133 

Phone:415-986-5591 

Fax:415-421-1331 

james.clarkfacolorado.edu 

John Duree 

428 J St., Ste. 352 

Sacramento, CA 95814 

916-441-0562 

jdureefapacbell.net 

Practice limited to criminal defense. 

Anthony J. Feldstein 

Law Offices of Anthony J. Feldstein 

177 Post St, Suite 600 

San Francisco, CA 94108 

415-NOT-GUILTY or 415-668-4845 

Fax:415-398-3003 

Email: ajfeld98faaol.com 

^^Specializing in Criminal Defense 

**Free initial consultation 

Omar Figueroa 

Law Offices of Omar Figueroa 

506 Broadway 

San Francisco CA 94133 

(415)986-5591 (510)649-0420 

omarfastanfordalumni.org 

www.omarfigueroa.com 

Graduate of Stanford Law School 

and Gerry Spence's Trial Lawyer’s 

College, specializing in cannabis 

cultivation and medical marijuana 

cases. Free case consultation. 

jYo hablo espanol! 

Christopher M. Glew 

1851 E. First Street, Ste. 840 

Santa Ana, CA 92705 

Fax:714-648-0501 

Phone:714-648-0004 

marijuanalawyerOyahoo.com 

www.glewkimlaw.com 

Law Offices of Vincent J. 

LaBarbera, Jr. 

600 W. Santa Ana BIvd., Suite 950 

Santa Ana, CA 92701 

Phone:714-541-9668 

Fax:714-541-4322 

vlbOlabarberalaw.com 

Allison Margolin 

8484 Wiltshire Blvd., Suite 660 

Beverly Hills, CA 90211 

Phone:323-653-1850 

Fax:323-653-1225 

allisonbrandiOmac.com 

allisonmargolin.blogspot.com 

Bruce Margolin 

8749 Holloway Dr. 

West Hollywood, CA 90069 

310-652-0991 or 

800-420-LAWS 

bmargolinOaol.com 

www.1800420laws.com 

www.margolinlawoffices.com 

Marijuana and criminal defense 

since 1967. Director, L.A. NORML 

Call for a free guide to marijuana 

laws in all 50 states . 

David M. Michael 

Law Offices of David M. Michael 

101 California Street, Suite 2450 

San Francisco, CA 94111 

Telephone: (415) 946-8996 

Facsimile: (877) 538-6220 

E-mail: dmmp50aol.com 

Randy Sue Pollock 

2831 Telegraph Ave 

Oakland, CA 94609 

Phone:510-763-9967 

Fax:510-272-0711 

PollockEsqOaol.com 

EricShevin 

9000 West Sunset Blvd., Suite 720 

Los Angeles, CA 90069 

Phone:310-273-1300 

Fax:310-273-1362 

eshevinOaol.com 

www.shevinlaw.com 

Law Offices Of Sean 

Tabibian & Associates 

6794 La Jolla Blvd., #201 

La Jolla, CA 92037 

Call Toll Free: 1-800-658-1500 

www.WeDefendYou.com 

Call us for a free guide "People vs. 

You" a guide for the accused 

Sean Tabibian, Esq. 

Tabibian & Associates 

9000 West Sunset Blvd., Suite #407 

Los Angeles, CA 90069 

1-800-658-1500 

www.wedefendyou.com 

Your freedom to smoke is no joke. 

Herbal defenders on your side. 

COLORADO 
Robert J. Corry, Jr. 

600 17th Street, Ste 2800 

South Tower 

Denver, Colorado 80202 

Tel:(303)-634-2244 

Fax:(303) 260-6401 

email: robert.corryiacomcast.net 

www.robcorry.com 

Graduate of Stanford Law School, 

specializes in criminal defense and 

civil rights, free initial consultation 

Sean T. McAllister, Esq. 

Founder of Sensible Colorado 

Phone: 970-453-6594 

Fax:970-453-6877 

mclawofficefacomcast.net 

www.mcallisterlawoffice.com 

Offices in Denver and Breckenridge 

CONNECTICUT 
Russell & Pastore, LLC 

Law Offices of James Pastore 

66 Field Point Road 

Greenwich, CT 06836 

203-661-4200 

FLORIDA 
Robert 0. Bauer, Jr. 

Bauer, Crider, Pellegrino & Parry 

1550 South Highland Avenue, #C 

Clearwater, FL 33756 

(727)446-4800 

Offices in Clearwater, Tampa & Port 

Richey. Board Certified Criminal 

Trial Lawyer 

Bjorn Brunvand 

615 Turner Street 

Clearwater, FL 33756 

Phone:727-446-7505 

Fax: 727-446-8147 

bbrunvanf3tampabay.rr.com 

www.acquitter.com 

Greg M. Lauer 

Law Offices of Greg M. Lauer P.A. 

320 Southeast 10th Court 

Fort Lauderdale, FL33316 

954-559-0647 Fax: 954-251-4787 

greg(3gregmlauer.com 

**Former State Drug Trafficking 

Prosecutor 

**Free initial consultation 

Donald A. Lykkebak 

390 N. Orange Ave., 

Suite #2100 

Orlando, FL 32801 

407-425-4044 

lykkebakf3bellsouth.net 

http://www.druglawexpert.com 

"Board certified criminal trial lawyer 

with 30 years experience." 

David Raben 

Robbins, Tunkey, Ross, Amsel, 

Raben & Waxman, P.A. 

2250 SW 3rd Avenue, 4th Floor 

Miami, FL 33129-2095 

Tel: 305-858-9550 

Fax: 305-858-7491 

daverabenf3crimlawfirm.com 

Experienced and aggressive defense 

of drug cases in State and Federal 

Court. 

Jeffrey Reisman 

304 S. Westland Ave. 

Tampa, FL 33606 

877-283-5333 or 813-258-5333 

www.tampadruglawyers.com 

State & Federal Defense Free con¬ 

sultation 

Roger Scott, Jr., P.A. 

Scott & Medling, P.A. 

1515 E Livingston St., 

Orlando, FL 32803 

407-894-0054,(Fax) 407-894-0053 

RogerScottf3cfl.rr.com 

www.orlandodruglawyer.com 

Robert Shafer & Associates, P.A. 

Robert Shafer, James Davis 

24 North Market Street, Suite 305 

Jacksonville, FL 32202 

Tel: 904-350-9333 Fax: 904-633-7820 

website: shafercriminallaw.com 

email: robertshaferf3bellsouth.net 

Criminal defense only. 

Focusing on drug charges. 

_ -J 
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John H. Trevena 
801 West Bay Dr, Suite 509 

Largo, FL 33770 

Phone: 727-581-5813 

Fax:727-581-7758 

T revenaLawOaoL.com 

www.trevena.com 

GEORGIA 
Wystan Getz 

Oakhurst Law Group of Getz, LLC 

PO Box 944 

Decatur, GA 30031-0944 

404-373-5667 

dui_n_drugsOoakhursttaw.us 

www.marijuanadefender.com 

Initial consultation always free of 

charge. 

ILLINOIS 
Michael F. Clancy 

10345 S Western Ave 

Chicago, IL 60643 

773-238-6000, Fax: 773-238-5963 

mfclancyLawOnetscape.net 

Jeffrey B. Fawell 

Fawell & Associates 

500 S. Country Farm Rd, Ste 200 

Wheaton, IL 60187 

630-665-9300 

fawellOfawell.com 

Criminal, DUI, traffic, and 

immigration defense. 

Peter J.Vilkelis 

53 W. Jackson Blvd. Ste. 1430 

Chicago, IL 60604 

312-408-0258 

pvilkelisOsbcglobal.net 

Illinois NORML Board member 

INDIANA 
Stephen W. Dillon 

Dillon and Thomas, PC 

3601 N. Pennsylvania St. 

Indianapolis, IN 46205 

317-923-9391 

SteveDillonOdillonandthomas.com 

www.dillonandthomas.com 

Chair, NORML Board of Directors. 

KANSAS 
Chris Meek 

1031 Military Ave. 

Baxter Springs, KS 66713 

Phone:620-856-2771 

Fax:620-856-2772 

ninsky130hotmail.com 

William (Billy) K. Rork 

1321 SW Topeka Blvd. 

Topeka, KS 66612-1816 

785-235-1650 

rorkOrorklaw.com 

www.rorklaw.com 

Zealous and successful drug 

defenses on 1-70/1-35 vehicle stops. 

Cal Williams 

Calvin K. Williams Chtd. 

280 N. Court Ave., P.0. Box 304 

Colby, KS 67701 

785-460-9777 

williams_97770msn.com 

On 1-70, western Kansas. 

MARYLAND 
David E. Kinderman 

15 West Montgomery Avenue, 3rd FI. 

Rockville, MD 20850 

Tel: 310-762-7900 

kindermannlawOcomcast.net 

daveOkindermannlaw.com 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Norman S. Zalkind 

Zalkind, Rodriguez, Lunt & Duncan 

65A Atlantic Ave. 

Boston, MA 02110 

Phone:617-742-6020 

Fax:617-742-3269 

nzalkindOzrld.com 

MICHIGAN 
Matthew R. Abel, Attorney at Law 

450 W. Fort Street, Suite 200 

Detroit, Ml 48226 

248-866-0864 

www.cannabiscounsel.com 

attorneyabelOcomcast.net 

Specializing in marijuana defense 

Jason Barrix, Attorney at Law 

Barrix Law Firm P.C. 

934 West Fulton 

Grand Rapids, Ml 49504 

1-877-4-BARRIX or 1-877-422-7749 

616-456-1900 

BarrixlawOaol.com 

Practicing Marijauna and Criminal 

Defense Statewide. Since 1993. 

Thomas Deinek, Attorney 

Criminal Defense east of 1-75 

Offices in Detroit & Alpena 

yourmouthpieceOyahoo.com 

(313)965-1144 

Telecopier: (313) 331-5979 

Solid legal defenses & easy access 

to counsel. 

Kronzek & Cronkright P.L.L.C. 

Michigan Criminal Defense Attorneys 

Phone: 1-800-576-6035 

KronzekOKronCron.com 

www.AggressiveCriminalDefense.com 

Tough representation throughout 

Michigan. 

Randall S. Levine 

427 S.Burdick St. 

Kalamazoo, Ml 49007 

Phone:269-382-0444 

Fax:269-382-0464 

randalllevineOlevine-levine.com 

www.levine-levine.com 

Michael A. Mclnerney, Esquire 

Law Office of Michael A. Mclnerney 

139 Pearl Street NW, Suite 400 

Grand Rapids, Ml 49503 

(616) 776-0200 

Fax:(616) 776-0202 

mamgrlawOsbcglobal.net 

Frank K. Rhodes III 

Southfield, Ml 48075 

Phone:248-350-0110 

fkrhodesOaol.com 

www.aggressivemichlaw.com 

Mark A. Satawa 

Kirsch & Satawa, PC 

3000 Town Center, Suite 1700 

Southfield, Ml, 48075 

248-356-8320 

markOkirschandsatawa.com 

www.kirschandsatawa.com 

Be sure to check out our new website! 

Law Office of John Targowski, P.C. 

310 East Michigan Avenue, Suite 501 

Kalamazoo, Ml 49007-3840 

Voice: (269) 290 5606 

johnOtargowskilaw.com 

www.targowskilaw.com 

2008 NORML Flunter S. Thompson 

Scholar, Medical Marijuana Defense 

Experience 

MINNESOTA 
Marc G. Kurzman 

St. Anthony Main 

219 SE Main St., Suite 403 

Minneapolis, MN 5541 

Phone:612-617-9000 

Fax:612-617-9009 

kgolawOaol.com 

MISSOURI 
K. Louis Caskey 

1102 Grand Blvd, Suite 800 

Kansas City, MO 64106 

Phone:816-221-9114 

Cell Phone:816-536-1411 

Fax:816-220-0757 

klouie7110aol.com 

www.caskeyatlaw.com 

Daniel Dodson 

331 Madison Street, Suite A 

Jefferson City, MO 65101 

573-636-9200 or 800-DODSON-1 

ddOdanieldodson.net 

www.danieldodson.net 

Board member, NACDL; 

Nationwide advice/referrals. 

Dan Viets 

15 N. 10th St. 

Columbia, MO 65201 

573-443-6866 

danvietsOjustice.com 

Former president of MO Assoc, of 

Criminal Defense Lawyers and 

NORML Board Chair. 

NEVADA 
Scott N. Freeman 
'Defender of the Year 2008' 

556 California Ave. 

Reno, NV 89509-1450 

Phone:775-786-4788 

Fax:775-786-9333 

defenseOfreeman-law.com 

www.freeman-law.com 

Nancy Lord, Ltd 
NancyLordLtd.com 

nancylordOmindspring.com 

775-751-3636 

Located in Pahrump, NV 

Defense of cases in Las Vegas, 

Pahrump, and all of rural Nevada. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Sven Wiberg 

Wiberg Law Office 

2456 Lafayette Road, Ste. 7 

Portsmouth, NH, 03801 

603-686-5454 

Fax:603-319-4832 

mimirblueOcomcast.net 

NEWJERSEY 
William H. Buckman 

110 Marter Ave, Suite 209 

Moorestown, NJ 08057 

Phone:856-608-9797 

Fax:856-608-6244 

wbuckmanOwhbuckman.com 

whbuckman.com 

Fred DiMaria, Jr. 

Law Offices of DiMaria & DiMaria 

111 Grove Street 

Lodi, NJ 07644 

Tel: 973-777-6422 

Fax:973-365-4080 

freddydiOaol.com 

Nathan Kittner 
131 Main St. 

Hackensack, NJ 07601 

201-488-5565 

vlsgradOprodigy.net 

Criminal defense litigation. 

Get defended. 

Frank T. Luciano, Esq. 

147 Main St., Suite #5 

Lodi, NJ 07644 

Phone: (973) 471-0004 

Fax: (973) 471-1244 

ftlucianoOaol.com 

www.ftlucianolaw.com 

"Over 30 years of defending drug 

prosecutions. Free book on drug 

cases in New Jersey." 

Allan Marain 
100 Bayard St. 

P.0. Box 1030 

New Brunswick, NJ 08903 

732-828-2020 

infoONJMarijuana.com 

www.njmarijuana.com 

When pleading guilty is not an option. 
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Neal Wiesner 
Law Office of Neal Wiesner 

1 Maiden Lane, 9th floor 

New York, NY 10038 

Tel: 212-732-2225 

Fax:718-556-0118 

nealwiesnerfdaol.com 

NJ State & Federal Criminal Defense 

NEW MEXICO 
David C. Serna Serna Law Offices 
725 Lomas Blvd. NW 

Albuquerque, NM 87102 

505-242-4057 

dcsOdavidcserna.com 

www.davidcserna.com 

Board-certified criminal-defense 

specialist. 

NEW YORK 
Roger Blank, Esq. 

126 Madison Ave. 

New York, NY 10016 

Phone:917-720-5724 

rogerblankesqOmac.com 

Former Assistant District Attorney, 

Bronx County & attorney for the New 

York City Police Department, 

prosecuting police corruption and 

official misconduct. 

David C. Holland 

Michael Kennedy, P.C. 

419 Park Avenue South, 16th Floor 

New York, NY 10016 

212-935-4500 

Licensed in NY, NJ & MD. 

James J. Sexton 

130 North Main Street, Suite 201 

New City, NY 10956 

Phone:845-708-9100 

Fax:845-708-0027 

sextonfdrocklanddivorce.com 

www.scandicmedia.com/MCS/ 

Neal Wiesner 

Law Office of Neal Wiesner 

1 Maiden Lane, 9th floor 

New York, NY 10038 

Tel: 212-732-2225 

Fax:718-556-0118 

nealwiesnerfdaol.com 

Federal Practice Only in New York 

NORTH CAROLINA 
John H. McWilliam 

216 Plighway 70 West 

Garner, NC 27529 

Phone:919-772-4000 

Fax:919-779-3745 

jmcwilliamfdcalder-mcwilliam.com 

www.calder-mcwilliam.com 

OHIO 
Spiros P. Cocoves 

Law Offices of Spiros P. Cocoves 

610 Adams St., 2nd FI 

Toledo, OH 43604-1423 

419-241-5506 

Fax:419-242-3442 

scocovesfdgmail.com 

Federal/State Criminal Defense, OH/MI 

OKLAHOMA 
M. Michael Arnett 

Arnett Law Firm 

3133 N.W. 63rd Street 

Oklahoma City, OK 73116 

Tel: (405) 767-0522 

Fax: (405) 767-0529 

email: mikearnett1fdjuno.com 

Chad Moody 

217 N Harvey Street, Ste. 409 

Oklahoma City, OK 73102 

(w) 405-231 -4343 (f) 405 231 -0233 

thedruglawyerfdthedruglawyer.com 

thedruglawyer.com 

When a Conviction is Not an Option 

Douglas Parr 

Oklahoma City, OK 73102 

Phone:405-528-1018 

legalminds3fdjuno.com 

OREGON 
Thomas K. Coan, Attorney at Law 

1001 SW Fifth Ave., Suite 1400 

Portland, OR 97204 

503-221-8736 

tomkcoanfdcomcast.net 

Experienced Professional 

Criminal Defense in State and Federal 

Courts 

John C. Lucy IV 

2121 SW Broadway, Suite 130 

Portland, OR 97201 

Phone:503-227-6000 

Other Phone:919-720-2513 

johnfdlaw420.com 

www.law420.com 

"Medical Marijuana and Drug Crime 

Defense Throughout Oregon" 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Simon T. Grill 

104 S. Railroad 

Myerstown, PA 17067 

888-333-6016 

STG1300fdepix.net 

Marijuana defense. 

Patrick K. Nightingale, Esquire 

210 Grant Street, Suite 401 

Pittsburgh, PA 15219 

Phone:412-454-5582 

Fax:412-454-5583 

pknightingalefdmac.com 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
J. Kirk Fisher, Esq. 

Cox & Fisher, LLC 

115 Broadus Avenue 

Greenville, SC 29601 

Tel: 864-242-4711 

Fax: 864-242-2937 

jkirkfischerfdbellsouth.net 

TEXAS 
Johnathan T. Ball, Esq. 

Griffith & Garza, L.L.P. 

100 Savannah Ave., Suite 500 

McAllen, TX 78503 

(956) 971-9446 Phone 

(956) 501-6565 Cell 

(956)971-9451 Fax 

jtbfdrgvfirm.com 

www.johnballattorney.com 

Jeff Blackburn 
718 W 16th 

Amarillo, TX 79101 

Phone:806-371-8333 

Fax:806-350-7716 

blackburnfdwtxinnocence.org 

Greg Gladden 
3017 Houston Ave. 

Houston, TX 77009-6734 

713-880-0333 

gladdenfdairmail.net 

Gerald Goldstein 
2900 Tower Life Bldg. 

San Antonio, TX 78205 

210-226-1463 

GGandHfdaol.com 

Michael C. Lowe, Attorney At Law 
700 N Pearl Street, Ste 2170 

Dallas, Texas 75201 

214.526.1900 

Toll free: 866.351.1900 

Fax:214.969.0258 

www.DallasJustice.com 

Board certified in criminal law by the 

Texas board of legal specialization. 

David P. O'Neil (managing partner) 

Habern, O'Neil and Buckley LLP 

P0 Box 8930 

Huntsville, Texas 77340 

1-888-942-2376 toll free 

doneilfdparoletexas.com 

Over thirty years experence in state 

and federal courts in the greater 

East Texas Area. 

Paul Quinzi 
821 West 11th St. 

Austin, TX 78701 

Phone:512-535-1081 

Fax:512-535-3386 

paulfdpq-law.com 

Larry Sauer 
Law Offices of Larry Sauer 

1004 West Ave, Austin, TX 78701 

512-479-5017 

sauerlawfdwdo-law.com 

Criminal defense. 

Stephen Don Smith 
214 Dwyer, Suite 303 

San Antonio, TX 78204 

Phone:210-561-7798 

Fax:210-587-2430 

Texlawsmithfdhotmail.com 

VIRGINIA 
Adam B. Crickman 
Law Office of Adam B. Crickman 

3516 Plank Road, Suite 5-B 

Fredericksburg, VA 22407 

540-785-5500 

www.BUSTEDINVA.com 

Experienced, Aggressive 

Criminal Defense. 

Kenneth Chrisman 

5002 Monument Avenue, Suite 101 

Richmond, VA 23230 

Phone:804-278-9358 

Fax:804-278-9530 

kccattyfdmindspring.com 

www.chrismanlaw.com 

David Downes 

14 Chester St. 

Front Royal, VA 22630 

540-636-8500 

dadownesfdshentel.net 

WASHINGTON 
Steven Rosen 

800 5th Ave., #4000 

Seattle, WA 98104 

Phone: 1-800-cannabis 

stevefd1800cannabis.com 

www.1800cannabis.com 

Jeff Steinborn 

3161 Elliot Avenue, Suite 340 

Seattle, WA 98121 

Tel: 206-622-5117 

Fax:206-622-3848 

Pat Stiley 

Stiley & Cikutovich 

1403 W. Broadway 

Spokane, WA 99201 

888-440-9001 

fudeafdearthlink.net 

www.legaljoint.net 

If you grew it, we will come. 

WISCONSIN 
Morris D. Berman 
306 E. Wilson St. 

Madison, Wl 53703 

608-256-7765 

mbermanfdtds.net 

Criminal defense and forfeitures. 

Robert J. Dvorak 

Hailing & Cayo 

320 E Buffalo St., Ste. 700 

Milwaukee, Wl 53202 

414-273-0373 

rjdvorakfdexecpc.com 

Representing the accused since 1978. 

Mark D. Richards S.C. 

209 8th Street 

Racine, Wl 53403 

262-632-2200 

richardslawfdameritech.net 

www.richardslawl .com 

Aggressive drug defense. 
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WILL OBAMA LEGALIZE IT? 
Election Day 2008 marked the end of an error. For the cannabis community, change couldn’t come soon enough. 

BYPAULARMENTANO 

Over the last eight years, America’s 25 million regular marijuana users have lived under a 

dark cloud—namely, the federal government's draconian assault on their lives and liber¬ 

ties. The police made an unprecedented 6.3 million pot arrests under President Bush, who 

also reneged on a campaign promise to let states decide their own medical-marijuana poli¬ 

cies, resulting in the indictment of more than 100 state-authorized cannabis patients and 

providers, many of them now serving multi-decade sentences in federal prison. Meanwhile, 

John Walters, our nation’s longest-serving and least competent Drug Czar, railed sense¬ 

lessly about weed—blaming pot smokers for September 11, equating the therapeutic use of 

cannabis to "medicinal crack,” and alleging that not one single American is serving time 

behind bars for pot possession. 

Now our community turns its hopeful eyes to a new president, and perhaps our best op¬ 

portunity in more than three decades to help usher in a new direction in pot policy. So what 

are some practical and immediate steps that the Obama administration can take to de-esca- 

late the senseless war on marijuana smokers? 

First and foremost, the new president must uphold his campaign promise to end the fed¬ 

eral prosecution of state-authorized med-pot patients and providers. President Obama can 

SMOKE THE VOTE 
Marijuana-law reform wins big at the ballot box. 

Millions of Americans nationwide cast votes in favor of 

pot-law reform, approving 10 out of 11 ballot measures 

aimed at freeing the weed. 

Massachusetts: 65 percent of voters approved Ques¬ 

tion 2, which replaces criminal penalties for the posses¬ 

sion of up to one ounce of marijuana-formerly 

punishable by up to six months in jail and a $500 fine— 

with a civil fine of no more than $100. 

Michigan: 63 percent of voters approved Proposal 1, 

which legalizes the physician-supervised use and cultiva¬ 

tion of cannabis by qualified patients. Michigan is the 13th 

state since 1996 to authorize the use of med-pot under 

state law, as well as the ninth to do so at the ballot box. 

Voters in various municipalities around the country also 

backed local pro-pot initiatives. 

Arkansas: 66 percent of voters in Fayetteville (popula¬ 

tion: 67,000) approved Question 16, which directs local 

police to make all activities related to the investigation 

and prosecution of adults for possession of up to one 

ounce of marijuana their lowest law enforcement priority. 

Hawaii: Voters on the Big Island (population: 172,000) 

approved a similar initiative (Ballot Question 1) urging po¬ 

lice to make adult possession of up to 24 ounces of 

cannabis and/or 24 plants for personal use their lowest 

law enforcement priority. The measure also directs the 

City Council to reject federal funding for local pot-eradi¬ 

cation efforts. 

Massachusetts: Voters in four state House districts 

(encompassing 15 towns) passed nonbinding public pol¬ 

icy questions directing each district’s state representa¬ 

tive to vote in favor of legislation to legalize the medical 

use of cannabis. 

Michigan: 71 percent of voters in Ferndale (population 

22,000] approved a measure authorizing private entities 

to dispense medical cannabis to authorized patients. 

Berkeley, CA (population: 101,000): Voters endorsed 

Measure JJ, which eliminates local limits on how much 

medical marijuana a patient may possess, as well as liberal¬ 

izing municipal zoning guidelines for patient dispensaries. 
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do this by appointing leaders at the Drug En¬ 

forcement Administration, the Department of 

Justice and the US Attorney General's Office 

who will respect the will of the voters in the 14 

states that have already legalized the physi¬ 

cian-supervised use of medical marijuana, 

□hama can further protect the health and 

safety of patients by encouraging the rele¬ 

vant government agencies to review a 2002 

petition to reschedule cannabis so that doc¬ 

tors can prescribe it legally. (As a candidate, 

Obama described such a change in pot’s clas¬ 

sification as “entirely appropriate.”) The pres¬ 

ident should also demand that the DEA abide 

by the Bittner decision, a 2007 ruling by the 

agency’s own administrative law judge that 

allows for the cultivation of medical-grade 

cannabis by non-govemmental entities. 

Finally, Obama can use the power of the 

executive office to encourage broader mari¬ 

juana-policy reforms, specifically by calling 

for the creation of a bipartisan presidential 

commission to review the budgetary, social 

and health costs associated with federal mari¬ 

juana prohibition. A rational, open-minded 

examination of this issue would almost cer¬ 

tainly lead the Obama administration to join 

forces with leading Democrats like House 

Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Califomia) and Mas¬ 

sachusetts Congressman Barney Frank (D- 

Massachusetts) in calling for an end to federal 

penalties for any cannabis use by adults. 

These are just a few of the actions that 

Barack Obama could—and should—take as 

America’s 44th president. But will he? The an¬ 

swer remains largely up to us. Remember, the 

new administration presents us not with a 

solution, but with an opportunity. It's up to us 

to seize it by continuing our civic engage¬ 

ment well beyond Election Day. ^ 

OBAMA ON WEED 
While President Obama’s past fondness for weed is well documented-'! inhaled frequently,” he has candidly admitted, “that 

was the point”—his current stance on marijuana policy is hazier. Speaking at Northwestern University in January 2004, Obama 

called America’s so-called “War on Drugs” an “utter failure” and stated that “we need to rethink and decriminalize our marijuana 

laws.” He later reversed this pro-pot position during a Democratic primary debate in 2007, raising his hand in opposition to de¬ 

criminalization. Following the debate, Obama’s handlers claimed that he’d misunderstood the moderator’s question and re¬ 

asserted that the Democratic contender had, in fact, “always” supported decriminalization. Hours later, however, the campaign 

reversed course again, telling the Washington 7/mesthat Obama opposed decriminalizing weed. 

Our 44th president’s stance on the use of medical pot is far clearer. On the campaign trial, Obama pledged to end federal in¬ 

terference in states that have legalized the use of medical cannabis, stating: “I would not have the Justice Department prose¬ 

cuting and raiding medical-marijuana users. It’s not a good use of our resources.” Obama also said that he believes that 

physicians should be able to legally prescribe cannabis, but concedes that pot will not be regulated like other prescription med¬ 

icines until there’s a change in federal law. So would President Obama lobby for such a change? “The likelihood of that being 

real high on my list is not likely,” he admits. 

WHAT’S NEAT? 
Leading marijuana activists look to a brighter future. 

Keith Stroup, Esq., founder of NORML: "Without question, we will be work¬ 

ing in a far more favorable political environment under an Obama admin¬ 

istration than we have seen since back in the mid-1970s. Within the first 

year of the new administration, we can get a federal decriminalization bill 

introduced in both houses of Congress, and can get hearings scheduled in 

the House and Senate Judiciary committees. We should get the bill favor¬ 

ably voted out of committee and referred to the floor for a House and Senate 

vote, and with a little luck—and a lot of hard work—it is not impossible that 

we could actually pass this measure by the end of Obama's first term." 

Kris Krane, executive director of Students for Sensible Drug Policy: "I 

don’t think there's any way Obama will ‘legalize it,’ but I do see some re¬ 

forms on the horizon. We’re hopeful that an Obama administration will cut 

funding for several Drug War-related programs that adversely impact 

young people, including the National Youth Anti-Drug Media Campaign and 

federally funded random student drug testing. SSDP’s main agenda will be 

lobbying the Department of Education to repeal the federal ban on student 

aid for drug offenders. We're hopeful that an Obama administration will 

work with us to provide students greater access to higher education." 

Dr. Dale Gieringer, director of California NORML: “From a California per¬ 

spective, our number one hope is that President Obama will follow through 

on his promise to end the DEA’s medical-marijuana raids on state-autho¬ 

rized patients and dispensaries. To do so will entail a host of policy changes 

by federal agencies such as the DEA, the Justice Department, the Office of 

National Drug Control Policy, and the HS Department of Health and Human 

Services—and, ultimately, the reclassification of marijuana under federal 

law, a process that’s likely to take years to unfold.” 

Steve Epstein, Esq., Mass/Cann NORML: “I expect in the short term that all 

10 members of the Massachusetts delegation in the House, and our two sen¬ 

ators, will join US Congressman Barney Frank as co-sponsors of legislation 

to reschedule marijuana for prescription use. I expect them to also join Rep¬ 

resentative Frank as co-sponsors of legislation to eliminate most federal 

penalties for the personal possession of marijuana, which would permit 

states to experiment with regulatory schemes as they do with tobacco, beer, 

wine and hard cider." 

Rob Kampia, executive director of the Marijuana Policy Project: "Rather 

than asking the Obama administration to take bold action, we're going to 

start by asking them to adopt a policy of inaction on at least four fronts—to 

end the DEAs raids in California, to stop threatening California landlords 

with property forfeiture if they lease their properties to medical-marijuana 

dispensaries, to stop sending the Drug Czar to campaign against our ballot 

initiatives, and to stop lobbying governors to veto our bills. Yes, we also plan 

to ask the Obama administration to do more... but it’s easier to make fast 

progress by getting politicians to take no action rather than to take action.” 
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Always stir your 

mix together to 

blend all of the 

ingredients. 

Master bud breeder and longtime 
grower Subcool reveals his tried and 
true tips for stirring up the perfect 
organic-soil mix for pot plants that taste 
amazing, smell incredible and pack a potent, 
intoxicating punch. Story by Subcool, photos by Subcool S MzJill 

There’s nothing that compares to the flavor of properly grown organic 

pot: The subtle tastes and aromas created by using only "Mother Earth” 

are overwhelming to the senses when it's done properly. As with veg¬ 

etables, a rich organic soil can bring out the best in cannabis. 

Over the past 20 years, I have tried almost every possible way to 

cultivate our favorite plant. And while hydro is certainly faster and the 

yields blow soil away, I’ve developed an organic-soil mix that consis¬ 

tently performs extremely well, with very little guesswork involved (i.e., 

I don’t have to worry about pH or ppms ever). 

I spent a few years developing the recipe for this Super Soil mix, and 

using it in 7-gallon nursery pots, I can run from start to finish adding 

only plain water. Other than a bit of sweat equity every 90 days or so, 

using this soil takes a huge amount of the science out of gardening and 

puts nature back in charge. Also, the recipe is always changing in slight 

ways as I continue to fine-tune it in my efforts to achieve perfection. 



Gather all ingredients together before blending. 

HIE BASE 
Start with at least six to eight large bags of high-quality organic soil. This is your base soil— 

i.e., your regular potting soil without the additives. The selection of your base soil is very im¬ 

portant, so don’t cut corners here. I can't begin to discuss all the different products out there, 

but I will mention a few in this article. A good organic soil should cost you from $8 to $10 per 

30-pound bag. Since I want to give you a very specific idea of what I consider to be a balanced 

soil, take a look at the ingredients in a product called Roots Organic: 

Lignite, coco fiber, pertite, pumice, compost, peat moss, bone meal, bat guano, kelp meal, 

greensand, soybean meal, leonardite, k-mag, glacial rock dust, alfalfa meal, oyster shell 

flour, earthworm castings and mycorrhizae. 

Another local product we’re trying out now, Harvest Moon, has the following ingredients: 

Washed coco fibers, Alaskan peat moss, perlite, yucca, pumice, diatoms, worm castings, 

feather meal, fishmeal, kelp meal, limestone, gypsum, soybean meal, alfalfa meal, rock dust, 

yucca meal and mycorrhizae fungi. 

nn: mix 
Here are the amounts we’ve found will produce 

the best-tasting buds and strongest medicines: 

8 large bags of a high-quality organic potting soil 

with coco fiber and mycorrhizae (i.e., your base 

soil) 

25 to 50 lbs of organic worm castings 

5 lbs steamed bone meal 

5 lbs Bloom bat guano 

5 lbs blood meal 

3 lbs rock phosphate 

3Acup Epson salts 

Vz cup sweet lime (dolomite) 

Vz cup azomite (trace elements) 

2 tbsp powdered humic acid 

This is the same basic recipe I’ve been using for 

the past 15 years. The hardest ingredient to ac¬ 

quire are the worm castings (especially since 

many people don’t even know what they are. FYI: 

worm poop). But don’t decide to just skip them: 

Be resourceful. After all, worms comprise up to 

% of the living organisms found underground, 

and they’re crucial to holding our planet together. 

Also, don’t waste money on a “soil conditioner” 

with worm castings; source out some local pure 

worm poop with no added mulch. 

Kiddie pools work well for stirring up your mix. 

So far we’ve found that Roots Organic produces a more floral smell in the finished buds, 

while Harvest Moon generates larger yields. 

If you have access to a good local mix like these, then I highly recommend starting with a 

product of this type. We’ve also had decent results using commercial brands, but never "as is.” 

The best results we’ve had to date using a well-known commercial soil has been with Fox 

Farms’ Ocean Forest soil combined in a 2-to-1 ratio with Light Warrior. Used on its own, Ocean 

Forest is known for burning plants and having the wrong ratio of nutrients, but when cut with 

Light Warrior, it makes a pretty good base-soil mix. 

You can also just use two bales of Sunshine Mix #4, but this would be my last choice, since 

plants grown in this mix may not respond well to my "just add water” method of growing. 

After choosing your base soil, the Super Soil concentrate is placed in the bottom one- 

third to one-half of the container and blended with the base soil. (With strains that require 

high levels of nutrients, we’ll go so far as to fill % of the container with Super Soil, but this is 

necessary only with a small percentage of strains.) This allows the plants to grow into the 

concentrated Super Soil layer, which means that in the right size container, they’ll need 

nothing but water throughout their full cycle. One of the things I like best about this soil mix 

is that I can drop off plants with patients, and all they have to do is water them when the soil 

dries out. 
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inirrip 
There are several ways to mix these ingredients well. You can sweep up 

a patio or garage and work there on a tarp, or you can use a plastic wad¬ 

ing pool for kids. (These cost about 10 bucks apiece and work really well 

for a few seasons.) Some growers have been known to rent a cement 

mixer to cut down on the physical labor. Whatever method you use, all 

that matters in the end is that you get the ingredients mixed properly. 

This can be a lot of work, so be careful not to pull a muscle if you’re 

not used to strenuous activity. On the other hand, the physical effort in¬ 

volved is good for mind and body, and working with soil has kept me in 

pretty good shape. But if you have physical limitations, you can simply 

have someone mix it up for you while you supervise. As far as the 

proper steps go: Pour a few bags of base soil into your mixing container 

first, making a mound. Then pour the powdered nutrients in a circle 

around the mound and cover everything with another bag of base soil. 

In goes the bat poop and then more base soil. I continue this process of 

layering soil and additives until everything has been added to the pile. 

Now I put on my muck boots, which help me kick the soil around 

and get it mixed up well using my larger and stronger leg muscles in¬ 

stead of my arms. The rest is simple; as my skipper used to say, "Put 

your back into it.” This is hard work that I obsess over, even breaking 

up all the soil clods by hand. I work on the pile for at least 15 minutes, 

turning the soil over and over until it’s thoroughly mixed. 

Then I store my Super Soil in large garbage cans. (And before using 

any of it, I pour the entire load out and mix it well once 

more.) Once it’s placed in the cans, I water it slightly- 

adding three gallons of water to each large garbage 

can’s worth. Though it makes stirring the soil harder, 

adding water will activate the mycorrhizae and help all 

the powders dissolve. 

imvimuviAwrmii 
So we’ve added the water, and now we let it cook in the 

sunshine—30 days is best for this concentrate. Do not 

put seeds or clones directly into this Super Soil mix or 

they will bum. This is an advanced recipe to be used in 

conjunction with base soil. First you place a layer of 

Super Soil at the bottom of each finishing container; 

then you layer a bed of base soil on top of the Super Soil 

concentrate; and then you transplant your fully rooted, 

established clones into the bed of base soil. As the 

plants grow, they’ll slowly push their roots through the 

base soil and into the Super Soil, drawing up all the nu¬ 

trients they need for a full life cycle. The Super Soil can 

be also be used to top-dress plants that take longer to 

mature. I’ll use this mix for a full year. 

Buds grown with this method finish with a fade and 

a smoother, fruitier flavor. The plants aren’t green at 

harvest time, but rather purple, red, orange, even 

black—plus the resin content is heavier, and the ter- 

penes always seem more pungent. This method is now 

being used by medical growers all over the world, and 

with amazing results. The feedback I’ve received is re¬ 

ally positive, including reports of hydro-like growth and 

novice growers producing buds of the same high quality 

as lifelong cultivators. So give it a try! You won’t be dis¬ 

appointed. 

Subcool is the author of Dank: The Quest for the Very 

Best Marijuana, available at dankgearonline.com. 
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Note: Some of the photos in this column are 

taken from Marijuana Grow Basics: The Cannabis 

Aficionado’s Easy Grow Guide, $21.95, Van Patten 

Publishing (June 2008). 

HOWTO CULL 
After buying your new "grow bible” (best $30 we 

ever spent!!), my boyfriend and I set up a perfect 

little growroom. We’ve been extremely successful 

so far in growing eight beautiful six-week-old 

seedlings from high-quality Thai/Northern Lights 

seeds, but we’re running low on space, and we 

don’t imagine we’ll see male pre-flowers for 

another week at least. (Any tips on identification?) 

We’ve already removed one sickly plant, but the 

rest are doing well. 

We're not sure how to figure out which are the 

ones to get rid of—some have more leaf sets but 

fewer new branches or purple stems, but none are 

too far behind the best. Ideally, we’d like to end up 

flowering four robust girls. Right now, about half of 

them have a wonderful skunky-sweet odor, and 

the other half have no smell whatsoever. Does 

smell indicate sex in plants? If so, that would make 

it a lot easier to decide right now. 

Thanks for your time, Jorge, and thank you so 

much for writing such an excellent book. 

Liv 

Via Internet 

Dear Liv, 

Congratulations on a great grow! Your problem- 

having to decide which of your thriving plants to 

cull out—is a good one to have. Other than growing 

feminized seeds to begin with, I know of no way to 

discern male from female plants before the pre¬ 

flowering stage. 

Your situation in a nutshell: You want to give 

space to your four best plants and toss out the 

others, and you’d like to figure out which ones as 

quickly as possible. As you suggested, you should 

start your selection process with smell: Short, 

squat, fragrant plants are most likely female and 

the most potent of the lot. Plants of taller stature 

and lankier growth could be males. Check the 

basic resin content by ruffling the stem of each 

plant to see which ones smell best. If these plants 

have stems with a lot of distance between the 

internodes, they are quite possibly males. These 

suspected males with minimal fragrance are the 

plants you want to cull: Move them out of the 

garden and give them enough light to grow but not 

flourish. With only a week until pre-flowers show, 

the culled plants will have no problem surviving, 

but they may develop their pre-flowers a few days 

later than the rest. And as soon as the pre-flowers 

show, you’ll know definitively which ones to keep. 

SOIL SCIENCE 
What’s the best resource to use in researching 

soil for growing? 

Brian 

Via Internet 

Dear Brian, 

Soil composition and chemistry can be very com¬ 

plex. I like Wikipedia for basic research; after 

that, there are always the university sites, but 

they can quickly become very academic and tech¬ 

nical. If you live in the USA, you should definitely 

check out your local County Extension Service: 

These are a wealth of information. Check the site 

extension.usu.edu for a complete list of County 

Extension Service offices near you. (They also 

have very good and extensive websites.) You can 

check to see if any of them are offering a master 

gardener’s program. This program is designed 

and taught by local extension agents who are well 

versed in the subject and have a great deal of ex¬ 

perience with the local climate and soils—in fact, 

they’ll probably have a soil map of the county. You 

can also check out the book Teaming With Mi¬ 

crobes: A Gardener’s Guide to the Soil Food Web by 

Jeff Lowenfels and Wayne Lewis (Timber Press, 

$24.95). You can find it on Amazon at a 30 percent 

discount. This best-selling book will show you 

how to build the best organic soil. When your soil 

is alive and teeming with microbes, your plants 

will be super-healthy and problem-free! 

SOUNDPROOFING 
I’m trying to soundproof a noisy fan. Can you 

please tell me the best materials to do this? Also, 

are you going to this year’s Cannabis Cup? Keep 

the books coming, and I hope to meet you in 

person one day! 

Chowa 

Via Internet 
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Dear Chowa, 

Thanks for the kind words. The best way to 

silence a noisy fan is to lubricate it. But if it has a 

persistent squeak, it’s better to simply get a new 

one (and a higher-quality one: In-line fans are 

the quietest). You can shunt vibrations into 

rubber fan feet or dense foam padding; mount 

the padding between the fan and the wall. To 

baffle sound, you can always surround the fan 

with a wooden box lined with dense foam 

padding. A quick trip to the home-improvement 

store will help you learn about the insulating 

pads available. Also, fast-moving air makes 

noise, so another option is to get a larger- 

diameter fan and move the air more slowly. This 

will create much less noise while venting the 

same amount of air. 

To answer your final question: Yes, I’m 

usually at the HIGH TIMES Cannabis Cup, and I 

look forward to meeting you there. I also attend 

the other annual cannabis fairs in Europe that 

were inspired by the Cup: in Spain 

(spannabis.com or expocannabis.com), the 

Netherlands (highlife.nl), Austria (cultiva.at) and 

Switzerland (cannatrade.ch). 

HARVESTING SEEDS 
I’m an avid reader of your column in HIGH TIMES, 

and all my grow questions have been answered 

except for these: How do you harvest viable 

seeds? Is the seeded bud still smokable, and 

does it give you a high at all? And when crossing 

strains, how does a grower keep the desired 

traits in the offspring? Please answer these 

questions in an upcoming issue of HIGH TIMES. 

Minion3242 

Via Internet 

Dear Minion3242, 

Seed crops grow best when given a completely 

balanced fertilizer regimen during the entire 

growth process to ensure that the seeds receive 

all of the proper nutrients for full development. 

When growing a seed crop, combine vegetative 

and flowering fertilizers during the flowering 

stage so that plants have plenty of nitrogen, 

phosphorus and potassium. (Flowering 

fertilizers by themselves lack certain nutrients, 

and you don’t want to starve the plants of 

necessary foods, since healthy mothers produce 

the most healthy, viable seeds.) I prefer organic 

fertilizers that contain bacteria to break down 

the nutrients and make them usable by plants. 

Soils fertilized with chemical, salt-based 

nutrients lack this soil life. 

Once you’ve grown a healthy crop of buds, you 

can harvest viable seeds after they become ripe. 

You’ll be able to actually see the seeds in the 

buds; some of them will even split open their 

seed bracts. Most viable seeds are dark and hard, 

so squeeze one to see if it’s difficult to crush. You 

can pop the seeds directly from the buds once 

they become ripe. If you plan to harvest many 

seeds, cut the plants and trim off each seeded 

bud. Hold each bud over a screen (to catch any 

dropped seeds) and pop them out by hand. I 

prefer to harvest seeds when the plants are 

freshly harvested because the foilage is supple 

and less resin is damaged. And yes, you can 

smoke the seeded buds or make hash with them. 

Once you’re done collecting the seeds, remove 

any leaves and shake (which attract moisture) and 

store the seeds in a cool, dark, dry place. Some 

growers like to put them in a refrigerator for a few 

weeks to simulate winter before planting. 
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REFLECTORS AND PRODUCTION 
For many years, I’ve used 7-foot horizontal 

reflectors with great sucess. My plants grew an 

average of 3 to 4 feet in height, and my yield was at 

least 1 ounce per plant, with 20 plants under each 

light. I've been considering running 600-watt high- 

intensity discharge (HID) lights in my new garden. 

What kind of reflectors do you recomend, and how 

much spacing between them? 

Thank you so much for your books—I own 

many copies and recommend them all the time! 

Nick 

Via Internet 

Hi Nick, 

Thanks for the recommendations! If you’re growing 

under 1,000-watt lamps, the yield is 20 ounces per 

each 1,000-watt lamp, and so the gram-per-watt 

yield is 0.56 (560 grams 1,000 watts = 0.56). Grow¬ 

ers with super-efficient growrooms and fat, heavy- 

producing strains are harvesting 1 gram per watt. 

There are a few tricks to achieving this rate of pro¬ 

duction, but they are quite simple to learn. For ex¬ 

ample, you can increase your growroom’s yield by 

growing a perpetual crop. That is, keep one or two 

healthy mothers and take clones every day or so. 

Harvest one plant every day (or even every other 

day) and replace them with rooted clones that are 

ready to flower. Or you can take clones weekly and 

get similar results. Continue this schedule faithfully 

and your room will produce about 20 percent more. 

I love 600-watt HID lamps! They are most 

efficient when used with an Adjust-a-Wing reflector, 

which is my personal favorite (adjustawings.com). 

One big plus of the Adjust-a-Wing is that it comes 

with a small deflector to diffuse the hot spot below 

the bulb. With no hot spot, the bulb can be placed 

closer to the plants, giving them more intense light. 

But if you’re having a problem with heat buildup 

from the lights in your room that can’t be fixed by 

venting, you may want to try an air-cooled fixture. 

Two good manufacturers for these are 

Hydrofarm.com and Sunlightsupply.com. 

You should space the reflectors on 40-inch 

centers. However, I recommend purchasing a 

handheld light meter to measure the light 

coverage under the reflector: You’ll be surprised 

how much the light intensity fluctuates. Plot the 

readings on a piece of graph paper and then adjust 

the elevation and direction of the lights so that 

your plants receive the most intensity. 

PRE-FLOWERING 
I’m a second-time grower, and I was just 

wondering if the pre-flowering weeks are included 

in the total flowering time? 

ESCO 

Via Internet 

Dear ESCO, 

No, pre-flowering occurs during the vegetative- 

growth stage, about two months after the seeds 

germinate in the soil, and culminates when the 

plants begin to yield male or female flowers, thus 

distinguishing their sex. Normally, male plants 

are culled once their sex has been established. 

Keep in mind that only plants grown from seed go 

through the pre-flowering stage, in which they 

begin to show tiny male and female flowers. Once 

the pre-flowers have set, these plants are ready to 

enter the flowering-growth stage. 
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Simple one-light gardens like this are easy to set up 
and very productive, even for the first-timer. 

LIGHT SCHEDULE 
When a plant reaches 1 foot in height, what would 

be the best light schedule for it? Also, what is the 

shelf life of natural versus feminized seed? I read 

GroWorld for the first time and plan on 

purchasing a number of your books. I can tell that 

you’re very passionate and knowledgeable about 

your work. Thanks for your time and keep your 

thumbs green, my friend. 

ToddD. 

Via Internet 

Dear Todd, 

Foot-tall seedlings and clones are probably four 

to six weeks old and in the vegetative-growth 

stage. Plants require 18 to 24 hours of light dur¬ 

ing this stage, but vegetative plants require less 

intense light than flowering plants: For example, 

a single 400-watt lamp will be sufficient for a 3- 

by-3-foot space full of vegetative plants. If you’re 

growing clones with strong stems and plenty of 

well-developed leaves, they can be induced to 

flower with a 12/12-hour day/night photoperiod. 

Feminized seeds should stay viable for up to 

five years when kept in an environment with low 

(5%) humidity and a temperature of 40°F. Seed 

companies often use medical refrigerators to 

store their seeds, which allow them to control 

both humidity and temperature. If you’re storing 

seeds at home, you should put them in a sealed 

container with several silicon packets to absorb 

moisture. And remember to remove these pack¬ 

ets periodically to dry them out and then return 

them to the container. 

KC39 
First and foremost, Jorge, I am a great fan and 

have purchased your "grow bible” as well as your 

namesake strain (Jorge’s Diamonds #1). Here’s 

my problem: About four years ago, I got some 

seed from a friend and kept it going for a long 

time; it was called KC39. Unfortunately, I’ve since 

lost it and cannot find the strain again anywhere. 

Can you help? 

R.C. 

Via Internet 

Dear R.C., 

KC39 is from KC Brains, a Dutch-based seed 

company. The cross originated from some 

Spanish seeds that the proprietor, KC (who is 

originally from Brazil), crossed with his earlier 

KC66. You should still be able to find them on the 

Internet by searching for "KC39." KC doesn’t 

have a website, but he usually makes an 

appearance at the Cannabis Cup in Amsterdam. 

I’m glad that you like Jorge’s Diamonds #1. 

We grew it outdoors this year and did quite well. 

The problem with growing any strain outdoors is 

that the wind tends to erode the resin on the 

buds. Plus the Mediterranean coastline is quite 

windy, and this causes the branches to slam 

together, further degrading the resin. Now we’re 

growing it indoors and in a greenhouse. 

HEAT LAMPS 
I’m currently growing my first small garden of 

four plants. How well would a neodymium 

halogen daylight bulb for a snake tank work? 

Apparently, it has the same kind of color 

spectrum as the sun, and it definitely provides 

enough heat. Please let me know as soon as 

possible. Thanks, and keep up the good work! 

Moe M. 

Via Internet 

Dear Moe, 

I just checked out neodymium halogen lamps on 

the site Bulbster.com: They come in 60,75,100 

and 150 watts, run on 120 volts, and do not require 

a ballast. Reptiles love them because of the heat 

they yield. The heat is produced via electrical re¬ 

sistance in a filament, which is not at all energy- 

efficient when producing light. Color spectrum 

aside, this lamp is inefficient and doesn’t produce 

enough lumens to grow cannabis properly. 

Invest a little more money ($30) and buy a 

65-watt compact fluorescent lamp (CFL) at your 

local home-improvement store. This CFL will 

provide enough light with the proper spectrum 

and intensity to grow a couple of plants. When 

your garden outgrows a single 65-watt lamp, you 

can always add another and another, depending 

on what your budget permits. 

SOIL 
I want to grow in soil, and this is my first time. 

What soil mix should I use, and which nutrients? 

I’m growing Da Purps from TH Seeds. What ratio 

should I use of perlite and vermiculite? 

April/,20 

Via Internet 

Dear April420, 

Soil is a good choice because it will cause you 

fewer problems, especially when you’re starting 

out. I always advise growers to go to their local 
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nursery or hydroponics store and buy the best, 

fastest-draining soil they can afford. There are 

many soils in the world, so recommending one is 

difficult when I don’t know what’s available in 

your area. Therefore, your best bet is to go to 

your local nursery or hydro store and tell them 

that you’re growing tomatoes, which require a 

similar soil. And whatever you do, stay away 

from the cheapo soil found at discount stores: I 

purchased some last year that had terrible 

structure and drained poorly. 

Grow your seedlings in a fine soil mix that 

holds moisture well (and remember that seeds 

and seedlings are hypersensitive to soil-mois¬ 

ture levels). You can also often purchase a bag of 

fine seedling mix. But don’t add vermiculite to 

either mix, since vermiculite retains water. Add 

10% to 15% perlite to speed the drainage in all 

non-seedling soil. Mix the soil and vermiculite 

when dry for the best blend. Vermiculite must be 

mixed properly or it tends to float to the surface. 

AROUND THE WORLD! 
All right, man—you’ve helped a lot! I’ve seen your 

movies, and there are no words. But I’ve gotta say: 

Testing strains in a closet in South America is dif¬ 

ficult, because you’ve gotta have air movement. 

I always make sure to check your list... many 

thanks for the tips. Eu vou plantar! (Brazilian— 

i.e., Portuguese—for “I’m going to plant!”) 

Nando Gamedog 

Via Internet 

Dear Nando, 

Thanks for the email: Everybody’s listening to 

you! My DVDs are officially in English, but I have 

one copy in Portuguese and another in Russ¬ 

ian—both bootlegs. (This DVD has a habit of get¬ 

ting around.) And we are currently working on 

putting it out in several languages. 

I’m amazed at the way that both indoor and 

outdoor growing have taken off in the last five 

years. Growers in countries all over the world 

are now cultivating world-class bud right in 

their own homes! This is a big triumph. I just 

came from the hemp fair in Vienna, Austria (cul- 

tiva.at), and was delighted to see new cannabis 

magazines from Hungary, Poland—and two 

from the Czech Republic. The Russians are also 

growing more than we know! 

More growers in more climates means a 

greater selection of seed stock in the future— 

and also that cannabis aficionados will see 

more great dope! ^ 

Jorge Cervantes is the author of Marijuana 

Horticulture: The Indoor/Outdoor Medical 

Grower’s Bible (January 2006), Jorge Cer¬ 

vantes’ Ultimate Grow DVD (shot in BC) and 

Jorge Cervantes’ Ultimate Grow DVD II (shot in 

Spain), Indoor Marijuana Horticulture: The In¬ 

door Bible, Marijuana Indoors: Five Easy Gar¬ 

dens, Marijuana Outdoors: Guerrilla Growing 

and Jorge’s Rx. He writes for 20 magazines in 

seven languages. Jorge’s books are pub¬ 

lished in Dutch, English, French, German, 

Italian, Russian and Spanish. Hit marijuana- 

growing.com for more information. 
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CtUMn. 'U. DtU rv-. 
—i \ 

800-486-0472 
floridadefense.com 

Ollites: CleirwakT, iiimpu Pori Kiuhey 
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Systems available: 

430w 600 ii-. lOOOsm 
v■'■-1 ; ■ i" 

T ransformers 
n Stock 

All lights come witli Llfotinnc warrant)1 

and are made in the U.S.A* 
1-300-755-7870 

www. ad va need i ndoor. com 

1000 I IPS 
$259.95 

Got 
BAD CREDIT? 

j With Lhis iiYn!l yoni'II IliultIi al \snir h:itl drtitil 
_ anti.,. leztn how Tti build a “Triplr-.V" oredit m- 
I mu last mi iJ bumm up luSUMHHfin IHhn, vtUli 
■ KQ credit check' 100% CUARAMFFO! 
I Learn the “one lhing“ Attorneys. Banks and 
■ Credit Hnrenn^ LH1"'- I wanl you to know! 

Free 2-IEir Recorded Message Reveals 1 Vim I a 
I WkHi Esick up the pfiiirii; and - ('tail 

I 1-801-350-S888 (*42U) 

u w w.t1 redtT-SecTets-llible.com 

$m$a $i5oor 

*L '« • wwk"lASK 

SafeSexGetPaid com 

$3,250 Cash! 
iuHi-Pay" to $10,200! 

Marijuana & Beer Studies! 

-23Krna|| 21 2-465-3334 
SSSP 310-201-6755 

SmokePotGetPaid.com 

BEH9DEN CaLENOBB 

OUTDOORS 
March heralds the first signs of 

warm weather. Winter weather 

starts to give way to intermittent 

patches of spring. There should 

now be enough warm days and 

nights in southern climates to nur¬ 

ture a spring crop. Growers in 

northern climates are taking 

advantage of spring skiing and 

planning their outdoor crops. 

Surf the Internet for seed deals. 

Even though many Canadian ven¬ 

dors will no longer send seeds into 

the USA, there are many compa¬ 

nies elsewhere that will—for 

example, in the United Kingdom. If 

you’ve harvested heavy and the 

recession hasn’t got you down, 

take a vacation this month and buy 

seeds personally at the many 

great vendors in Canada, Spain, 

the UK and Holland. 

Inspect stored seeds. Maintain the 

humidity as low as possible to 

extend storage life. Put silicon 

packets in with the seeds to 

absorb moisture, and take them 

out periodically to dry. Or use rice 

for the same purpose, and be sure 

to periodically replace the not-so- 

dry rice. (Moist rice swells.) Store 

your seeds in a cool, dark, dry 

place in an airtight container for 

the longest shelf life. 

Buds in storage can get moldy if 

they’re kept in humid conditions. 

Be sure that they’re dry before 

storing them; place your buds in 

an airtight jar or container and be 

sure to store them in a cool, dark, 

dry place. Inspect your buds with a 

10x to 30x microscope or loupe to 

check for degradation and mold. 

Scout out new grow patches. Take 

weekend drives and hikes in the 

countryside to find new, discreet 

places to plant. Small two- or 

three-plant sites are the best. 

Remember: If the garden is close 

to a good water source, it’s much 

easier to maintain. The site also 

needs plenty of sun and good soil. 

And make sure it’s well off the 

beaten path for added security. 

Germinate seeds and start clones 

for your new spring crop. Set 12- 

to 18-inch clones and seedlings 

outdoors under the cover of a 

plastic greenhouse if weather per¬ 

mits. A little heat at night will 

extend the growing season. Use a 

Wall-O’-Water if temperatures dip 

below freezing at night. This mira¬ 

cle device, which is available from 

many retail stores and websites, 

will protect plants down into the 

low 20s(°F) for a few nights. Days 

and nights are both about 12 hours 

each now—the perfect schedule to 

induce flowering! The long nights 

continue for six more weeks. 

INDOORS 
If you’ve been cooped up all win¬ 

ter, spend as much time outdoors 

as possible enjoying the nice 

weather. You can still keep your 

growroom growing—just remem¬ 

ber that outdoor weather also 

affects the atmosphere indoors. 

The air outside is warming up with 

each passing day, but nighttime 

temperatures generally dip when 

the sun goes down. This condition 

creates an increase in humidity 

both indoors and out. A good sign 

of high nighttime humidity is dew 

on the grass. Take steps to control 

humidity in your growroom— 

especially at night—to avoid prob¬ 

lems later. 

Gas and oil furnaces create high 

humidity. A dehumidifier will 

lower humidity, but use one only if 

the humidity jumps to 60% or 70% 

in the flowering room. Normally, a 

vent fan will supply enough 

humidity control. Slow, sickly 

growth is one of the simple signs 

of excess humidity and soggy soil. 

Electric, coal and wood stoves or 

furnaces cause low humidity. If 

humidity dips below 40% in the 

flowering room, set out saucers of 

water to increase the air moisture 

and water your plants often. Vege¬ 

tative-room humidity should ideal¬ 

ly hover around 60%. 

Look at leaf undersides and sur¬ 

faces for diseases and pests. Spi¬ 

der mites and their eggs look like 

tiny specks on leaf undersides. 

Spider mites also damage the tops 

of leaves with whitish-yellow 

speckles or spots. The warm, 

spring-like weather can spawn 

new hatches of pests outdoors 

that will attempt to move into your 

growroom. Remember: A clean 

growroom attracts few pests. 

Also, always wear clean clothes 

and shoes into your growroom to 

avoid contamination. 

Fertilizer and water uptake could 

change this month. The atmos¬ 

pheric change outside often caus¬ 

es the temperature and humidity 

in your growroom to change, 

which in turn causes plants to take 

in more water and fewer nutri¬ 

ents. Meter the nutrient solution 

regularly and keep it adjusted. 

Plotting the growth rate and nutri¬ 

ent-solution concentration along 

with temperature and humidity 

will help you fine-tune your grow- 

room’s efficiency. 

Take pH and EC (ppm) readings of 

the nutrient solution every few 

days. Be sure to take the readings 

at the same time and with the 

nutrient solution at the same tem¬ 

perature every day to ensure con¬ 

sistency. Record your readings in a 

notebook or on graph paper. After 

taking these readings for a few 

weeks, the inconsistencies and 

problems in your room that need 

to be remedied will leap out at you. 

Leach the grow medium once a 

month at a minimum. Pour two to 

three times the volume of a mild 

nutrient solution as the volume of 

medium into each container to 

flush away toxic, built-up fertilizer 

salts. Follow this simple mainte¬ 

nance routine to avoid many future 

problems. 

Walk around the outside of your 

grow area. Put all of your senses 

to work—touch, taste, smell, 

hearing and sight—to discern any 

security breaches. Are there any 

dubious odors, sounds or light 

leaks? Does the garbage contain 

any remnants of a grow operation? 

Take clones two to three weeks 

before harvest. Germinate seeds 

about two months before harvest 

so they’re ready to move into the 

flowering room. 

Harvest! 

Clean room thoroughly and move 

in the next crop of clones. ^ 
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INDOOR GROW TIP 
Step ffitilling at lead a wfe-I* 

torekuiveai. Man v 131 ewer liStup 

lertilizjng hwar iudfe weeks 

tore harvest Ctonue m fertih 
izciAltl 1 a &upi'i-bloom fu« mttla 

liigh in piiospl-gmsard potassium 
3 iid ircry inw nit r uga a if ynu frian to 

Iwivcst next ran alii. 

Eve 1 wonder just how eit might be to grow your own marijuana? Thinking of starting your own 
private garden ibis year? Worried that you might fall off schedule? 

This year HIGH TIMES 10 proud to after the 2DQV Ultimate Grow Calendar, featuring hot bps Iram the 
world's foremost cannabis cultivator, Jorge Cervantes. Packed with monthly summaries and dally grow 
tip**, Ihis cahmdar aims to krop you on track, whether you ar t* growing indoors or outside. 

Covering everything from temperature control to nutrient programs and featuring simple but timely 
reminders to Look ahead in the season, this year's Grow Calendar is the first of its kind and is sure to be 
a useful tool for any grow operation. So whether you re in it for head stash or big cash, you can't go 
wrong with Jorge as your guide to an Ultimate Drgw in "09! $13-99 

ORDER ONLINE AT HEADSHOP.HIGHTIMES.COM AND CHECK OUT OUR FULL 
PRODUCT LINE. OR CALL 1-866-POT-SHOP TODAY TO GET GREAT GEAR! 
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More than 500,000 Sold! 

Marijuana 
Horticulture 

The Indoor/Outdoor j 
Medical 

Growers 

BIBLE 
Completely 
Rewritten 

f 1.130 COLOR Illustrations 
& Photographs 

512 Full Color Pages 

Actual 

Marijuana Horticulture; the Indoor/Outdoor Medical Grower's Bible by Jorge Cervantes 
6 * ft JS <nfhP5fl5Qv21 Omm 1, 5!2 rotor l.ljflfokir ftfintra .wd dmwinq’V munttevs rtiarft rminh';, pknclrhilrri gkissvymri indp*. 529,95 

F&rmrdy (ndpor -Wtir^nfl Mnixiciytojr^ rtfc'/rtdoqr Grower! fbbJe, rti^Fufth Fdlfion i JrtOfil of ihe Bihl^ ha l twice the Infarmalton with all neuy chapters Ofl gnpanhous$$ ;.fid outdoor qrowirOr plus ft** 

entire awl* has been overhauls TheBbtehiSf*«ytMg lor i»gj«Kri and experts alike. There a wo much inforronhwi lohst herd 
C heck wiyw.manjuana^rowing.ccrTiforat'ornpiete TaWe cl Conte nfs 

FREE! Download 74 pages from 
Marijuana Horticulture in 

English, Italian and Spanish at 
www.nl arij u an a g row i ng .com 

Mall orders to' BixikMastcT^ c/o VPR 
PO Box 3&S, Ashland OH 44805 

Make CASHEftS CHECKS 3*d MONEY ORDERS 
payable TO (took Milter 1C/O VHP. 
We ship urden within 24 hours. 

Wf ship AIR MAIL ONLY delivery lime 5-7 clays, 
Add 55 (115). 56 (Canada), Si3 (Europe). 

SI 6 (Pacific Rim) lew the First book 

and $7fnr pach additional honk. 
Ml OWJS&yWff ( OWf4*HTlAU 

Sjiwtit J.W wAt i -i -adu n 6nty lijr HumTkhvI 

mi Mity rL¥K - with rhr Fi -.1 at ih,Cerv.riiuCiETi 
Com act lh 24/71 

Canadian Orders: I -419-281-1802 
Foreign Orders: 1-419-281 1802 

FAX; 1-419*281 -6683 
Credit Card Orders (US Only) 

1-800-247-6553 
—: - 

Hit Jorge's Website 
for the best grow info! 

www.marijuanagrowingxom 

Now in Italian! 
Marl] ua na: Ort I co It u ra 

i rid oo r/o utd oo r do II a 

cannabis La Bibbui del 

coltivatme medico 

riswm 978 l-878$2J-i3-5i 

15 a 21 cm, 512 paglne 

a rnlori, 1 1 20 loin a 

color i, diiegni, giafici 

a tabetle, con gtossarlo 
e Indice dcrttagllaU: 
$39.95 

ii 
Now in Spanish! 
Marihuana: horticulture 

del cannabis La biblla 

dpi cuhlwador Medico de 

interior y interior 

(BW-13:978-1-8 ^23 2431 

15x21 cm, 544 paginas 

a Eodn color, 1.1 30 

fatogiafiase ilustracionefi 

atodo color, inton tables 

tablasy grdfkos adem^s 
de un glosario detail ado e 

irvjlco jlfdbc’Uco, $39,95 

  

221-1 

Mjrijujnj OutduuTi: 
Gufnlii Crowmg 
Lv Ju-yv Cci vjj it] 
4 ■*. V H Sin- hrvc 14P p*qi“. hl| color 
|j halos, iUustrat=■ * irate*. S T1.95 
Lcum rsACtiy howOKpOfTi trow iciif 
continents tfruw ihv bfsi bud in different 
rlimstei loiqn infmi^wr-d ftunriiem 
□f growers tD bring you the best grow 
information. 

Mflrijusrva: 
Jtugw't Rx 

by .large Orvf»nTc-i 

5.5 n 3,5 inthcs, 1 '13 pgyes. 1 OOurlur 
fihrim^ illuHWteci, M4.Q5 

learn haw to solve real piqblerm with 
.lr^e'1 ftnjw#m tft lyOw^'i question* in 
the best of his cufcann VurgL-s R*' from 
liqlh liwi nirtijriiiri1 

Marijuana Indoors; 
Fhr* liity C.jrd#ni 
by Jorge Cervantes 
l.u >. U Ir m^lid'. 144 P^ClrtfV 50 Wien 
pholas. ihustrai etJ. Index 514.95 
Leam every delail to layout ar^i 
conirrutt five grow rooms. Grow a 
pound of h ityh. q uilit^ buds per hte! 
Eyrrythlng fwtV Unt dmn grnwrrl 

FREE! Clips from Jorge Cervantes' Ultimate Grow DVD I & II on www.voutube.com FREE! 



THE ONLY SEED BANK TO OFFER 
6UARANTEED WORLDWIDE SHIPPING 

WITH OVER 700 STRAINS JR 
WE ARE SO CONFIDENT. GO ONLINE AND WE WILL SEND 

VOR A PACK OF G13 LABS MARIJUANA SEEDS fsTEE? 

WWW TNEBTTITUDESIEDBANK CO UK 
0044 1473 724698^ ^ 

Vf-j fc- J.I ^**1 1 * i-F.-if-. rirt In «i4*r uffli *-wn Th#. ^ I »urt* rwH 

isfln flNrrw it aJtrrttt ffn- r jiptci! Dir ap-ui Cwin.it*; 1* ra;‘ ef P* hcnm a-HicW n Itftnic Odm Mr? SfiifnfciT? fit fi--.Hr V-ftmC ccj-ttHI r* m mm* emtn** Ji It* sr-cir-n mBy tr. imcr 'dtcd dr frf-1 or tnt 
Sorts*'* R'/« Muw.'»«n|>.tt Air |Hw i?>t wviK"4*rt'-osa At -VW4 Into *-w. J’wvm ;4)wi ivU-li kFCrw.rAcii i«-jn im imOWOrOniHj 

Stop wasting your money on adulterants and detoxifiers! Labs now test Tor 
their presence. Instead, give them what they really want: 

] Completely undetectable even under observed test¬ 
ing. Available in frozen or dehydrated form. Call 1-877-REAL-PEE 

It’s easy to order from LlrineTiieClear.com: 1 
1. Orderatwww.UrlneTtieClear.com and save SS.QO 1 

2 Charge by phone toll-free al 1-877-732-5733 
3 Sand money order to RAW Health Systems 

P.O. Box 310B06 Birmingham, AL 35231 
2-3 day delivery add JIG 00, for Overnight add $25.00 j 
* Ta be used in accordance with all federal, slate and local taws I 

Kits indude enough pre-tested urine for two tests and come packaged 
in a conceal able vinyl pouch with routing tube, bell, heating element, 
and temperature strip to ensure proper tamp All orders backed by ouf 
300% Guarantee. Discreet billing and shipping 

FREE I1UMAN URINE! 

Be Positive You’re Negative 
check lociM. EfAti: «vo TctnAL lgenon: OnOCHHC 

Buy 2 Kits 

Get One FREE] 

■Limited Time Only 
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ON SALE FEB. 17TH-D0N’T MISS IT! 

GO TOKE IT ON THE MOUNTAIN! 
Ride down the mountain with pro snowboarder Mark “Deadlung” 

Edlund. Find out how he got his nickname, what his favorite strains are 

and what it’s like to ride high. As an added bonus, step inside a “smoke 

shack"—the off-trail mountainside chill spots where smart boarders 

go to get blazed. 

PLUS: Bobby Black covers the smokin’ Cannabis Cup Expo at the Power 

Zone, where the inhaling was hot and heavy every day of the week. 

Get ONE of the ten books below FREE with each $60 order! 
_REB0RN OVERSEAS, 108 pgs _THEY’RE WATCHING YOU!, 112 pgs 
_HEAVY DUTY NEW IDENTITY, 105 pgs _21 ST CENTURY FRAUD, 155 pgs 
_THE HYDROPONIC HOT HOUSE, 178 pgs _PRIVACY POACHERS, 155 pgs 
.GROWING EXTRAORDINARY MARIJUANA, 84 pgs _STONED FREE, 160 pgs 
.GARDENING INDOORS WITH H.I.D. LIGHTS, 164 pgs LEGAL HIGHS, 64 pgs 

www.fsbookco.com 
Free Shipping in the USA only, allow 2-3 weeks for delivery, for Air Mail 
add $4 per item, and allow 3-5 days for delivery. Canada add $8, Europe 

add $12, Pacific Rim add $15, per item, for International Air Mail. 
BOOKS ARE SHIPPED IN A PLAIN PACKAGE ALL ORDERS ARE CONFIDENTIAL! 

Books are sold to adults only for educational purposes in accordance 
with The First Amendment of the Constitution. CA Res. Add 7.50% Tax. 

Checks, Money Orders, Visa, MC, AMX & Discover Are Accepted. 

ADD A $3 PRO. FEE ON CREDIT CARD ORDERS. 
24 HR. CC ORDERS 1-916-577-1226 FOREIGN 1-916-771-4204 

CHECK 
CARDS 

DEBIT 
CARDS 

QUESTIONS 

1-916-771-4203 
CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

1-800-635-8883 

no 

Over the years, the HIGH TIMES Cannabis Cup in Amsterdam has 

become one of the items that stoners put on their “bucket list"—an 

event they promise themselves they absolutely must attend at least 

once prior to kicking the bucket! 

Each year, we cover the high-spirited high jinks and high-flying 

strains that fuel the merriment that transpires every November, and 

culminates in the Cannabis Cup awards ceremony on Thanksgiving 

Day. In addition, the Cup also honors the latest inductee into the Coun¬ 

terculture Hall of Fame. 

As always, we’ll pull out all the stops for this issue, bringing you 

highlights of the Cup, profiles of the winning strains and interviews with 

Dutch grow masters. Plus you’re gonna get socked with the finest bud 

photography on the planet. 

And don’t forget about the entertainment! With reggae as the 

theme of the 21st Cup, Andrew Tosh and Ky-mani Marley blew out the 

crowd, then sat down for conversations about their musical legacy. 

It’s a smokefest you just can’t miss. (But if you did, read about how 

you can attend in 2009.) 

Make sure you don’t leave this earth with your Cup half-full! 

FS Book Company 
P.O. Box 417457, Dept. A-5 

Sacramento, CA 95841-7457 USA 

FREE SHIPPING! FAST SERVICE! SINCE 1985! 

INTRODUCTION TO INDOOR GROWING, Simple Guide, High Grower, DVD... §30 
HASHMAN, Demonstrates Many Ways to Make Hash, High Grower, DVD.$30 
MUSHROOM GROWING MADE EASY, Complete Guide, High Grower, DVD...$36 

.OUTDOOR GROWER, Small to Large-Scale Gardens, High Grower, DVD.$30 
HIGH YIELD HYDROPONIC SYSTEMS, All About Hydro, High Grower, DVD... $30 
SEE MORE BUDS VOL. #1, 15 LBS. in 80 Days!, Easy Green, DVD 49 Mins....$25 

_SEE MORE BUDS VOL. #2, Growing Marijuana, Easy Green, DVD 73 Mins...$25 
_SEE MORE BUDS VOL. #3,, The Perfect Garden, Easy Green, DVD 77 Mins...$25 
THE ULTIMATE GROW DVD, Jorge Cervantes, 100 Mins....$20 _Vol. #2.$20 
THE CANNABIS GROW BIBLE #2, Full Color Edition!, Greg Green, 402 pgs....$25 
THE CANNABIS BREEDER’S BIBLE, Marijuana Genetics, G. Green, 237 pgs..$22 
.CANNABIS CULTIVATION 2, Complete Grower’s Guide, M. Thomas, 247 pgs.$17 
.MARIJUANA NEW SCHOOL, Indoor Cultivation, Jeff Mowta, 272 pgs.$20 
.MARIJUANA NEW SCHOOL, Outdoor Cultivation, Jeff Mowta, 157 pgs.$17 
MARIJUANA GROWER'S GUIDE, Color Ed, Mel Frank, 330 pgs.$20 
ORGANIC MARIJUANA SOMA STYLE, Chemical Free!, Soma, 128 pgs.$18 
MARIJUANA GROWER'S HANDBOOK, Indoor Ed., Ed Rosenthal, 261 pgs.$20 
BIG BOOK OF BUDS 3, Full Color, Quick, 234 pgs..$23_BBB2...$23_BBB...$23 
THE CLOSET CULTIVATOR, Expanded Edition, Ed Rosenthal, 128 pgs.$16 
MARIJUANA HYDROPONICS, High-Tech Culture, Daniel Storm, 117 pgs.$18 
CULTIVATING EXCEPTIONAL CANNABIS, Expert Breeder, DJ Stort, 102 pgs.$16 
DANK, The Quest For The Best Marijuana, Subcool, 192 pgs.$30 

.THE GOOD BUD GUIDE, The Worlds Best Marijuana Strains, Albie, 208 pgs..$20 
HYDROPONIC HOT HOUSE, Low Cost, High-Yield, James DeKorne, 178 pgs.$16 
MARIJUANA HORTICULTURE, Indoor/OutdoorGuide, J. Cervantes, 512 pgs..$30 

.HASHISH, The Joy of Making and Curing, Cherniak & Dronkers, 64 pgs.$25 
MARIJUANA GARDEN SAVER, Handbook 4 Healthy Plants, Stitch, 150 pgs...$17 

.MARIJUANA INDOORS, Five Easy Gardens, Jorge Cervantes, 143 pgs.$15 

.MARIJUANA LAW, Howto Avoid Busts, Richard Glen Boire, 271 pgs.$18 

.MARIJUANA CHEMISTRY, Hashmaking & Oil, Michael Starks, 199 pgs.$24 
THE ANARCHIST COOKBOOK, Uncensored Ed., William Powell, 160 pgs.$35 
SECRETS OF METHAMPHETAMINE MANUFACTURE, #7, Fester, 213 pgs.$35 
TOTAL SYNTHESIS II, Meth. & Ecstasy Manufacture, Strike, 291 pgs.$38 
.HYDROPONIC HEROIN, Grow Opium Poppies, Robert Neil Bunch, 94 pgs....$39 
.OPIUM FOR THE MASSES, Cultivation & Harvest, Jim Hogshire, 112 pgs.$35 
_OXY, Narcotic Synthesis From Oriental Poppies, Otto Snow, 264 pgs.$32 
_THC & TROPACOCAINE, THC From Olive Oil, Otto Snow, 182 pgs.$31 
PSYCHEDELIC CHEMISTRY, Lab "Cookbook", Michael Smith, 194 pgs.$32 
PRACTICAL LSD MANUFACTURE, Third Edition, Uncle Fester, 135 pgs.$25 
LOVE DRUGS, How To Make MDMA From Scratch, Otto Snow, 242 pgs.$36 
CLANDESTINE LABORATORIES, Second Edition, Jack B. Nimble, 124 pgs...$27 
.SOURCES, Reference of Supply Houses & Resources, Strike, 226 pgs.$35 
GROWING WILD MUSHROOMS, Simple Indoor Guide, Bob Harris, 94 pgs.$15 
THE MUSHROOM CULTIVATOR, Paul Stamets & J.S. Chilton, 415 pgs.$39 
PSILOCYBIN MUSHROOM HANDBOOK, Easy Cultivation, Ogame, 208 pgs....$20 

_FS CATALOG, 300 Titles With Pictures, Descriptions & Prices, 52 pgs.$3 
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Cotton Mouth Candy 
Rasta Rootbear 
Toke A Cola 
Mr. Bubble 
Ptofesl IPftemfe 
Awesome Apple 
Mango Tango 
Ghetto Grape 

Rippin’ Raspberry 
Midnight Spice 
Opium 

Fif©@& 

Chronic Hypnotic 
California Orange 
Silly Strawberry 
Blueberry Thrill 

(Diet Btftiicufc! tetfasj 
!' IIBIW ■ *; JIM-] 

Plmpy Fresh Peach 
CflSZy COOQIIUi 
Spiffy Spearmint 
Chick Magnet Cherry 
Chumpy Chocolate 

jpj, | f is jTj • | 11- pa | - | _i 

Convicted Melon 

Available in 6 Flavors 
Just a few drops flavors any Tobacco: 

Cigars'Cigarettes* Rolling Tobacco 
Favorite Legal Herbs 

www.TastyPiiff.ca 
a r, lis & In a re q ulati orTof > t he FDA*h rare’listed a £ .Gifl A! 5rcmTare liable: In d uslrlal M st 

nriNT PtJiroiftG 



CHESS IAbovcI 
OuJt. whose move -s 11 again? ! he 

game <jl kings and queens enUr & ihe 
juried age. This unique set includes 
32 pieces, IuU-i.qIqi playing board 

and instructions. S34.M 

CHECKERS IAbove| 
Smoke ytmr npponeni in this classic 

game wflh a Inn twist. 514.99 

So you think you have heard every name 

oul there for marijuanai Some are 

funny, same are creative and some are 

just out there—but what people don't 

knew is that the United Slates govern¬ 

ment keeps an official List of all these 

names. We are proud to offer The Mari¬ 

juana Leaf,' created fflWLn o 

using the official Untied 

States govern merit list of f*f 

the M7 'street term** 

THINK 

HIGH 
ORDER ONLINE AT HEADSROP.KIGHnrk1ES.COM AND 
CHECH OUT OUR FULL PRODUCT LINE, OR CALL 
I-BSS POT'SHOP TODAY TO GET GREAT GEAR! 

HEADSHOP.HIGHTIMES.COM 
STONER GEAR: 
SHIRTS, 
HATS EL GAMES 

College Of 
Bad Knowledge 

MU* 

□FflCIRL TASTE 
TESTER T-SHIRT 
M. Color: Moss. Slrni^: M, L A XL 

$19u9? 

COLLEGE OF GUO 
KNOWLEDGE T-SHIRT 
N. Color: Wt..Siffibi M.L&XL 
Smw 

STUN EH 1C UN 
T-SHIRTS & MORE! 
A—L Choose from a wide variety of 
shuts, lidtb and trays: Hub Mai ley. 

Wilde Nelson, Jlml Hendrix. Janh 
Joplin. Jut tuny C.ji.h plus, yciui 

favorite stoner movies, Shirts avail¬ 

able m men*': and women's si7es, 

Check out heidshop.h-ghumes.com 
fnr a ranfihlp listing of rnlnrs, 

sf£^5, styles and prices. 



JEW RELEASES CULTIVATION BOOKS & DVDs 

unnirc amcmHiGMTiME5 
DUUliJ FBTSMOKER'SHKNOBBUK 

the ornciAt ^ 
#1 

Times 
POT SMOKER’S 

HANDBOOK 
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Since 1^74, High Times 
magazine has covered 
marijuana in all its 
aspects and wonders, 
fromtullivnlion to Legal¬ 
ization to the herb's 
enduring [and cxaltcdl 
place in popular culture, 
Packed with inside infor¬ 
mation, The Official High 
Times Pot Smoker's Hand¬ 
book rolls up all of thts 
collected wisdom into one 
indispensable ganja 
guide. With a life-chang¬ 
ing list ol 420 things lo do 
when you're stoned, this is 
truly, finally, the uItimate 
guide to green living, 
sms 

ZOTh ANNIVERSARY CANNABIS 
CUP DUD i „d,d with over 40 minuli-i uf ppr- 

lui nidjiii.es, inlerwews. dfitl nornslop smoking oi the 

biqqcst and bes; buds m Ibe world Relive I he 
magic Of rcc whdLyau mesed—Ihk DVD is a 

m u *[- have for any Stoner S1 6 9? 

TUTtillYBAKED OVD 
Prep^m In qp\1i red iup whie rnmerfearnft ■inti Stoners 

alike jum i lorces in Uns n iui-.yly rrawr arit comedy 
fhf-ir rnmrrnr nnal 5 rhr- irfeff Ihe I n.Bh 

jb«yl wytnf. Totally Bahud wauls, you to decide far 

yourself . .should we legalize, or idolize rt? St9.9t 

MiSS HIGH TIMES ZOOS 
SWIMSUIT VIQED BUD 
Wekeme la pvihtftd gd-'aUi&e A full huur ol bubs 

bnngr, mvl h.ihr^ on Klx? be«h if he 200ft 

Hiy-H limesPageanimNsgrrt.Jamaica! includes 
SlOOeoupon for lb# ?f]Q?f!flri<>flnl $14 99 

□ ROW CALENDAR 
maw TIMES Ih prbudta offer 
i hr LHtlniale Grow Calendar, 
lealunrig hoi bps iron the 
world's foremost cannabis 
cultivator, Jorge tervarte*. 
Packed with monthly sum¬ 
maries arid daily grow tips, 
this calendar aims is keep 

S you dh track, whether you 

i are yi owing indoors or oul 

Side, $13,?? I.ENOAR 

ULTIMATE GR0HI 
COMPLETE DDK SET 
Three disc OVD box scl 
includes Uitituuiif ©row: 
Indoor Marijuana Horticul¬ 
ture, and UiUmstp ©rvw2t 
Hydroponic Cannabis 
Indoors & Oi yank Marijuana 
Outdoors, PLUS a full disc of 
never-before-seen bonds 
features! Extras include 
Jorge's Guide to Amster¬ 
dam, hetplul hints lot your 
plants, and more garden 
tours! $49,95 

IliD&ON MAHUUAhm HOHIICULTUrtC 
Stppty St ft} tmfntfrusn* for flptfj mw-i 

ULTIMATE GROW DVD 
f; INDOOR MARIJUANA HORTI¬ 

CULTURE sm? 

HI-YIELD 

Marijuana Hbrikutlui e? The Hi- Yield Homema de 
Sndoor/Outooor Medkat Hydroponics Our be»t-*#LUnq 

Gi owef's Gimlu gr&w book, now Updated with 

Jorge Cervantes' best-seiling ergarue-hydro how-to infor- 

book! $29.95 nation. $9,99 



RED LIGHT DISTRICT 

PERSONALS 

EAVESDROP 
LINE 

Secretly utter In on LIVE, 
gnejrnsQfe.d phone kx call*! 

1-800-655-5533 

PEH5DNALS 

Meet Sevy Singles 
on Yntir Ct'UpNon^! 

.J 1 M-1 im un > ■ 
J Q4 ,11* .r'lWv,|, | llll|.j + 

l|* It i-d w' ut-s hftjn il JS ^ rcirt 
QHBlW%grMA<ii to Hem* radical UhmE, 

T HHbh» rr. Tfifl Tts.. 4 cir :n?s -nij ifh 
ifflilTUtiteL Mini SI 

Inn jx nq nni 4 u>.- tmnt .i*, 

>s«n T*;<: nnnirin i«t M#Tf l«i. MU 

t iPipi iitt aLat £’ii ;-i or- nl! 

uai-L.i ■ ■ ■ in ix slJFt 

114 HIGH TIMES 



ELEJ55IFIE05 

PERSONALS 

LOCAL CALS' SFXtiATF 

i-uub-bas-^ubj isj m 

pnv.fliwuHtnit} IS- 

LIVE PHONE SEX - 1-800-637-4000 
No Ct heeded. Connect [nsEentty 

UNLEASH YtlliR OESTRES' 

Moot hie,i m-an/wiimtli/{ipuplngl 
w*w.(lealffl-ilCeiniiorHnna i: r rrs 

NAUGHTY WIVES CLIPS I 

Orde* 1?-Kc-1 fl-ah Col r' [AkG] Photos ut the 

hgiteit Houccwlfeti m the k-anhwuct. 

TOTALLY NUBD SM -LLUBTAWm TC EiQK 

?97 BREMERTON WA 98337 

10,000- A QUIT MO VI £31 

in Mtmiifirship* 'Sr Mnnrt ly Frp - 
Vkatch D-1 -':S NlMl WW) aclyll-,|«N-r;v.R-jrr. 

FREE UA 1ALUG! 

Uncensjared Mutt ffVCs. v ideas. ras«i[tB&l 
rrilT D;.» 19111 Montreal, Crwlit H35£ltf tie ] 

FREE TOYS ADULT SHOP 
EJYU'e, Live Chat, lop FlistflJ CASINO 

ilFiPO-:4TfiH.O£l K1 ivwvj Pnrnftp.rtujr Rom 

ADULT MOVIES ONLINE 
LJNGfR: t. I QVi A.\|j DVBS QF EVERY 
KSCMPnQN. WWW 0IJ5TYVXXJC QRC 

All ANT If., FOFO 
12 4KG PHOTOS Of BEAUTIFUL AMU 

StUUUliYt WTMtN 1HE KING 
MEN LMI WUDt'SEMl NUDE 
SINFUL l ¥ I1H IC.flllH THY 11, 

VWLL13KT if. SEND CHECK OR 
w n Ffift SPi.es to 

ATLANTIC FORCE 
PMflm 123 E, MAIN ST, SUITE 2 

OENVILlt. NJ. 07034 

TRAVEL 

Pool yunshirw ■ CtfJOftfii YjirdMysk 
VcjIs Included - In Little Els> neat Negri! 
kilt i 66$ mi fan 1 GOB 8 7 J 9191 

llttlebjycoTTages^coml 

ROAD TRIP 
We’re looking for 

16-25 adventurous 
adults to work / 
travel entire US. 

We offer 4 weeks 
paid training. Cash 
plus bonuses daily. 
No experience nec¬ 
essary. If you are 
enthusiastic and 
free to travel Call 
T-800-949-1038, 

MERCHANDISE 

Sticker we ,cwt 

rvy>^ Printed win Vwr Wniip 
$*y ** 

' 7m rrwTTH matt 

FUCK WORK 
L HAM £J BCAJSI.COM !2TOf 

www. Ren J Kava. com 

4:30^ Kava Time 

PHANTOM VIDEO 

L'hiUH rtwiw wut am & 
i<XH erf 

rmw mOiwi, & Latitat* VrMt 
OR Vh&trVD PtWDVWfc. 
t-aU aiu 'L-fcsh a torahi* 
‘jn* R«rvt U rn 9m ■ 
uiMugb. PHANTOM V iD r Ci 

P Q bo* "Ml i. 

ium 101 iH1 J'm 

■ ■ .Hit this! 

HPP 

w* chip 
worldwid4 

v/ww halfprlcepipes.com 

VY* HI! high duality 

glass lunching plpii for 
half of whai retail la. 

MERCHANDISE 

Guitar 
Pick 

Necklaces 
800-559-7425 

dJ'juifUra AunaUibf dm" iuiKJtt 
g u ilarpickcsfitraL com 

MERCHANDISE 

RED PUFF SMPHA 

LUSH HUSH CHILL PILLS 
Wmv,R8t> Puff .corn 

□JL^NALi L KAMPALA ICHQUL1 
Hnodn.'jir; Gn-rno. Apps-: Rnst*. Hat- 
Ura.RKnjffnE.cnm 

■n nr to th e nuole h fm p pi ant 
• IT 5 j "I K ,jl R Ty *r| • Si Til II sill . E 
CDBnhycnffl IlmHIifltnnEnttrtiinHWit 

AIR PUfiTFIFRS 

tUUlNA t MULU tr ULIUHa Ifewrates LUt! 

5 DAY FSFi TRIAL BDfrBBE-1757 

LOOK! PASS DRUG TESTS 
i'.Hi (ilYinl PH- d u pPSS-|ilf|l dryij if it. ■ n |fl 
-n 11 why kn rrTmi hIwiukk) SSJOUawh dmtk.ui 
pwflyonswfi Mmnlrd0rpi fl« -'0 Jfe«3£j, £** 
Id jH. 48507. Pksara- olluw e-El wsrakfi hi delv-.fy 

DRUOTES r IHBSECHblS.CUM 
Lrvirn Hnw van Ear Par,' Any Drug Test 

WVWV.rHE'l£QSH0P$.CDVI 
BEST mULl fllffllHOC Giwi sifctQnuf L'B 
tlpir'-. ytulh >1 nji’i i! ulrt, Ln bOif i B 

irHiJfleiM 

METAL TOEACnn RIPFS 

KSSflrlfMl rinf 4ns. ipnrt SAbt _n da* wl i-r 

Utr T30u CnrralU Avervt UI£N 'a-nr; 

Par,-. MOSBSit 

DO YOU HAVE OLD DEBTS? 
fiuvwr Pj-j 0uch "th1 Full JViiutflitM 

t-BOO-BO0-5?GB www QlohllUlf HMnc carr 

H F REAL SMDKFSHDP.Cni.l 
LUU - iV'l H.i ■ Mood a-'iharrft'ihit flil <■. .mr 
nphrmlisiarai -irworuri (loprrn Bmim wropc 
hiiqe c-nline :.n<- kc shnjf 

GLASS PIPES 

GmifL UlltfLl-Ullirf Iffl Pvll.1' IJIL-I nV Ut li ‘trl I V 

neie pnan kflrt ?] OB For yrur cadlftfl ’o-ny' 
Vu IHvi-it , H.D Loj. HVM Meta, U ftHft 

fcltflU 11KIL PUPPY Stic US 

Farv in jfmft roll anvTinn iq’j7 T^fi-IEPa 

COMPLETE SET OF HIGH TT WES 
Ma.|ailni‘>- All ir Tmrlpra iilCl.nnn Df nr at 

Lllvi.aBff'130'8935 

GROW AIDS 

GROW 10 POUNDS OF 
MUSHPUUMS LVLRY MUNI H 

Curnpijti! 'jetiiL'L. k ll; minbturu 
r- p*nlir gfdwlftfl iujuplie-a Frv" firHlaa 
Zu\ ji'p1 him, LSN7J d13-1507 Bu» 

?n«, Pn^ptrt HHifjnn n rru!7o nri^!t Sf 

l h d i rnuMiiwnnwgicxflKn, 

GROW AIDS 

MUSHROOMS 

Dried aniMCa i osisila. iliMpmn rttn iJvsrtfe. 

frrr -1rn|nP Rtun I jn^iurfilr^a^ ” rnr 

MWHC MUSHROOM SPDRES 
P*> K^bflj 'VmtiV Cl Limiii riFCMT ,- 

L-iMil ' 'U ■ - I TivrtuiMiriii "ALTJVE 

WaorlidM Shia f*’*m3 S3 G1 

Pii: I =. Liutic Hjj P.D Hiu 7dU, H. lie's 

Suninlt, Mo. f-LCFS 

LLAMA GUCGHIE 
"bardEii Canj . ■ Frum 1 he JLr ’mbs’ Llama Far- 

tilirar PrUgtj Natural, Or pm 5, EecFr nrnlv 

Visit iwm ch*e cam 

exPERifNcen 

iNLlUDH HUH S JLUL'UNISr 

F: r-rtln ul'ln ate iiin.ry grrwnr a area Natwuly 

r pina.ie ad jj cnr. a tat* tame on IF a .■•ns 

rrr g-Tn i.rh .nnth'iae Vi'sr* ?0B va tf 

hr; 3 ted .pr-c nn d• t ia n c d mar L e hnp ^ u 1 > ri 

pniratiG? pted. FVEvigua pipdoctior ;hap 

ave’tJC’ hidden ill? rcrnri nith bank vault 

dug F|.j SI wFl 1 1 nf Ph "inn A7 

EXOTIC CANNABIS SEEDS 

SfiEumWn'Iidwnfe Ijdlywy- Hist ■‘illl ETflAiYIi 
mvAJttu5xu.t:uM 

REAL ESTATE 

RATKQDW FARMS 

FWtniv FUR SAlI IOSECiBDED ACfllS 

WFHDUEt. VANLALLA Ml. FtfSI SLLU,J'JJ 

PAM ?3#-B49-f33a 

COLORADO 6w: SM.OOQ 

M il ;t 1/ verv p*ata:cff qrid M rules t • 

air fijid.i.ike S^mrtitvlar mtif vigv;?. 

tQDDlGSv L1]^ 

WWW MAH 1JUANAMT5CC0M 

!g .jI-j IL.D30 I■ 1 c= l ,! 1 tacrLfff ldii 

[h njaftmkHra vf Inu^i j iuire. ri in 

FINANCIAL 

MAKE 320.000* PER MONTH 
Cm -• ■<! Nrtfr oppJirt slry ITi r-at itml-itcir 

ary rww Hiyh latent HbftB PHIs la Head Slxips. 
Ml*., flndjf Pacing trYtm Arlan aUnres “tr. 

Alf.-,-, ^:mc SJJUIJU •.tlr.iiftin- vuenr-eir 

wm t rtir'tfstnflirt mm 

OAO CREDIT? 

Wild Ih.s HCteljjoull H«Dh »t^ur Sfltl 

• hmJH F, tia IL'U'I ilMd II -I..V-J Ji 1 ‘603' 
’Fif’Cl i»2d3] A^PirrlltFs'rr.v.’ 

Bible, com 

CHtUl I PKUULtMSV 
?R-hrrccnnfflanu?3rnBe ?> F-7BF -KHIH Xr“755 

GRANT MONEY! 
FrcmMsipy ikiitreeg Nesfta fr icilnvi 

Bu»Nm^v. BASE: & jivtt’h 7 Bm J68 Inm Be H jh i 
CTO0D5Q DW8 

If you have any nuentianT, 

about placing a classified ad 

In mm TTMCS, 

contact MettStawt 

nt 212.307 D5C0. «xt 2DG. 

■AHHJHI IS 
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GTTJC1*l 

POT SMOKER’S 
handbook 

GMBfeift 
^S&r UP 
WAW*1- 

sacuRday, manch aiSB » 
ausGin * GBxas ^ * 

aisa cetemating che 
Release of our new 
psg smoKER’s handbook 

Ghe SGony awasds 
sera snog * hniiywond, ca 

myspaBB.com/siiony awanris 

woRLd BGoneR games 
obg 3DH9 * GOROiiGD, Canada 
myspace.cam/woRidsiianeRgames 
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sTftAJNb . pppm 
•■"■sses I PACKS 

WQKio brands m 

rvm o«vt LARGE! N-UGHTS 
Sk0 “"mw H PLAm MMsm 
SKUm «»“» W. WIDOW Msoiopk 

OBI WHITE WIDOW '7 
OBJ SrGMD 10pfc 

0B3 fiORTHEftff LfGHTS 
0BJ H-PUWT 

0B'J SUPER SKE/NK 
Od- PURPLE £KUNJ[ 
^ SWEET TQOTR 
m SKUNK #x 
W m^420 
obio afghani 

l]-1] BLACK DOM IRA 

wrCKRASSiOw 
DPI SKUNK #1 
DP2 POWER PUNT 
DP I OASIS 

CAL. ORANGE 

0 wnnadeIto^^ 
DZ Cl]HAZE 13fk 
m CANNALOPE 
riJ CONNIE CHUNG 
« 0-ilNE 

D® U. CONFIDENTIAL 
02 MUG 

D« RECON 
•’3 ROCKLOC* 
DID SHARKBREAm 
Dl' SOURCREAM 
01? SUPERLOPE 
012 SWEElHAZE 

DPb MAZAR 
OP* WHITE WIDOW 
0P7 BLUE8ERRE 

H BELLADomA’.Jr 
P2 OUBGAMAtt p* 
>'G DUTCH DRAGON 
P* NEBULA 
PS SENSI STAR 
p* SHEHERAZADE 
P ' SWEET PURPLE 
P® AMSTERDAM FUME 
P9 SUGAR BABE 
PIO SWISS BLISS 

1 MAGIC B 
P12 Rax - new 

W3 SATINA SPIRIT-N£n 

OPB FLO 

0?D SKTWALAER 
E> ' STRAWBERRYCOUGH 

1 Opk 
sT lavender" 

;i NTC DIESEL 
M3 SOMANGO 
SM eUDOHA’S SISTER 
SOS ROCKS 

1 AMNESIA HAZE 
SOI KANUNA 

CITRALAH 
SOJ WHITE LIGHT 

SOMAUI 

SE1 

SEZ BUBBLEGUM 
S£3 KALI MIST 
SEA WHITE RUSSIAN 
SE5 AKA? 

SHOP PCftSOfil 
W A SAPS €NWRONMeNT 

—. W*Toronto,ONM8WINI 

^255^5^5^ 
M0N *“ SflI 10ar" “ 7P"> I SUN 10am * 4:Z(Jm 

«*-'*>*. 

U Canadian owned and operated 

Directions: Take QEW Toronto to Cawthra Rd exit Than south on Cawthra to lake-shore Blvd. 
Go east on Lake Shore Blvd for 5 miles. Look out lor the neon '420' sign on the sooth side of the street, 

ACQUISITION OF LIVE CANMABIS SEEDS sS ILLEGAL IN THE UNUEO STATES * RAYASLE -N US, DOLLARS FROM ANYWHERE .N THE WORLD 


